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rofession 2005 begins with a series of essays titled "The Future of the
Humanities." Without exception, the authors contend that literary studies must reaffirm, or in some cases reassert, its connection with the humanities in order to retain viability for the foreseeable and distant future in
American higher education. In the words of Robert Scholes, the humanities
serve to "[remind] us that we have a responsibility to the great works of
the past and to those students who may benefit from coming to know and
appreciate them" (9). While they stop short of proclaiming that primary
texts of literature would share the level of "first order discourse" that many
in English Studies afford to theory, these voices insist that the humanities
must remain viable in higher education and that we must emphasize them
in our scholarship, our teaching, and even in our evaluations for tenure
and promotion. They offer no long-term prescriptions as to the curricular
or scholarly formulation of the humanities in the contemporary university,
but they do set the table for such reflection and discussion.^
In this essay I hope to augment the critical reflection on these matters
with a focus on their implications for Composition Studies. Even though
many scholars in this field have distanced themselves from literary studies,
and not without good rationale and fair-minded intentions, our discipline
may benefit ñ"om cultivating a relationship with the meta-discipline of the
humanities. When viewed as a set of interacting, historically contexualized
discourses, the humanities offers a focus of inquiry that is more broadly
contoured, more open to revision, and more critically accessible than has
been recognized by many voices eager for a more autonomous definition of
Composition Studies. Once I have contextualized this point in reference to
some notable voices in the discipline, I will then incorporate genre theory in
order to foster a connection between Composition Studies and the humanities. Thus, I hope to answer the call of the essayists mentioned above and in
so doing enhance the positions of both fields of academic inquiry.
The recent calls for increased pragmatism in pedagogies and curriculum
revision by the likes of Kathleen Blake Yancey and Kurt Spellmeyer would
seem to offer Composition Studies a decisive identity and direction for future
scholarship and presence in the academy. In her 2004 CCCC Chair Address,
Yancey gives most of her attention to what she terms a new "writing public," a population for whom writing happens primarily outside the academy.
Instead of rhetoric, argumentation, or even academic literacy, Yancey offers
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competing definitions of public literacy and the impact of new technologies of writing as the emerging focus for Composition Studies. While her
discursive context is an academic one, she acknowledges that the writing
that commands the attention of composition professors "seems to operate in
an economy driven by use value" (301). She suggests that we adapt to this
new discursive/linguistic context by changing our curriculum so as to train
students to write and translate across multiple mediums, textual, electronic,
public, and so on.^ The pragmatism exemplified here would allow the discipline to connect classroom work to real-world emplojmient concerns and
writing contexts, thus signaling a potentially decisive break with both the
formalism and modes-based writing pedagogies of an earlier era and the
expressivist pedagogies of recent decades.
Yance^s vision offers valuable ways to proliferate the loci of composition studies, and the opportunities articulated in her address offer hope for
new avenues of critical inquiry and pedagogical development. For all of her
apparent expansiveness, though, she neglects the aesthetic and imaginative
aspects of rhetorical inquiry and analysis that would complement her more
pragmatic ideas. If in fact Composition Studies should pursue a public academic language (see Yancey; Brooks; Gorzelsky), we should remind ourselves
that the aesthetic offers a meaningful point of entry into the semiotic and
epistemological concerns of our discipline. I contend that a renewed focus on
the humanities as a historically situated, rhetorically understood endeavor
would bolster the institutional position and curricular role of Composition
Studies and would provide for a helpful balance to the aforementioned
pragmatic turn in much of our scholarship.
While many see this turn of events as a welcome liberation from the more
idealistic concerns of literary studies, others have taken note of unintended
consequences for our profession. In his book Arts of Living Kurt Spellmeyer
offers a wide-ranging analysis of the state of the humanities in the current
academy.^ He begins his broadly-focused critique by stating the obvious:
the humanities finds itself isolated from the activities and concerns of the
larger society (4). Though he mentions the predictable sociological factors,
including the rise of technology and the increasing pragmatism of students'
attitudes toward higher education, Spellmeyer blames higher education itself, arguing that "the academic humanities . . . [has created] a specialized,
often rarified knowledge that justifies not only the privileged vantage point
of critical judgment, but tenured positions, research stipends, federal grants,
and so on" (6). Instead of encouraging a "direct involvement in the making
of culture" (7), the humanities has removed it to a near vanishing point, with
unintended consequences for the most basic and most culturally meaningful
practices of higher education. Rather than empowering students and, by
extension, citizens, the humanities too often removes them from creative
and intellectual means of understanding and improving their world.
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In the concluding pages of his discussion, Spellmeyer attempts to
link Composition to the humanities through a new core curriculum based
on dialogue, creative investigation, and issues in current culture. While
these suggestions do help us to consider innovative means to making the .
humanities relevant, they lack two key components. Throughout the many
pages of a text dedicated to the humanities and its relevance, Spellmeyer
never provides a definition of this key term beyond echoing some of the
phrasings of Robert Bellah.'' As such, we are to see the humanities as a
term emptied of meaning yet endlessly contested, simultaneously traditional in reflecting our most trite assumptions about it and progressive in
its possibilities. He does take a moment to exclaim that
[a] s for . . . professors, we continue to believe—or at least to claim—that
a knowledge of Plato, a reading of Shakespeare, a brush with current historiography, an immersion in possible worlds theory . . . will somehow
enable young Americans to make better decisions than if they had more
pertinent information at their ready command. As far as I'm concerned,
this is the sheerest superstition. (244)
Spellmeyer's point here rests upon a relatively clear distinction between everyday (i.e. "pertinent") genres and the humanities, the latter of which is a
set of genres deemed too remote or impractical to serve "young Americans."^
But this distinction ignores the innately dialogical character of public discourses whereby boundaries between "high brow" and "low brow" texts may
be conceptualized but not easily maintained. While knowledge of so-called
classic texts may often prove too antiseptic and credulous for its own good,
Spellmeyer seems quick to jettison certain discourses in favor of others; thus,
he evokes a hierarchical conception of cultural knowledge that does not necessarily account for the dynamic interplay among aesthetics, rhetoric, and
utilitarianism that we recognize in the genres that we use.
In a move reminiscent of Gerald Graff and many others who attempt to
properly historicize modern English Studies, Spellmeyer's institutional and
intellectual history goes back only to the beginning of the twentieth century.^ His bias toward the contemporary and the pragmatic reduces context
(cultural, institutional, ideological) to the concerns of the moment and to an
unforeseeable future, implicitly rendering Composition as a discipline that
is isolated from History and Philosophy rather than open to their influence.
In the curriculum that Spellmeyer champions and describes, the courses
are designed not around texts but around "'dialogues/" inquiries based on
"the problems that college graduates might be expected to face in the next
twenty years or so, not as doctors or lawyers or Indian chiefs, but as ordinary citizens" (242). Intriguingly, Spellmeyer references a common cultural
subject position, "ordinary citizens," but his strategy begs a question: are
ordinary citizens (if such a subject position even exists) always informed
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and determined merely by ordinary, pragmatic discourses in which they
participate frequently?^ The dialogues in question seem relatively flexible
and open-ended, but the context and exigencies are thin, driven more by
newspaper headlines than by the interplay of disciplinary inquiry. While his
pedagogical vision is attractive, his view of public genres seems narrowly
f^ocused on current, utilitarian discourses.
Spellmeyer's attitude toward Plato and Shakespeare is emblematic of
our profession: in spite of our improved status as a discipline, our embedded
subject position within the academy ensures a tortured relationship with the
intellectual and artistic conversations that have defined us and provided us
with cultural capital to this point and will likely continue to do so. Though
I concur with Louis Menand that we should not use the humanities as a
means of propping up dominant cultural hegemonies (16), I do not agree
that a reinvestigation of the humanities both as an admittedly open canon of
texts and as evolving cultural practice would indicate that we have somehow
lost our ideological nerve. Bruce Kimball defines a contemporary academic
manifestation of artes liberales as "prescribing the reading of classical texts
primarily in order to develop critical intellect" (219), a definition that does
not emphasize writing but does generally align with the liberatory pedagogies of English Studies. Karen Fitts and William Lalicker have called for a
"symbiosis" between composition and literature as enabling a "reconstitution"
of the curriculum (428). Their scholarship challenges the binary opposition
between the twofields,but their focus on disciplinary hierarchies limits their
attention to pedagogy. Building on their argument, though, I look to voices
from within the academy but outside the traditional discursive terra firma
of scholarship in English Studies.
Robert Proctor's Defining the Humanities had its initial publication date
over a decade before Spellmeyer's Arts of Living, yet the former anticipates
the latter and its own internal problems in uncanny ways. Whereas the
latter proves an exercise in epideictic rhetoric, the former offers sustained
deliberative rhetoric in its most important passages.^ A professor of Italian
literature and language. Proctor begins his text by acknowledging openly
what traditionalists seem loathe to admit, that the "humanities" as a term has
been emptied out, not merely by specialization in the disciplines and persistent anxieties about tradition in higher education but also resulting from a
break with the Greco-Roman tradition in the West fomented by Renaissance
humanists. Bruce Kimball argues that the ongoing disagreement about what
constitutes a humanities-based education stems from a millennia-old conflict
between orators, who favor education based on its perceived intrinsic value,
and philosophers, who favor education based on its perceived use value.'
Proctor attempts to break this impasse by offering a realistic accounting of
the intellectual history of the West that reveals not continuity but disjunction;
paradigmatic shifts in epistemological, religious, and cultural assumptions
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have proven the norm over the last two millennia rather than the exception. Rather than imitate conservatives in romanticizing the past or imitate
progressives in relativizing it. Proctor suggests a third possibility:
The tradition of classical education, which began in the Renaissance and
flourished in Europe and America until the end of the last century, is gone
now. How should we react to the death of this tradition? We can either
mourn it and try to hold on to it, or we can see its passing as a liberation
and as an opportunity for us to appropriate the past in new ways. I prefer
the latter, (xxviii)
Another reprisal of the Great Books approach to general education pace
Allan Bloom and William Bennett will not do. That approach assumes,
quite falsely, that texts from the past speak plainly and unproblematically
to contemporary readers. Proctor explains: "[The Great Books approach to
education] encourages students to think that they can read Homer with
the same frame of mind that they read Tolstoy or Shakespeare because all
great writers, no matter when they lived and wrote, were struggling with
the same basic questions. They weren't" (192). While Proctor ascribes to
a predictable reading list as embodjdng the building blocks of a humanities canon, he also emphasizes the historicity of texts in ways familiar to
scholars in English Studies and Rhetoric and Composition. Proctor sees
texts as historically-determined and responsive to exigencies, deriving from
particular assumptions and serving specific cultural roles. They are not simply declarative or artistic statements to be accepted without question or
critique but are symbolic actions that serve rhetorical and epistemic ends,
allowing the audience to negotiate the interplay of mundane, abstract, and
even traumatic experiences.
In developing his main critique of contemporary approaches to the
humanities. Proctor asserts that methodology has become an end in itself to
such a degree that debate over pedagogy has all but eclipsed any sustained
questions of content choices and textual reception. His solution? More
attention to hermeneutics, historical context, and the contingent, variant
strategies of approaching the same questions and problems in different eras
will help to provide balance and more imaginative possibilities for research
and pedagogical praxis. Such engagement of a historical and discursive
Other will offer a context for understanding our own hermeneutical idiosyncrasies and blind spots vis-à-vis texts from the past. In Proctor's words:
"The whole point of studying the history of the humanities is to arrive at
an understanding of this deterioration which will permit us to see why
we can no longer read and teach the ancients the way our ancestors did"
(173). His definition of the liberal arts will likely prove a bit narrow for
those associated with English departments, as he focuses on the works of
Greeks and Romans exclusive of the tradition of literature written in the
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English language. Even so. Proctor's conception of the text as a historically
circumscribed, fundamentally rhetorical act should find common cause
with many in Composition Studies.
The inconsistencies and aberrations that characterize the Western tradition
challenge the notions that reading texts from the past amounts to a hunt for
weighty ideas or familiar archetypes, or that genre distinctions can be captured
by identifying the formal characteristics of texts. Rather, each text must be
engaged according to its discursive functions and socially-negotiated role, its
relationship to other texts always problematic, always open to inquiry. Using
this combination of positive and negative tenets as a foundation, then, I would
like to extend and apply Proctor's ideas to Composition Studies by incorporating genre theory as my principle vehicle. Caroljm Miller has identified genre
as "a rhetorical means for mediating private intentions and social exigence"
(163). For Miller, attending to genre circumscribes discursive practice while
allowing the individual to recognize and fulfill rhetorical purposes. Genre
theory focuses primarily on the creators and users of discourse, but it does
not ignore the material texts themselves. Amy Devitt argues that the social use
and context historically associated with a particular text serve crucial roles in
both its rhetorical function and its generic aspects ("Integrating" 704). While
scholars in genre theory focus on "everyday language" (Miller 155), I believe
that their ideas may be applied broadly in order to demonstrate how formal,
academic discourses and more common discourses mutually inform each other.
Miller's system of genre classification focuses on discourse that is "pragmatic,
rather than syntactic or semantic" and that "take[s] seriously the rhetoric in
which we are immersed and the situations in which we find ourselves" (155).
Though it expands the focus of composition, genre theory has undervalued
the role of textual reception, effectively if not intentionally undermining the
significance of discourse that cannot be recognized quickly as having obvious
public use value.^" A more balanced approach to genres would help students
to understand the symbiotic relationship between reception and participation
in various social genres.
How, then, may we reconcile genre theory with Proctor's reformulation
of the humanities? Kenneth Burke's concept of logology, or the function of
symbol systems, identifies the linguistic sign as having both material and
transcendent characteristics. Because they often imitate and thus affectively
"interpret" life experience, texts with rhetorical power for a given audience
provide "terministic screens" on the world for that audience even as they
are produced by historically contextualized linguistic systems {Language 4452). Rhetorically, such texts depend upon aesthetic and axiological means
of persuasion. If, as Burke famously noted, "form and content cannot be
separated" (^Language 487), then the generic conventions of the literary text
do in fact distinguish it from the academic essay or the newspaper editorial.
Those conventions create expectation and either satisfy or frustrate those
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expectations. But it is never merely artifact or ornament; rather, it provides
"equipment for living" {Philosophy 194). As such, the literary text proves to
be more than merely aesthetic or contemplative; at its core, onefindsrhetoric
manifested in artistic discourse that serves pragmatic, epistemic purposes.
Michael Gamer asserts that the imaginative text "makes more general claims
for the truthfulness of a particular way of seeing." And this process is not
merely receptive, either, for Gamer notes that imaginative texts will enable
students to "connect their thinking about abstract ideas to their own experience" (283-84). The act of textual reception demonstrates an active, critical
edge as opposed to a passive "banking" of information, and it confiâtes the
processes of interpretation and rhetorical invention.
This multivalent semantics of the literary text as defined by Burke might
seem to reinforce its privileged stature, but the application of his theories
has also embedded literary and other humanities discourses (e.g. history
and philosophy) in the larger activity systems (to borrow a term from Lev
Vygotsky and David Russell) that inform our reception and use of such texts.
When incorporated into the study of literature in past eras, genre "merely,
name[d] what writers have created . . . and spécifie [d] formal features"
(Devitt, Writing 4), serving as a means of distinguishing and classifying
texts according to surface-level criteria. The "great text," whether literary
or otherwise, was a "well-wrought urn," timeless and untouchable. After
Northrop Frye's Anatomy of Criticism, genre became the tool of the informed
reader, resulting in discursive practice that "makes the critic all-powerful
and rhetorical interaction negligible" (Devitt 170). The new focus on the
reader, best exemplified in the primacy of Fish's discourse community, enervated the text of any innate discursive power. Genre theory as articulated
by composition theorists challenges both assumptions. Or rather, it balances
the considerations of each, allowing for the recognition of exigency, purpose,
and strategy, both in the social role of a text and in a reader's reception and
use of that text.
Thomas Beebee, writing about the study of literary genres, explains ±at
"genre is only secondarily an academic enterprise and a matter for literary
scholarship. Primarily, genre is the precondition for the creation and the
reading of texts" (250). Genre theory locates texts in their historical situatedness, both for the author and the reader, and it evaluates their rhetorical
and semantic functions, accounting for aesthetic and ideological effects alike.
Though the text produced by Plato or Julian of Norwich is always more than
merely a discursive manifestation of a given "zeitgeist" from a particular
historical moment, its seemingly transcendent qualities are rhetorical and
generic in origin rather than "natural" or merely the product of an author's
individual genius. Any qualities and purposes that a text may "contain" are
always reproduced by a reader's acts of reading, interpretation, and evaluation. In turn, a reader's own use of a text may be seen in her response to
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that text in her own writing as she engages its discursive properties (artistic, semantic, ideological, and rhetorical). Cenre theory thus offers writing
instructors theoretical freight for enabling students to make use of assigned
texts for their own rhetorical purposes rather than merely respond to or
analyze them for content and ideas. The incorporation of multiple genres
(poetry, drama, history, philosophy, news accounts, biographies, etc.) in the
humanities writing course will help to diffuse the binary distinction between
the hallowed assigned text and student writing when one genre or set of
closely related genres dominates the reading list.
Just as the humanities is a contested tradition, the first-year writing
course has also seen varied justifications for its persistence in the curriculum.
Use-value exigencies have driven the first-year writing course for much of
its existence. Since its emergence in the 187O's at Harvard as a response to
weak entrance examinations, its raison d'être has reflected shifting cultural
anxieties about literacy and the purposes of higher education. Mainstream
assumptions about its current purposes include both introducing students
to academic discourse and preparing them for disciplinary writing, but its
"service" course status belies any meaningful connection to the rest of the
curriculum." The content of many first-year courses may exacerbate this issue. Because the essays found in composition readers often focus on current
events, pop culture, or "hot topics" such as climate change, euthanasia, or
gun control, the writing in turn may prove reactive and topical ra±er than
argumentative or investigative. Many of these texts are distinctly non-literary,
in part to distinguish the course content from that of a literature course, in part
to distinguish Composition from Literary Studies.'^ If engaging their culture
and increased awareness of disciplinary writing are reasonable objectives for
such courses, we can approach texts not merely as tools for analytical exercises but as manifestations of genres with specific cultural roles and rhetorical
purposes. Amy Devitt explains that "genres are defined less by their formal
conventions tJian by their purposes, participants, and subjects: by their rhetorical actions. "Genre, as redefined in rhetoric-composition . . . is defined
by its situation and function in a social context" ("Integrating" 698). In a
course that applies genre theory to humanities texts, students will consider
not just the aesthetic or ideational value of a given reading (though they
miglit) but its use value, as well. This balancing act will enable the writing
course to maintain its pragmatic orientation while the genre focus will orient students to a range of disciplinary discourses.
So if genre theory applies mainly to the practical discourse of ordinary
citizens, how might it apply to literary genres and the discourses of the humanities, texts that Devitt has denigrated as "the special texts of a cultural
elite" (163)? Even in reference to formal monikers, genres themselves do not
remain static entities but instead change over time. Formal poetry has seen
sonnets and ballad stanzas give way to free verse, philosophical treatises
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have abandoned both the Socratic dialogue and the Thomist disputation
in favor of contemporary academic style, and the novel has splintered into
various sub-genres. In fact, the role of genre in helping readers or critics
identify "great texts" is tenuous at best. Devitt notes that "[g]reat authors
have often been admired for their 'breaking' of generic conventions, thereby
expanding the literary universe" (174). In reference to genre as a means of
understanding how texts work, discourses in the humanities offer exceptions
that prove the rule and rules best understood by texts that challenge those
rules. But these observations merely clear the table—they do not answer
the questions of use value, social function, and audience that constitute the
primary focus of genre theory (Devitt 178-79). To address these questions,
instructors might envision assignments that ask students to analyze the
content and conventions of assigned readings, reflecting and bending those
conventions as they participate in the dialogic conversation for purposes
useful both for members of the class and for audiences outside the academy.
Teaching humanities texts in the context of genre theory will enable students to understand the architectonic character of genre in the reception and
interpretation of texts. While a Shakespearean sonnet or a medieval mystery
play may be recognized initially by formal features, genre theory identifies
the semantic and ideological features of a text so as to locate it in relationship
to other texts against which it has been defined. This identification of genre
function moves beyond "high brow" and "low brow" binary distinctions to
show that texts are never understood in isolation from other texts. Rather,
it is the delimiting interdependence among texts that allows individuals to
recognize contextual markers and to produce meaning as they both interpret
and create genres. In order to demonstrate the culturally constructed nature
of genre, a course informed by genre theory should include significant attention to diachronic analysis of textual reception and genre function. Devitt
acknowledges that "universality" might serve as a generic function whereby a
literary (or other) text moves beyond "local situations or particularized functions" (184). If we can extend tiiis function to texts in the humanities more
generally, we can then compare how a text speaks to its initial context as well
as to student readers.^^ For example, Shelley's Adonais served as an elegy for
the death of John Keats, but it also had the rhetorical and very public effect
of buttressing Shelley's position among the Romantic poets. Contemporary
reception might contradict these genre functions by focusing on other functions—the poem as an artistic treatise on the power of art or as a reflection
on mortality, with the latter option placed in relief to a newspaper obituary,
for example. Though a text's genre might not change, its genre function will
demonstrate the decisive roles of broad cultural context (e.g. North America
circa 2009) and specific reception (afirst-yearwriting course) in determining
not only how we analj^e and interpret a text but what kinds of values and
functions readers assign to the texts that they encounter.
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One of the purposes of a humanities course informed by genre theory
should be to analyze how genre boundaries allow texts to respond to particular exigencies and to serve specific cultural purposes. Why do some
texts and genres enjoy a privileged social status, and what social purposes
and specific audiences are served by such texts? In their analysis, students
may find that they prefer The Colbert Report or The Simpsons to "The Rape
of the Lock" or "A Modest Proposal," but they may also recognize that
even the genre of satire serves a variety of functions in culture. Inevitably,
students will see that genre hierarchies are culturally determined and
unstable. But such transient status reveals that texts and their genres do
not passively refiect cultural norms, but instead play significant rhetorical,
semantic, and ideological roles, often simultaneously. Anis Bawarshi explains the significance for literary genres: "The genre function . . . elevates
genre from a transparent category to a site of action" (26). Texts in the
humanities tradition refiect the ideological constraints of their respective
cultural milieus—this principle has seen its most sophisticated articulation and treatment in new historicism. While genre theory acknowledges
this point, it does not stop there; a text and its historical origin mutually
circumscribe the other. A text is not just a mirror but also an agent. Just
as a grocery list (a genre function made famous by David Russell) is, in
Bawarshi's terms, "functional and epistemological" (24), a romance novel
or a love poem is also equally functional and epistemological. Both "high
brow" and "low brow" texts respond to exigencies and help their users
to conceptualize them and then act accordingly. But rather than dismiss
given texts as circumscribed by the ideological dynamics of their contexts
of origin or, by contrast, place texts in authority over the changing tides of
public discourse, genre theory juxtaposes them, placing them in a dialogical relationship instead of a hierarchical one.
Moreover, these generic aspects of a given text never exist in isolation
but always in relationship to other texts. If Charles Bazerman is valid in
asserting that genres are "locations within which meaning is constructed"
(19), then texts serve both ideational and pragmatic functions, often at
the same time. The grocery list reminds us about what we need from the
store, but it also verifies our participation in commerce and reveals our
dependence upon the material world for sustenance. The love poem stirs
emotions while enabling us to picture a meaningful relationship, reminding
us of our desire for connection to others. Both texts are crucial for living,
but in distinct ways, producing not stable hierarchies but mobile constellations of meaning. A genre course in the humanities will emphasize that
the primary texts in question are meaningful in a classroom setting because
they provide analyzable content. Outside the academy, their interaction
with more obviously pragmatic texts is determined by their ability to serve
shifting exigencies.
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A course specifically designed as a genre-theory approach to the humanities would have a more distinctly interdisciplinary makeup. Prima
facie, the course might look like a general education course in history, the
humanities, or literature, albeit with longer, more focused units and readings
in multiple genres. For instance, a unit focused on the risks and rewards
of science might include editorials or articles from newspapers or popular
magazines about specific issues such as cloning or stem-cell research along
with an historical overview of the topic. The designated literature text in
the unit would be a novel, Shelley's Frankenstein. Attending to the historical context of Shelley's novel would help the students understand both the
exigencies that led her to write the novel and the genre specific means by
which literature engages social anxieties about science. This text would also
invite questions: how do Shelley's more apparently creative means allow
her to engage the complexities of scientific knowledge and public morality? How does the novel editorialize directly on its subject matter, and how
do the more overtly pragmatic genres incorporate analogies and figurative
language to forward their arguments? A specific writing assignment in the
course might require students to compare and contrast how texts in two or
three different genres (for example, a novel and an essay in the genre of
popular science) address similar questions about science as a social practice
and whether or not those genres serve complementary or contradictory
rhetorical purposes in their cultural milieu.
In a more politically-focused example, a course about the ethics of the
Iraq War might use the same offering of articles and editorials along with
blog postings and a longer "canonical" text such as The Red Badge of Courage or, for a more contemporary take, Anthony Swofford's Jarhead. Where
junior-level writing courses are part of the general studies curriculum, the
humanities-based composition course could pursue even more sophisticated
ends, such as in course offerings related to gender, philosophy, and religion.
The key element at work here is the careful, recursive connection between
analysis of assigned texts and the rhetorical, conversational engagement
with those texts through the writing process. Students will apply genre
theory by analyzing not only their own responses to and interpretations of
the assigned texts but also how the various texts and genres engage and
delimit one another. This writing course distinguishes itself by centering
pedagogical focus on the interplay between assigned readings and student
texts, the constellation of genres (ideational, aesthetic, pragmatic) providing
a discursive point-of-entry for student writing that reveals genre hierarchies
and genre boundaries as djoiamic and inherently unstable.i"*
The humanities-based writing course will not prepare students for
disciplinary expectations in other courses, as it cannot be expected to account for nor solve the tensions of WAC that students face as they shift
disciplinary contexts during their careers. In short, the specialist/neophyte
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dichotomy of general education courses will likely remain, but the genre
focus I describe may help us to follow the advice of Cheryl Geisler, who
argues that "we need to use the curriculum to find a way to interact with
those who are different from us and intend to stay that w a y . . . to acknowledge the difference between expert and amateur perspectives and give as
much attention to educating the one as to the other" (225). My concern
here is not with acclimating students to strict disciplinary assumptions so
much as with helping them to challenge the Deweyian binary opposition
between ideational or aesthetic genres (those most often found in humanities
course reading lists) and pragmatic genres (the kind of writing performed
by students in composition courses). Whereas writing assignments in the
traditional humanities course tend to invite predictable appreciation of the
text or some appraisal of its merits in isolation from other texts, the genre
focus of the humanities-based writing course will foster what Gerald Graff
and Andrew Hoberek have called the capacity for "metacommentary that
relates [a text] to conversations in the field or the wider culture" (249). As
students engage texts from multiple genres in assignments, they may grasp
the tensions between genres and discover that challenging genre boundaries
may provide for creative approaches to rhetorical problems often masked
or ignored in curricular delineations.
The most significant effect on student writing in a humanities-based
writing course may be heightened awareness of the role of historical context in genre identifications and rhetorical purposes. Devitt has stressed the
need to "include not only the present but the future" in gauging the impact
of historical context on a genre's rhetorical effects ("Integrating" 711), but
consideration of the context-of-origin will help readers to understand a text's
initial historical and generic function. When students consider how Isocrates
or Thucydides contended with the socio-political concerns and applied the
epistemological assumptions of his day, they will ascertain how his writing
responded to historical exigencies, exigencies often vastly different from
those identified by contemporary audiences. By focusing squarely on the
relationship between historical moment and rhetorical purpose, students
will begin to realize the circumscribed nature of the genres in which they
participate. The fostering of distanciation from their own cultural contexts
may produce writing more humble and more expansive in its ethical, political,
and epistemological assumptions. As is the case with the assigned readings,
the questions they pose and the answers they proffer in their own writing
will be guided by both genre participation and their own multi-layered
contexts. David Russell and Arturo Yañez remind us that writing "tends to
disappear into the activity it mediates" (358), but the dynamic described
here will illuminate for students the activities they perform and the mediations they negotiate as they inhabit and deploy genres. Like many of the
humanities-oriented genres that they will read, their own writing will confiate
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more obviously utilitarian purposes with aesthetic ones and will reveal the
synchronie play of genres as a web rather than a hierarchy.
This focus on the contextualized identities of genres might be understood best if we frame the humanities as an activity system in which texts
operate together to become a set of objects that students engage through
the mediating tool of writing. Rebecca Nowacek explains that "[d]isciplinary
activity systemsfinallytake their meaning and definition from... interrelation" (495). The principle of interrelation would then drive both the assignments and the class structure itself. For example, in juxtaposing Homer and
Plato with Thucydides, students would see how more ideational genres are
defined in relationship to more pragmatic genres. Their analytical essays
might respond to the exigency of an assignment, but they will deploy that
academy-borne genre not merely for its immediate use value but for its ability
to interact meaningfully with the genres which it scrutinizes. Such interaction and resulting consubstantiation between the students' writing and the
texts they analyze would indicate a systemic relationship among the texts,
a "genre set" that locates student essays alongside epic poetry within the
larger umbrella of academic discourse. Assignments might call the student
writer to deploy overtly multiple genres in a single piece of writing, but even
if she did not literally combine, for example, poetry with expository prose
in an assignment, she will begin to recognize that the instability of formal
genres provides her own writing with the potential to take advantage of
multiple genres at any given time. Instead of finding themselves treading
the familiar ground of the formal academic essay, students may challenge
generic boundaries, blending persuasion with narrative and analysis with
figurative language. Simply asking students to use a central metaphor or
analogy in creating an argumentative essay will cause their writing to meet
divergent rhetorical exigencies, in this case, to please and to persuade their
audience. As students fold use value into aesthetic value in their writing,
they will increase their awareness of genre conventions as well as how the
breaking of conventions can lead to writing that is multivalent in its rhetorical purposes and aesthetic effects.
The very idea of a composition course that gives prominence to poetry,
history, or philosophy reminds us of the ongoing strain between Composition Studies and Literary Studies, a strain that might be abated by a more
nuanced, discursively-focused (as opposed to discipline-focused) engagement of the long and complex history of rhetoric. We can now interpret the
denunciatory narratives by Miller (Textual Carnivals), Crowley (Composition in the University), and Berlin (Rhetorics, Poetics and Cultures) against
the subservience of rhetoric-composition to literary studies as enthusiastic
attempts to define the work and interests of composition as a burgeoning
discipline wholly independent of literary studies. Even so, problematizing
popular renderings of intellectual history reveals that rhetoric, hermeneutics.
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and philosophy always already informed and defined one another. Dana
Harrington describes how pedagogical praxis of the Early Modern period
accounted for this dialogism:
Prior to the eighteenth century, literary texts and student texts were not
treated as separate kinds of discourse in the grammar school classroom.
Nor were literary texts conceived (as they often still are today) as aesthetic objects or products of superior genius whose mode of invention
was deemed inaccessible to students. Instead, literary texts shared with
student texts modes of invention and structural features based on a common rhetorical tradition. As such, students were taught to approach texts
now categorized as "literature" as models that they could draw from when
constructing their own discourse. (251-52)
Though ideas about models and imitation have changed since then, the interrelatedness of writing and reading practices taken for granted by a pedagogical scheme from centuries past remains a key point for composition
scholars. Translated to pedagogy circa the twenty-first century, this relationship allows the composition teacher to minimize the distance between
student texts and assigned texts and to exchange a passive model of the
general education course with a discursively-focused, rhetorically-oriented
pedagogy. This move places student writing neither above literary texts nor
vice versa; rather, the task at hand focuses on building the conversation
between them.
But this pedagogy may have implications beyond the classroom. As
university writing programs have come of age, they have also struggled to
maintain disciplinary autonomy and institutional self-actualization. Rejuvenated interest in general education programs among administrators has
often frustrated already tenuous attempts to define programmatic goals
and teacher practices. As Chris Fosen demonstrates in his narrative of the
hierarchical relationship between general education and Composition at
Chico State, the latter often finds itself constrained by the former. In Fosen's
case, the discourse of general education can overrun the particularities of
Composition's goals and pedagogies so that "institutional models for assessment may insist that faculty use language they don't recognize to justify
teaching a class they don't own" (28). Though it challenges our instincts for
specialization and autonomy, the application of genre theory as I describe
here would locate Composition in a cooperative, potentially interdependent relationship with other non-scientific disciplines. Specifically, genre
theory could help produce a theoretical base for linked courses, in a core
curriculum sequence and could help faculty to create learning outcomes
reflective of praxis. In keeping with genre theory's focus on the user of
discourse, such praxis might resemble what Michael Carter has identified
as a postdisciplinary model of inquiry that is "inquirer-based rather than
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object-based, meaning that knowledge is local and dynamic rather than
universal and incremental [and] that scholars work in temporary alliances
at the intersection of disciplines rather than in disciplines themselves" (40910). As students in composition classes incorporate genre theory into their
understanding of themselves as both receivers and producers of texts, they
will then be prepared to engage the genres of other academic disciplines,
including literature, history, sociology, and the varied, complex discourses
of their chosen pre-professional fields of study.
Perhaps the most tendentious issue in this conversation relates, at a
foundational level, to the idea ofthe canon. ^^ Fitts and Lalicker warn against
"reproducing the ideology of humanism" (434) as a byproduct of teaching
the humanities in academic contexts. The tradition under scrutiny here belies such notions of a stable "ideology of humanism" and, by its variety and
breadth, combines both dominant and subversive discourses.^^ As Proctor
explains, the texts should stand out to us as significant culturally, historically
and ideologically, but by no means should they hold the sacrosanct position
afforded them by so many in the Great Books movements of the last few
decades. Alasdair Maclntjnre explains the bind in which we find ourselves
when we would discard tlie past: "For if the genealogist is inescapably one
who disowns part of his or her own past, then the genealogist's narrative
presupposes enough of unity, continuity, and identity to make such disowning possible" (214). It is the interaction and incompleteness of tradition that
makes it inhabitable at all; tradition by definition must change, and often
in radical ways, in order to have continued relevance. Bruce Horner has
argued for the use of tradition as "an active, activating process and force
for counter-hegemonic work" (368), exemplifying the plasticity of rhetorical
purposes in the humanities tradition.
The greater problem may not lie with fears of exclusion but with anxieties of definition. Proctor offers a relatively narrow possibility in identifying
the humanities as the works of the Greco-Roman period followed by their
intellectual descendents in the Italian Renaissance and ending with modern
philosophy. We would amend this view of the canon by adding the standard
bearers of the rhetorical tradition as exemplified in the collection by Bizzell
and Herzberg and the tradition in English, American, and world literatures.
Going further, with the inclusion of non-Western literatures such as those
covered in the Norton editions of recent years, we would provide faculty of
different inclinations with various points of entry into the conversation. In
brief, a definition ofthe humanities informed by genre theory would include
all aesthetic and/or ideational discourse as opposed to overtly pragmatic
discourse, accounting for literature in all of its genre manifestations as well
as history, philosophy, rhetoric, and discourses associated with popular
culture (i.e., film, television, music, etc.). A course unit would draw upon
these genres to "reconstruct" a historical milieu through the juxtaposition of
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different kinds of texts, offering students a synchronie glimpse of the complex
interactions among written discourses in a given historical moment. This organization of readings and the concomitant assignments will reveal the texts
in question as mediating artifacts that both act and are acted upon by various
cultural forces and readers. While the mapping of genre distinctions might
begin with the formal and the sjmtactic character of the examples, these
investigations would move quickly to the semantic and pragmatic aspects
of the texts in question. Diachronic analysis enables the writing instructor
and her students to attend to historical idiosyncrasies and to the potential
incommensurability of historical comparison. Such a construct need not be
seen as, in the words of Louis Menand, "the cultural past read as a ratification of the political present" (16), but rather as a means of conversing with
the past as a potential rejoinder to the present.
While I argue for balance in our current tendencies toward hyperpragmatism, I do not call for a naive return to the literary or the aesthetic.
Nor should this essay be interpreted as a surreptitious return to consilience,
for as Proctor has demonstrated, the history of the humanities cannot be
captured in a simplistic unity, certainly not in deprecatory "university of
reason" so termed by Dominick LaCapra (38).'^ LaCapra argues that "the
challenge for those concerned about a broad, liberal arts education is to
work through the existing parts in order to elaborate a significantly different, more interactive relationship among them and perhaps a different
configuration of the fields of knowledge" (45). In order to make such interactions tangible, we would do well to follow Bawarshi's call to "make
these 'genred' discursive spaces . . . visible to students" (18) so as to give
them a means of understanding not only how they may participate in
genres but how genres inform their own response to rhetorical situations
and exigencies. In the issue of Profession mentioned at the beginning of
this essay, Barbara Herrnstein Smith notes that the work of humanists may
not after all lose the public argument with science:
[T]here is good reason to think that all these [humanist] forms of cognitive encounter and knowledge construction, with all their internal differences and mutual frictions, are required for the maintenance and flourishing of our natural—which is also to say cultural, which is also to say
ethical, aesthetic, and reflective—relation to our environments, including
one another and that which we have created. (26)
Smith's admission that the humanities may prove indispensable to humanity after all offers a succinct counterbalance to Yancey and Spellmeyer. By
embracing idealism as a necessary counterpart to science once again, we
may yet find that the results of our labor will impact the here-and-now,
pragmatic methodology that contemporary scholarship holds so dear.
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Engaging the humanities through the lens of genre theory means
refusing to relativize the past, either in its many tragic errors or its enduring benefits for the present. K. Anthony Appiah articulates the mission
of the humanities as follows: "to provide each new generation with the
frameworks of understanding that will allow them to interpret a significant number of the many particulars that are our human heritage" (45).
Regardless of the bias against tradition in many academic quarters, its
ongoing contextual and epistemic functions allow us to make statements
that have any meaning at all. Peter Brooks magnifies this point: "Respect
for tradition means an awareness that you speak with words and concepts
that have been used by others before you, that they are not yours alone
but instead come freighted with prior implications, that your originality
is always tempered by the weight of an otherness" (520). Pace Burke and
Bakhtin, we find that these words and concepts are both restrictive and
emancipatory, ultimately serving productive functions as they morph and
act in various discursive formations. When translated pedagogically, then,
this dynamic allows for what Fitts and Lalicker identify as a "genuinely
rhetorical education. English studies should teach students in the largest
comprehensible context how words produce worlds (in Freire's formulation), how language and other signifying systems are used—and can be
used by them—to produce culture" (448). Our willingness to reconsider
disciplinary boundaries allows student to understand the discourses of the
humanities in context, not as isolated great books but as part of the larger
cultural systems that circumscribe their semantic purposes and use value.
Bawarshi explains: "Putting literary and rhetorical theories of genre in dialogue with one another will allow us to see how all genres, far from being
transparent lenses for identifying and organizing texts, indeed function as
sites in which communicants use language to make certain situated activities possible" (19). With a pedagogical focus that is analj^ical, pragmatic,
and interdependent with other disciplines, compositions scholars may join
forces with English Studies and with the liberal arts more generally to
strengthen our students' understanding of and participation in both intellectual and pragmatic genres. In such a project committed to relating the
present to the past, we would carve out for ourselves a meaningful future,
bolstering our mutual autonomy and fostering common ground among
readers and writers both within and without the academy.
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Notes
1. One might contend that the reality of a "crisis in the humanities," though we
rarely discuss it in such stark terms, is validated by our scholarly penchant for
ruminating over the issue. Two influential studies that have drawn interest to
scholars in English Studies are Scholes's The Rise and Fall of English Studies
and Readings's The University in Ruins. For a study that specifically investigates
the prospects for reform, see Miller's As If Learning Mattered.
2. Yancey places herself in context to recent studies that relate digital technologies to literacy, including Faigley's "Material Literacy and Visual Design" and
Brandt's Literacy in American Lives. She also highlights Brandt's book and
Deibert's Parchment, Printing, and Hypermedia as connecting the two aforementioned subjects to contemporary politics in particular.
3. The key term in the title to Spellmeyer's book is found in the subtitle. Reinventing the Humanities for the Twenty-First Century. Spellmeyer distances himself
from both right-wing outsiders to the academic debate and the left-wing
theorists who have generally dominated the debate for the last few decades,
arguing that the humanities must indeed be invented all over again. Such an
attempt to separate oneself from either the ancient history of the discourse on
the right or the recent history of the discourse on the left marks an admirable
attempt to come to terms with the past but may not be realistic.
4. The reference here is to Bellah's influential Habits of the Heart, a sociological
study of American life in context to various religious faiths and moral values
in the 198O's. Spellmeyer's use of Bellah here appears to connect middle-class
America's ideals of the humanities as a term connected to the moral values
• that Bellah et al. investigate in the book.
5. Spellmeyer's position in Arts of Living joins a group of prominent figures in
English Studies since the canon wars of the 1980s who have articulated suspicion toward or outright rejection of "canonized" texts. Scholes offers a way
out of the conservative tradition in The Rise and Fall of English Studies, wherein
he calls for a new focus on discourse and textuality to replace a curriculum
broken down into historical eras and literary movements (i.e., the coverage
model). In moving toward the concept of "dialogue," then, Spellmeyer places
his vision even farther away from a text-based curriculum, a popular move by
many in Composition Studies these days.
6. Graff's Professing Literature: An Institutional History is aptly titled, for it connects literary study, and by extension, the humanities, to the Western university of the last hundred years. Like the older, wide-ranging The Emergence of
the American University by Veysey, Graff's book never strays from its narrative
that disciplinary practices are tied exclusively to institutional practices and
contexts. Veysey was probably accurate in connecting modern science to the
university, but the humanities tradition goes back much farther, both to the
Renaissance and to its own tortured relationship with the Greco-Roman era.
Because these studies only go back so far, their narratives often eschew more
complex perspectives and discursive interactions both inside and outside traditional academic settings.
7. Spellmeyer's argument aligns him with Cultural Studies, at least ostensibly.
Though the relationship between Cultural Studies and Composition might be
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traced back to Richard Ohmann's English in America, Richard Fulkerson finds
the more "foundational publication" of this movement to be Cultural Studies
in the English Classroom, a collection of articles edited by James Berlin and
Michael Vivion in 1992 (Fulkerson 659).
8. Some reviewers of Proctor's text have hastened to group him with the likes
of Allan Bloom and E. D. Hirsch, but this characterization does not do justice
to Proctor's own complaints about the Great Books movement, nor does it
account for his own refusal to bemoan the loss of some golden age in humanities education. For two fair but critical reviews of Proctor's book, see those by
John Paul Russo iSouth Atlantic Review) and Judith de Luce (Journal of Higher
Education). Both reviews address some of the major problems with Proctor's
argument but highlight its distinctions from many similar studies.
9. Kimball also explains that this basic conflict of assumptions about education
has ensured a critical conversation that is "confounded" (9), thus explaining
the wildly divergent pedagogical practices associated with instruction in the
humanities in modern higher education.
10. One notable exception to the undertheorized character of textual reception
in Composition Studies is the increasing attention given to uptake. For a good
overview, see Freedman.
11. For more developed historical and theoretical analyses of this issue, see Crowley, Berhn (Rhetoric and Reality), Miller, and Fitts and Lalicker
12. For a thorough history of the debate over literature in the composition classroom, see Richardson.
13. In this connection, Russell identifies activity theory as a means of connecting
"the ways that writing links school and society." He also calls for diachronic
analysis as a means of moving beyond the tendency to see texts as fixed objects:
"I am suggesting that system or network metaphors . . . can perhaps facilitate
analysis of writing and learning by allowing us to theorize and trace the interactions among people and the inscriptions called texts . .. without separating
either from collective, ongoing motivated action over time" (509-10).
14. Foster provides a solid ethnographic study on the results of deliberately
relating the genres and rhetorical objectives of student writing in context to
assigned readings in "Reading(s) in the Composition Classroom."
15. Guillory has offered a lengthy critique of the political assumptions behind
canon rejection and/or canon revisionism in Cultural Capital. With Guillory in
mind, I would assert that anxieties over hegemonic discourse underestimate
the always already politically, rhetorically, and culturally heteroglossic context
of any given "great text." Furthermore, a hermeneutics of critique should help
to alleviate some legitimate fears about this matter.
16. For an inclusive perspective on the humanities tradition vis-à-vis Composition, see Horner, Elbow, Richardson, and Täte.
17. This concept of the humanities as unproblematically wedded to the Enlightenment project has been developed by Bizzell vis-à-vis the academy more generally (see Academic Discourse and Critical Consciousness) and Crowley vis-à-vis

Literary Studies more particularly (see Composition in the University).
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Activating Activist Literacy:
Discovering Dispositions for Civic
Identity Development
Virginia Crisco
I was nervous about doing a community action project because I am
sorry to say I am not the type of person who jumps up and wants to
be the first one to better my community. It is not that I don't want
to, it is just that I'm a quiet type of person who likes to let other
people jump out there and better the community.
—Nichole, First-year writing student
This [community action] project actually made me venture outside
of my comfort zone that I was building up around myself and
experience someplace other than the theaters, restaurants, and
malls.
—Josie, First-year writing student

J

osie and Nichole were part of a first-year writing class where students
used writing to take action in their community. The quotations above
suggest that as civic community participants they are confronted with new
contexts in which they negotiate new and different roles as adults who
are newly allowed to vote, living on their own, and responsible for their
own actions. Josie demonstrates how a community action project asked
her to think about herself differently by "ventur[ing] outside of my comfort
zone," and Nichole mentions her quiet personality shaping her decision to
do work in civic spaces. Service-learning projects prompting action in the
community ask students to position themselves differently through writing,'
to take up a civic identity using the discourses of these spaces to create a
public self through literacy and action. Service-learning pedagogy provides
the means to get learners into communities and doing actual literacy work.
Service-learning activities can play an important role in teaching students
how to negotiate their new responsibilities as citizens in society, but as
pedagogues we need to prepare students to do this work.
Josie and Nichole participated in a service-learning activity I call the
Community Action Project (CAP), a three-part assignment sequence in which
students inquire into an issue, use writing to take action, and then reflect
on that action. As Christian Weisser notes, "Service-learning approaches to
composition attempt to generate situations where writing can be seen as
deeply connected to social action and democratic practices" (53, emphasis added). Drawing on research with two first-year writing classes at the
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University of Nebraska-Lincoln,' I consider how service-learning, identity
formation, and literacy development intersect; I argue that literacy teachers
who use service-learning need to understand the relationship between civic
identity formation and what I call "activist literacy." This research leads me to
argue, first of all, that activist service-learning projects promote a particular
kind of literacy practice: "activist literacy," the rhetorical use of literacy for
civic partidpaüon. Activist literacy is fundamentally action oriented, not just
the act in and of itself but the thinking, planning, decision-making, reading,
writing, action, and reflection that surrounds the act. For Josie and Nicole
this meant not only doing research on their topic, but using that research
to change their classmate's understanding of the homeless, presenting that
researcii in an activist genre for a community food drive, and reflecting on
their research and actions to change their own attitudes and assumptions
about the homeless. Activist literacy makes room for individual agency and
collaborative action, focusing on making change locally in the communities
to which a person belongs. Activist literacy includes an ability to critique
the connection between power, language, and institutional structures, and
it prompts rhetorical and linguistic strategies to challenge socio-cultural
structures in the process of meaning making and social justice. Thus, activist
literacy is both a practice and a disposition.
As a service-learning teacher, I advocate for both teachers' understanding of how activist literacy helps students to change as well as students'
understanding of how it helps them to make change. We need to be aware
of students' initial fears and be reminded of the risks they take to engage
these projects. Below I analyze how students use activist iiteracy to reveal
the intricate connections between literacy, civic participation, and identity
development, a relationship that service-learning pedagogy is only beginning
to explore. Additionally, drawing on work by David Coogan, I advocate for a
materialist pedagogical approach that promotes historicizing, genre analysis,
and activist literacy modeling that can teach the practices and dispositions
of activist literacy in service-learning contexts.

Literacies and Rhetorics for Civic Action
The service-learning project I analyze below was intended to get students
to write with the community: I ask students to take up an activist stance.
For example, one student, Lianna, conferenced with me about her project
to write a letter to the editor of her hometown newspaper about the youth
curfew in her town. As a former employee of the mayor's office, she was
concerned about how her letter about a law the mayor had implemented
and enforced might be read. During this conference, I realized I was asking
students to position themselves differently in their communities (How will
it look if I disagree with people in power? How will the mayor, my parents,
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neighbors, and former teachers view me now?) and to take risks with their
literacy practices (Will I sound professional? Will others besides teens listen
to me?). This example demonstrates a student who felt comfort—if not
privilege—in her hometown in certain ways, but she did not feel comfortable
positioning herself as an activist in that community. From this experience
and others like them, I argue for naming and defining activist literacy in
certain types of service learning projects as the rhetorical use of literacy for
activist practice. Activist literacy includes [1] an awareness and critique of
socio-political power structures, [2] the strategic use and interpretation of
language, and [3] collaboration or coalition building. Thus, activist literacy
is both a set of practices and a disposition toward socio-political justice and
change. To define activist literacy, I start with scholarship on community
literacy to consider how activist literacy compares and diverges. Ultimately,
I point to the challenge teachers face of preparing students to take up the
disposition of activist literacy.
The service projects I assign have the goal of supporting social justice. In
particular. Donna Bickford and Nedra Reynolds in "Refiraming Volunteerism As
Acts of Dissent" discuss the difference between service and activism: "service
addresses people" whereas "activism addresses structures" (231). Key to this
argument is the term "activism," a term many researchers in service-learning
avoid in describing multiple kinds of service projects. But service projects take
on multiple forms and have multiple purposes. Thomas Deans, in Writing
Partnerships, classifies service-learning as writing for, writing with, and writing about communities. Paul Heilker, in "Rhetoric Made Real," discusses five
forms of service-learning: writing about community service, doing community
work as research, community service linked to course themes critiquing sociocultural structures, community service prompting academic writing, and writing for nonprofit agencies. And Betty Smith Franklin, in "Reading and Writing
the World," talks about the difference between "charity," "civic engagement,"
and "social action." These scholars create neat categories that focus on how
students' actions situate them as doing a particular kind of service. Though
my intent was to promote activism (acts of dissent used locally with the goal
of making change to larger sociopolitical structures), my students' work was
not entirely contained in the categories mentioned above. For example, while
I emphasized using their action to make positive social change by challenging
dominant ideas, students approached that work in multiple ways—even within
the same project. So, Josie and Nicole, two students in a collaborative group
of four, did work about, with, and for the homeless, and their entire project
could fit within Heilker's five categories and had some aspects of each of the
Smith's three categories.
The kinds of service project students do affect the literacy practices
they draw on to accomplish their projects. Service-learning scholars use the
term "community literacj^' to consider the relationship between literacy
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and rhetorical action in public spaces. "Community literacy," according to
Lorraine Higgins, Elenore Long, and Linda Flower (quoting Peck, Flower,
and Higgins), is "the public act of writing and taking social action." In
"Community Literacy: A Rhetorical Model for Personal and Public Inquiry,"
Higgins, Long, and Flower draw on their years of experience working on a
variety of community literacy projects to outline four literate practices of a
rhetorical model of community literacy: [1] community literacy users need
to assess the rhetorical situation, and [2] create a "local public;" [3] those
who manage community literacy projects need to nurture and develop
participants' rhetorical capacities, and [4] taken together these rhetorical
literacy practices can "support personal and public transformation through
circulation of alternative texts and practices" (11). In her book Community
Literacy and the Rhetoric of Local Publics, Elenore Long historicizes literacy

research that prompted the field's ideas about community literacy to argue
for "local publics as an object of inquiry and a site for rhetorical intervention" (25). She argues for five features of what she calls situated, pubhc
literacies—literacies that users take up to go public. These literacies are
performative, collaborative, inquiry driven, sponsored, and comprise alternative discourses (by which she means the use, understanding, and blending
of various community discourses through the collaborative and intercultural
process of literate social action) (39-40). In rendering community literacy
as both discursive and rhetorical, these scholars point to the importance of
rhetorical abilities, methods for taking action, and changes made to thinking
and understanding different points of view needed for social change. However, their contexts for constructing and defining these literate and rhetorical
practices do not adequately consider the literate dispositions participants
need to take up to do this work.
Activist literacy users engage in different—although overlapping—literacy practices than the community literacy user, and the difference between
these two lies in the theories for how literacy in enacted by citizens in a
society to create change. A key difference is that community literacy advocate consensus—or deliberative—models of democracy, whereas activist
literacy is a practice that aligns with Chantai Mouffe's "agonistic model of
democracy" (98). This model recognizes the power djoiamics in a society
and emphasizes the importance of disagreement or agonism. She argues that
the goal of consensus without exclusion is impossible and instead argues
that "the prime task of democratic politics is not to eliminate passions from
the sphere of the public in order to render a rational consensus possible,
but to mobilize those passions toward democratic designs" (103). Thus,
while community literacy focuses on the input of multiple stakeholders
in a change event, activist literacy focuses on critically understanding and
challenging socio-political power structures. Community literacy prompts the

use of language to make visible the multiple perspectives and to then create
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a means for addressing that issue collaboratively, whereas activist literacy
emphasizes the strategic use and interpretation of language to challenge and
shape the reality of self and institution. Finally, both community literacy
and activist literacy find value in building coalitions and collaborating with
other individuals or groups for the purpose of social justice and change, yet
community literacy brings everyone together to make the best change for all,
whereas activist literacy challenges dominant attitudes, positions, policies,
and laws. For Lianna, a community literacy project would mean bringing
together the mayor, teenagers, parents, law enforcement, business owners,
and other interested members of the community to help her make change;
this can bring about important and useful meaning making and change for
all members involved, but it can also lead to a kind of consensus that eliminates difference. Because Lianna's voice is not heard—let alone valued—in
discussions about youth curfew, her activist literacy project gave voice to an
unpopular and mostly unheard point of view for a public audience.
For Lianna and others, their activist literacy projects start with considering the change they want to make, which prompts analysis, critique,
and response to socio-political power structures. Jacquelyn Jones Royster
explains this rhetorical practice best in her analysis of Black women's essays
in the 19th century In Traces of a Stream, Royster argues for literacy as a
socio-cognitive ability:
It is the ability to gain access to information and to use this information variously to articulate lives and experiences and also to identify, think through,
refine, and solve problems, sometimes complex problems, over time. My
intent in using the term sodo-cognitive here is to push beyond an examination of levéis of social awareness and ways of making judgments in order for
this concept to encompass also ways of knowing and believing ... and also
ways of doing.... (45-46)
For Royster, African American women essayists used literacy rhetorically;
that is, they used reading and writing for problem-solving in pursuit of
social action and change. Though I don't argue that the students I discuss
below are positioned similarly as the women Royster researches, I do argue
that the practices she discusses are the same practices I want students to
wrestle with and learn: students with the CAP choose an issue that faces
their community, research the issue, put it into a larger context, and determine the best ways to act. This requires determining the most effective
forms of action, considering how best to accomplish that action in a 16week semester—or planning to sustain it after the semester—and researching how to get "published" in their communities. Students develop or refine
techniques to question the status quo; research, inquire, and historicize
social trends, power dynamics, and contexts that influence change making;
and reflect on the ways their actions make change (or not). Lianna knew
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that teens' voices were not consulted or considered before implementing
the law, and she wanted to express her disappointment that this law actually positioned teens as criminals and punished all teens for the actions
of a few. As the law had already been implemented, she wanted simply to
educate adults in her community about these potentially invisible effects of
such a law on the majority of teens.
Using literacy for the purpose of researching and planning how to take
action is important, but for Lianna and others it is also important to implement that action. Thus activist literacy includes the strategic use and interpretation of language. James Berlin's social-epistemic rhetoric points to the
importance of this set of literacy and rhetorical practices. In Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures, Berlin argues that social-epistemic rhetoric points to how
language both constructs reality and is the medium for changing reality:
Thus, in composing or in interpreting a text, a person engages in an analysis
of the cultural codes operating in defining his or her subject position, the
positions of the audiencej and the constructions of the matter to be considered. These functions are in dialectical relation to each other, so that the
writer must engage in complex decision making in shaping the text. (90)
For Berlin, social epistemic rhetoric has everything to do with how language, meaning, history, and existence are tied. Rhetoric is tied to literacy
because community activists use language to both read and challenge the
construction of knowledges. Students learn how language positions them
in society through laws, policies, media, and institutions. They research
conversations about their topic, read and interpret a variety of opinions,
and find their own position in that conversation. As students learn to write
for audiences outside of the classroom, they develop genre knowledge and
choose their language carefully, knowing that their goal is to enter into and
change the rhetoric of the conversation. In Lianna's case, not only did she
have to research the "letter to the editor" genre, understand the submission
guidelines for her community paper, and consider how to situate her letter
in the newspaper's current conversations, she also had to demonstrate that
she understood why parents and community leaders made their decision
while also explaining to them how their decision unfairly positioned teens
in the community.
Though language is the key to change making, activist literacy also
incorporates processes for change by encouraging collaboration and/or
coalition-building. Linda Flower's notion of "intercultural inquiry" describes
the processes and complexities of this work: "An intercultural rhetoric based
on inquiry is, then, a deliberate meaning-making activity in which difference
is not read as a problem but sought out as a resource for constructing more
grounded and actionable understandings" (40). Flower points to the importance of working collectively on issues activists care about while learning
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the issue from multiple sides. This allows activists to come together for a
common, potentially larger, purpose and to address the arguments of others.
Students take up activist literacy by evaluating their resources and considering how to use those resources for their project. They have to be able to work
with others and be willing to have their initial purpose shifted in relation
to what others think is important. They need to ask themselves what they
are willing to give and what they are willing learn. They also need to woric
with others to present their ideas in writing, sort through various ideas to
create a final product, and listen and respond to constructive criticism from
teachers, peers, or outside agencies they are working with. With her project,
Lianna was able to research how other communities addressed her town's
concerns that prompted the curfew so she could then use that information
to suggest better solutions than the one her town had implemented.
Activist literacy is more than the practices, definitions, and challenges
listed above; it is also a disposition toward the world and what it means to
take action as a democratic citizen. An activist literacy stance understands
the social and rhetorical contexts where literacy practices can make change
and commits to making change long term and ongoing. Activist literacy users know that strategic language use can change a situation, a mind, or a
context, and they use these tools, but they also know it is a way of being and
of interacting, on a day-to-day basis. Activist literacy users understand the
importance of building coalitions politically, as ±at strengthens an organization, but they also believe in learning from others and being open-minded
to what diverse individuals bring. Activist literacy goes beyond the notion
of "practice" as an act or an activity and takes up the values, habits of mind,
and approaches activists take toward community contexts. Though students
were able to take up the practices of activist literacy, they were challenged to
take up the disposition—the civic identity—that is a central part of activist
literacy Though my conversations with Lianna emphasized that parents and
community leaders would respect an adult who shared her perspective to
make a better community, only a few students understood that social action
is not a one-time statement of opinion but instead a long-term attitude and
commitment to civic participation.
Developing A Civic Identity
The connections between literacy, rhetoric, and civic identity point to
the possibilities for students acquiring the disposition of activist literacy
and in developing an activist identity. As one of my students, Jamin, notes
about the relationship between identity development and activist literacy:
"For the very first time, I felt as if I can use my writing as a tool and shed
light on some of the important things that I am related to that needs to be
fixed. This I achieved in my first project which really made me bold and
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confident of my writing. I think about this class as a grooming point where
shy writer's come but leave as courageous." For Jamin, writing is used to
both "fix" problems and make someone "courageous," to both "shed light
on important things" and create boldness and confidence. So how do activist service-learning projects help to develop students' activist literacy and
identity? How can this writing incite change in students' abilities and identities as writers? Melanie Kill argues that students in the first-year writing
classroom develop their identities through being in an unfamiliar academic
space. Activist service-learning projects also provide a space for identity
development, but teachers of service-learning must learn how identity
development functions before we can know how to prompt development.
Iris Marion Young's arguments about social location versus identity set the
stage for understanding how an activist service-learning project can lead to
students' civic identity development.
Genres of writing represent the literate values of particular communities;
learning new genres represents learning new Discourses^ which is a process
of identity development. In "Acknowledging the Rough Edges of Resistance,"
Kill discusses the negotiation of self-presentation that students—and teachers—face in the first-year composition classroom. Genres, she argues, are a
means of identifying students' presentation of identity: "It is by engaging in
the generic actions and interactions that are valued in particular communities that we perform and develop identities appropriate to the places and
spaces we want to occupy" (217). Kill emphasizes the relational nature of
identity formation, suggesting that identity forms in negotiation with other
people, other texts, other Discourses. In particular, when students come into
the unfamiliar space of thefirst-yearwriting classroom, they are confronted
with new ways of and purposes for reading and writing. Thus, the genres
of the first-year writing classroom ask students to present themselves—to
represent their identities—in ways at least slightly unfamiliar.
If genres, texts, and context, then, represent identity development, formation, or negotiation infirst-yearwriting (with all of its specialized reading,
writing, and language using practices), then adding a service component
to the classroom might make this identity development and negotiation of
self even more complex. As many students mentioned in various reflections
throughout my course, they thought the community action project was the
most different and the most difficult. Aaron writes, "The biggest thing I have
learned in this class is that it is okay to branch out and write about things
that are hard to write about and that I am not used to writing about. . . .
The community action project was particularly tough. I had never had to
do anything quite like that project." Or, as Nick argues, "I think the actual
writing projects in this class are much harder [than the class I took during
my Freshman year]. For example, they involve interviewing or at least talking to other people to find out information, or writing a letter to a paper
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or organization. That seems like a lot of work, especially for a class that
is primarily intended for Freshman." These students point to genres and
activities they feel are outside of first-year writing. As students are asked
to take up new genres and practices in relation to new contexts, they face
challenges and successes with identity negotiation, particularly working in
multiple, unfamiliar spaces that then ask them to construct a self that may
push them out of their comfort zone. But this discomfort also validates the use
of service projects because identity development is a key factor in learning.
"Identity" as a concept is complicated, and in order to understand
how identities change, we need to understand how identity functions in
relation to other aspects of an individual's life. In Inclusion and Democracy,
Young distinguishes between "identity" and "social positioning" by arguing
that social positioning does not construct identity but instead creates the
conditions for identity formation. Separating identity and social location
means individuals can go beyond their identity markers and primary Discourses but also suggests that these factors do shape where an individual
starts and what issues they may have to negotiate. Young writes, "Social
groups do indeed position individuals, but a person's identity is her own,
formed in active relation to social positions, among other things, rather
than constituted by them. Individual subjects make their own identities
but not under conditions they chose" (99). Social position constitutes how
an individual is shaped by his or her race, gender, social class, ability, or
religion, and it affects the activist literacy practices of a person: what they
feel appropriate community action is, who they define as part of their communities, what they consider to be purposeful forms of action, and how
they represent themselves to their audience. Paying attention to students'
social position provides a glimpse into the activist literacy students already
have and suggests how teachers can teach activist literacy practices.
Social position does not form identity, as Young states above, but it creates the conditions for identity formation. In fact, identity formation—development of new Discourses—occurs through the actions that students take
in negotiation with other social positions and rhetorical contexts. Thus, if
identity is informed by social location, it is formed through action. According
to Young, "A person's identity is not some sum of her gender, racial, class,
and national affinities. She is only her identity, which she herself has made
by the way that she deals with and acts in relation to others' social group
positions, among other things" (102). Young describes how citizens form
their identities by learning about unfair and unequal situations that face others who are not like them. Bickford and Rejmolds say it this way: "Activism
argues for relationships based on connections . . . Our activist relationships
are based on common desires" (237). Therefore, students develop their
identities in relation to their social positioning, new Discourses, the genres
of those discourses, and encounters with activism in their communities.
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For example, in my classes, some students who have been church volunteers fell back on volunteerism as a kind of "action" for their projects.
The group of students who focused their collaborative project on the homeless included some volunteer acts, such as serving food at a soup kitchen
and running a food drive at a local market. But the project's purpose was
to inquire into why homelessness existed in the university town they currently resided in (one student, from a small town in the state, had never
seen a homeless person before). So the activist part of their project—the
place where volunteerism turn into activism and the place where identity
developed and was documented—was inviting the head of the soup kitchen
to our class to educate us about the culture of homelessness and making
a brochure to distribute during their food drive that actually educated the
public from the homeless perspective (from what the soup kitchen director
taught them and from their experience talking with homeless folks when
they volunteered to serve food). Ultimately, their civic identity developed
because they saw themselves in the homeless folks they were learning about;
they recognized that homeless people have dreams and goals and that there
are reasons—beyond individual failure—that folks are homeless. Then they
took that understanding back into their material and geographic communities to connect with others through a brochure written to change people's
attitudes. These students had to negotiate what it meant to be an activist,
to use writing to take action, and to consider what role to play in the community to make the changes they identified. Their social location informed
their projects, but their activist literacy developed their civic identities.
Contexts for Activist Literacy
In the courses I design, service-learning in communities is intimately
connected to literacy, and the rhetorical use of literacy—activist literacy—
develops and revises identity. In my class, students draw on existing literacy
practices: they were all fairly accomplished "school" writers, they all knew
how to read and respond to an academic text, and most of them knew how
to go above and beyond the teacher's expectations. They were challenged
with learning how to use their literacy for activist purposes; therefore, they
needed to learn about different audiences, genres, and purposes for their
writing, and they needed to put themselves into community spaces by taking
action on an issue. The method for inviting civic identity development is the
CAÇ a three-part assignment sequence that includes an inquiry project, a
community action that must include writing^ and a reflection. I introduce
the three assignments together so students see a clear relationship. An
important element to this project is the emphasis on writing to take action
in communities, a model, according to Melody Bowdon and J. Blake Scott
that is called "the Stanford model": "Students mainly wrote as their com40 Composition Studies

munity service rather than about it" (4). Focusing on writing in community
contexts demonstrates that writing is not just a school discipline but a communication form used in real contexts for real purposes. Through students'
community action projects and analysis of their reflections, I theorize the
notion of activist literacy; I use their input to learn about the development
of their civic identity, and I then consider some challenges they face using
activist literacy to take action.
The term "community" has been critiqued by scholars such as Mary
Louise Pratt and Joseph Harris as a term that has no opposite, as a term
that promotes consensus and shared values only While I sympathize with
the challenges posed by "community," the term in current composition and
literacy scholarship is rarely if ever discussed as singular and unified. Community—or, more particularly. Discourse Communities—are defined by the
practices and values that can represent various social structures; research
by Vivian Zamel, for example, recognizes that there are diversities. Used in
relation to the term "activist," I argue that "community" is a metaphor for
the variety of groups within a democratic society that represent particular
values and ideas. Activists do not respond to individuals; they respond to
groups of people who have similar ideas that are located within our social
structures. Thus arguing for activist literacy in the "community"—or taking
action in the "community"—allows for a broader understanding of the variety
of spaces where activism can take place and it helps students recognize that
values and ideas of individuals are located within social structures. Thus,
students write letters to parents, for example, to ask them to change their
minds about particular expectations that students disagree with; for a couple
of my students, "parents" represent a group of people who want to ensure
their children make good decisions about intimate and marital relationships.
But through writing these letters to a "community," students think about
where parents' arguments come from in order to address them. Thus, I
agree with Pratt and Harris in that "community" doesn't have an opposite,
but to me this is a false dichotomy: when I mention "community" I mean
multiple "communities" that can overlap and coexist. I have additionally
stayed away from the term "public" to talk about students' writing because
of its opposite "private" which, taken together, has a history of emphasizing
that "real work" happens in public, while work in "private" does not make
change, as discussed by Lorraine Code.
The major theme of my courses focused on writing and representation,
introducing students to the relationships between language, writing, culture,
and activism. Specifically, we read texts about race and class by authors
such as Beverly Tatum, Laurel Johnson Black, Barbara Ehrenreich, Gloria
Anzaldua, and June Jordan. We watchedfilmssuch as Michael Moore's Roger
and Me and a localfilmabout the socialization of college football fans entitled
Seeing Red. Students considered many questions: How does our culture shape
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what we know, how we communicate with others, and where we stand on
particular issues? What issues facing my communities are important to me?
How can I seek out information on those issues and find ways to take action
in my community? And how have others done this work? Though the class
was clearly focused on particular themes, students chose the foci of their
CA^ allowing them to determine issues most important to them.
In ± e first part of the CAP entitled "Inquiry into an Issue," students write
a researched inquiry paper, of about five pages in length, and include some
primary and secondary research from interviews, local publications, or the
library. Inquiry, in this case, refers to "us [ing] difference to construct a more
complex and diversely grounded meaning in the face of an open question"
(Flower, Higgins, Long, 5). The purpose is to discover what is being said,
why it is being said, and what that means for the writer. The inquiry paper
encourages students to think about larger, systemic questions. For example,
one student who wrote about university budget cuts found that students
didn't really know how they were being affected by the cuts; he called for
more education of the students but also wondered if it was in the university's best interests to keep students uneducated about these issues. Another
student started her inquiry with her own problem of traveling between the
two university campuses by bus and ended up talking to transportation
planners and finding other models the city/university could use to make
transportation between campuses more efficient and cost effective. Secondly,
I ask students to inquire into an issue that affects a community to which they
belong; I define community as both a geographical location (such as their
neighborhood, town, or university campus) and as a group of people who
share common interests. For part of the assignment, students make arguments for how they are connected to this community; they can be a part of it,
support it, challenge it, or be curious about it, but the point is that they are
focusing on local issues that they care about rather than the more abstract
and common issues sometimes used in more traditional research papers
(i.e., abortion, gun control, drinking age). Ultimately, I encourage students
to use their inquiry papers as a starting point for the next part of the CAP
For the second part of the CAP entitled "Community Action," I ask students to use vifriting to take action in their communities. In this, I take the lead
from Weisser who argues that "public writing is often most meaningful when
each student addresses an issue of his or her choice" (114-15). I encourage
students to see this part of the project as what Deans would classify as writing "with" the community, which is writing for social action addressing local
problems, where academic, community, and hybrid literacies are privileged
(17). This part of the project is highly self-directed, sometimes collaborative, and is based on what students find important to them. Finally, students
must research and use genres of community activist writing, such as letters,
press releases,flyers,brochures, newsletters, etc. The students in my classes
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wrote letters to critique the war in Iraq, to challenge the way Muslims were
treated because of that war, and to inform students of color about campus

networks and groups of support; they cteated flyers and surveys to try to
educate and enforce campus smoking policy or to inform college men and
women about the services of Planned Parenthood.
The final part of the CAP is a reflection, an opportunity for students to
look back on the community action part of the project. In it, students consider what they learned and how the communities received their activism.
The students' reflections are an opportunity to narrate what they learned
and how they learned, i.e. an opportunity to consider what they did, what
happened, what they took from the project, and how they might do it differently next time. For me, this reflection is a key difference between the
CAP and the kinds of assignments that Weisser critiques in Moving Beyond
Academic Discourse:

Public writing consists of more than expressing your opinions about a
current topic; it entails being able to make your voice heard on an issue
that directly confronts or influences you. Moreover, such assignments
[as writing letters to the editor] have little effect on the world. While
students mayfindthese assignments empowering if their letters are published (as they occasionally are), very rarely do their letters result in any
change or even any future discussion. Letters to the editor are one way
assignments; students put efforts into writing them but get little subsequent response. (94)
Though my students write multiple kinds of letters, to public representatives and university officials in addition to editors, their reflections often reveal their disappointment in the lack of response. But they also emphasize
what they learn about who to talk to, how to contact their local representatives, and what they actually did take from those folks who wrote back and
provided them with more resources and more information. In this regard,
the reflection prompts students to not only consider this one specific moment of action but to also think about how this action can lead to further
action. Ultimately, these assignments situated students' identities in activist
literacy practices which included [1] developing rhetorical abilities in relation to particular audiences, [2] confronting and positioning themselves
within material contexts on issues they found important, [3] reflecting on
and revising particular knowledge and perspectives in relation to the processes and outcomes of their actions, and [4] working with and learning
from diverse people and contexts.
Students used activist literacy to understand how their audience was
situated in relation to a particular issue, and they learned how to use
rhetoric to address that issue. Katie came to promote Planned Parenthood
to other college students by way of a friend who went to this organization
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and found services she didn't know about. Katie proposed her idea—to
create a flyer specifically for college students—to representatives from
Planned Parenthood who helped her consider what information to include in her flyer, how she might present that information, and what the
politics of representing another organization meant for her writing. Some
students recognized the complex decisions needed to address an audience.
In particular, Jennie, who researched the campus/city bus issue, decided
to send letters to her mayor and city council requesting more funds for
the local bus system. She reflected on the force of her letter, wondering if
it would have had more power had she included more specifics, but she
didn't want her letter to drag on, so people would actually read it. Even
"failed" attempts at community action taught students about audience
and the kind of response they might get from their action. Nick wrote a
letter to the editor challenging the dominant media driven ideas about
the war in Iraq being a national safety issue, and Jamin wrote to inform
the predominantly non-Muslim community about the challenges Muslims

faced in his city, particularly within a national context where Muslims
were being vilified because of the Iraq war and 9/11. They both speculated
about why their letters weren't published, suggesting that the media didn't
support their opinions. Through these projects, students learned about the
rhetorical aspects of taking community action. They needed to know who
they were writing to, and how to demonstrate their authority and get their
audience interested. But they also needed to learn what language their
audience would most respond to, and they learned that in some cases, such
as with letters to the editor and flyers for an organization, policy dictates
the genre of writing, the information included in writing, and the stance
taken toward an audience.
Students also developed their identities through positioning themselves
in particular ways in communities. By acting on particular issues, they positioned themselves as people who felt these issues mattered and needed
to change. Mike, who distributed information for the American Cancer
Society about resources available for quitting smoking, writes, "This was
a great way to get my name out into the community to show that I cared
about a particular issue." But it was also an opportunity for some students
to come to voice. As a 4-H member, Karlin saw the state fair as a learning
opportunity for young children and wrote a letter to the editor calling the
state to continue funding the fair at a time when it was about to be cut. In
her reflection she explains:
The best thing about the Community Action Project is that I can easily
voice my opinion to a huge audience without having to speak in front of a
large group of people. I do have well defined opinions and am passionate
about many things, but often I am forced into silence by my own self-con44 Composition Studies

sciousness. . . . This class and this project has shown me how to use my
voice within my community to talk about issues that I love, yet on which
I am normally silent.
Students used activist literacy to be agents in their communities, to take
a stand, and to represent themselves as caring citizens. But students represented themselves in different ways. As Karlin mentioned above, she attached her name to the issue she cared about, but she was also able to hide
behind her text and plan for the ways she would act. Writing letters to the
editor allows a person to stand behind her words, to have her name displayed but not have her body visible in her action. This was not only a good
option for Karlin, but also for Nick, as he is a shy person, and for Jamin,
because he had been targeted by someone in his community shortly after
9/11, ostensibly because he is a Middle Eastern, Muslim man.
On the other hand, representing issues with one's body and face means
that students got immediate reactions from people. For example, Jill and
Tanya were sick of walking through smoke every time they entered or exited
their dorm, particularly since both had family members affected by smoking. The students created signs that stated the university's tobacco policy
and posted them outside of two dorms, drew a line with chalk to mark the
smoke free zone, and created a survey to give students outside the dorms to
inquire about their policy knowledge and support for further action. Tanya,
in her reflection, discussed watching someone take their sign, write profanity
on the back, and post that instead, or Jill, in her reflection, mentioned how
people came by and made snide remarks about the policy while she and
Tanya watched. Similarly, Josie, Jill, Nichole, and Maria wanted to educate
their community about what they had learned from the homeless while also
collecting resources to help organizations who support the homeless. They
all mentioned how people threw their brochures in the trash or down on the
street right in front of them, or how people ignored them because they were
asking for help for the homeless. Overall, when students position Aemselves
as citizens who care about and work for a particular issue, they learn what
the challenges of that issue are, what arguments people for and against
make, and they learn how people in their communities view that issue and
thus how they view the students as individuals who support that issue.
Students develop their identities through changing their perspectives
and developing their knowledges in relation to or as a result of their action. Neither Jill nor Tanya realized that others had similar opinions to
theirs about smoke at the dorm entrances. This information reinforced the
positive outcome of their action, and it also sparked a desire to continue
their action in the future. Abe, a Muslim man raised in a small, all white,
Christian town, wrote a letter to his parents explaining why he did not want
to be forced to marry a Muslim girl. In writing this letter, he realized his
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parents' perspective and why they had that perspective. Amanda was one of
three women who felt that cancer survivors should have resources to go to
college. In her collaborative work to try to find more funds, she discovered
relevant information about the American Cancer Society: "I have learned
about the organizations involved in a community action project and now
have a knowledge that will be important and beneficial to me as I get older."
These students not only learned the Discourses of activism appropriate for
these communities but also found that knowing these Discourses might help
them in other aspects of their lives. These students represent only some of
the ways that students in general develop their knowledge, abilities, and
identities through activist literacy.
Students learned to work with diverse people and groups and they needed
to find ways to integrate the needs of different groups in relation to their action. As a student of color, Jo recognized how important community building
was for her own sense of belonging at the university, so she proposed her idea
to people in the admissions office to send a letter to new students of color
about student organizations on campus. She had to represent the university
as well as the student organizations in both a professional and welcoming
manner, so she had to manage feedback from multiple audiences and consider
new students' potential experiences coming into a new university context.
Brenna, who promoted the benefits of equine therapy to disabled communities, proposed and wrote a newsletter for the therapy organization. As she
wanted the newsletter to be useful to clients and potential clients, she had to
wait to get information from therapists, and she had to get the approval of
her bosses before she could distribute it. But there were some projects that
didn't quite accomplish this work. Danielle, Amanda, and Sarah decided to
raise scholarship money for cancer survivors before they even spoke to the
American Cancer Society; additionally, they started at the main office in another state rather than looking for local contacts that they might have been
able to collaborate with. This might be one reason they had trouble with their
project. The group of students who went to work for the homeless learned
about the circumstances of specific homeless persons, changed some of their
own personal, stereotypical beliefs, but still finished the project without fully
understanding the complexity of homelessness. However, all students developed strategies to work with others and learned the consequences of that work.
They also learned how to account for differences and to put the experiences
of others in a broader perspective.
These CAPs demónstrate how students developed activist literacy practices to not only take action on an important issue but also to develop the
Discourses they need to do this work. Students who take up the practices of
activist literacy have the opportunity to build onto, rethink, and revise their
civic identities. Because they take up new critical practices, because they
use their literacy in different ways, and because they position themselves
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differently in communities, students gain new experiences, knowledges, and
practices with literacy that shape their civic identities and prompt reflection
on how these identities reposition them in relation to others in their communities. But students are also challenged to take up stances as members of
communities. They have to shape and modify their language to address the
conversation about their issue, develop new knowledges as a result of their
action, and engage with people who have similar and diverse interests and
purposes in relation to the projects they chose. Several pedagogical strategies can help students develop activist literacy practices and thus help them
learn the Discourses of community action.
Developing Dispositions for Activist Literacy
As a teacher who supports activist service-learning, I need to be aware
of the literacy practices that support learning new Discourses, particularly
activist literacy, and be able to support students in their civic identity development. I need to be a resource for students in helping them develop their
identities and also need to start to teach them the activist literacy practices
that will help them be successful as citizens working on issues in their
communities. That said, one of the challenges I face encouraging students'
activist literacy development focuses on a crucial aspect of activist literacy:
developing an activist disposition. Though students took action on issues
they cared about, changed their minds through social and cultural analysis,
and learned that language and arguments are rhetorical, only a handful of
students walked away understanding that activism is a stance and a commitment, a long term way of being in this world. Limited change is made
through one letter, one poster, one brochure. I needed to teach students not
only the practices but also the disposition of activist literacy This would
include taking up a materialist pedagogical approach that [1] historicizes
local activist movements, [2j analyzes the genres and rhetorical contexts
for activism, and [3j teaches students the possibilities and implications for
activism by sharing experiences as an activist.
One option for teaching students the disposition of activist literacy is to
approach the class with a materialist pedagogy focusing on local contexts.
David Coogan argues for teaching students Materialist Rhetoric in preparation
for community projects and activism: "We need to know how the materiality
of discourse intersects with human agency at unique, historical moments and
produces changes that communities can really see" (669). Indeed Weisser also
argues for "ways in which material forces shape what gets said, who gets heard,
and how these forces have structured public discourse throughout history"
(98). A materialist pedagogy does not only reveal the historical, material,
and discursive relationships of how change is made, it also provides potential
methods for making change, particular reasons to make change, and models
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of how change is made in communities. I argue for applying this concretely
to myfirst-yearwriting classroom through analyzing particular local activist
movements. I advocate focusing on local movements of activism so that students can recognize that change can be made in their communities, by regular,
committed folks who do this work, but also that some community change takes
multiple, committed citizens and work lasting months if not years. Additionally,
our coursework would not only focus on the histories, the individuals, and
the processes for making local change, but it would also include analyzing
multiple genres of writing used to make this change. Because, as Kill argues,
if engagement with genres elicits identity development, performing genre
analysis and asking students to write in particular genres in the classroom—
and then for action-oriented purposes in the community—^would foster both
activist literacy practices and the disposition of activist literacy.
One activity for enacting this pedagogy is to historicize current movements
in the past and bring some examples of activist literacy texts that demonstrate
a range of genres over time. One example could come from local city efforts
to join other cities across the nation to denounce parts of The USA Patriot Act;
another example could include other activist movements by cities to create
nuclear free or drug free zones. We would not only read about the history but
also analyze the multiple genres and outlets for activism including newspaper
articles, action alerts, brochures, testimonies to the City Council, letters to the
editor, petitions, and so on. Another example would be the process it took for
a particular city to ban cigarette smoking in all public places. We could look
at other local, historical movements such as reducing pollution or eliminating forest fires, for example. We could analyze and compare the rhetorical
appeals of these movements, locating them in the dominant philosophies of
the time, and then analj^e current documentsfiromthe Health department or
other government agency, ordinances written by the city council, letters to the
editor, testimony to the City Council, petitions, and so on. These documents
could demonstrate to students the range of possibilities for activist writing
and also show how change takes time, commitment, and coalition-building
across differences.
From historicizing and genre analysis, students could then do a collaborative project, researching how change has been or is still being made in a
community They could search the newspapers, look for laws,findbrochures,
web pages, or email action alerts, or research other kinds of activist writing. Key to this work are interviews with participants involved in activism. I
would encourage students to pay particular attention to, and ask questions
about, these participants' investment and engagement in the change process,
their experiences working with others, and the reading and writing practices
they used to make change. Student groups could then make a presentation
to classmates on their research, to demonstrate the range of activist literacy
processes, practices, and dispositions they found through this work. This
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project would challenge students to define community activism in a variety
of ways, encourage them to speak with others who have more experience,
and support collaborative work between students and between the classroom
and the community for students to experience working across differences.
Taken together, these projects, analyses, and histories would provide models
to students of community-activist dispositions and ask students to take up
these dispositions throughout the semester-long class.
Finally, an important element to promote and teach activist literacy is
for teachers to be models of the practices and dispositions of activist literacy.
As Ellen Cushman argues in "The Rhetorician as an Agent of Social Change,"
teachers and scholars need to theorize civic communities and participate
within them: "I am asking for a deeper consideration of the civic purpose
of our positions in the academy, of what we do with our knowledge, for
whom, and by what means." Cushman calls for academics to locate our
work in places that matter to real people doing real work that can feel the
effect of our teaching and research. But more importantly, her call suggests
teacher-scholars are responsible for helping students navigate activist literacy
practices. As an activist in communities myself, I can talk to students about
the importance—and possible outcomes—of community action. As a Green
party activist, I can share how Greens use writing in the community to make
change through newsletters, opinion pieces, letters to the editor, brochures,
flyers, signs, press releases, and web pages; I can bring those texts into the
classroom to analyze community action genres of writing. Additionally, I can
talk to students about how long change takes to make and how disappointing
it can be along the way when change doesn't happen; in this, I can talk about
focusing on long-term change while making more short-term goals. Finally, I
can share my knowledge about the various community groups available for
their participation, as well as some of the local history about activism in the
state or the city, so that students can know that activism is accomplished by
real people doing real work.
It is not enough for us, then, as educators committed to activist servicelearning, to teach students about the Discourses of the classroom without
recognizing how we are asking students to take up multiple Discourses through
±ese projects. Students' identity and hteracy are challenged when we ask
them to take action in communities. Recognizing this challenge is important
for teachers, as we want students to finish this class and these activities,
knowing they can do this work, they need to do this work, and their opinions
in the civic public matter. I contend that activist service-learning activities in
first-year writing classrooms are starting places for students to develop their
civic participation, and thus we need to prepare our students for the activist
literacy practices they will face in their projects and in the future. Ultimately,
these students teach me, as a pedagogue, to be better aware of how the projects I assign challenge students and create conditions for learning through
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civic engagement. In addition, by reflecting on students' identity development
I can better understand when to push and when to hold back, what activist
literacy practices to teach and what practices students bring that I can build
on, and how to promote the dispositions as well as the practices of activist
literacy; this can make the CAP a challenging and rewarding experience that
might actually get students to see the necessity —the responsibility—of civic
engagement and action.''

Notes
1. Students excerpted in this essay filled out consent forms allowing me to use
their writing. Their names are changed based on how students filled out the
consent form.
2. When I use the term "Discourse" (with a capital "D"), I am referring to James
Paul Gee's definition: "A Discourse is a socially accepted association among
ways of using language and other s)Tnbolic expressions, of thinking, feeling,
believing, valuing, and acting, as well as using various tools, technologies, or
props that can be used to identify oneself as a member of a socially meaningful
group or 'social network,' to signal (that one is playing) a socially meaningful
'role,' or to signal that one isfillinga social niche in a distinctively recognizable fashion" (161).
3. Though I recognize many ways to take action in a community—through art,
song, dance, theater, to name a few, I felt my responsibility in this course was
to teach students about writing. When I first started doing the community
action projects in my classes, I did let students generally do whatever project
they could think up, and students turned in wonderfully creative things such
as videos or they signed up to be a Big Brother or run laps for cancer research.
But I realized in those moments that students were learning about activism,
but they were not learning about writing. As there is a long tradition of activist
writing, I felt it was best for students to have exposure to this — to learn about
both activism and writing in a writing course.
4.1 would like to thank the students who allowed me to use their work and tell
their stories in this essay I would also like to thank Rochelle Harris and Maria
Montaperto for their multiple responses, suggestions, and ideas for revising
this piece. I would finally like to thank the two anonymous reviewers for their
help with revising this piece.
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Constructing the Self in/as Thirdspace:
New Potentials for Identity Exploration in
the Composition Classroom
Claire Lauer

Spiritual Kingdom
As you look around, your impube is to believe that you have come
to the wrong place. This simple little white-walled apartment is
hardly anything you would liken to a spiritual kingdom. You feel
duped, like you were tricked into ordering something off of one of
those infomercials. . . .

Evelyn
You see an eccentric woman of indeterminate age sitting on a
motorcycle. Her feet are bare, her red toenail polish chipped. . . .
Her white tank top is splattered with red mud—or is that spaghetti?
Her curly hair is frizzed and tangled from riding too fast in the
wind. You think you see a bindi or a small tattoo on her forehead;
then you realize it's mud.

House on Paper Street
You search for the little sheet of paper on which you wrote down
the address, 1123 East Paper Street. But you already know the old
broken home in front of you has to be the right one. Not because
it is the only house left standing on paper street surrounded by
abandoned warehouses and run-down factories . . . but because
the house had a heartbeat You could hear the walls breathe
and the structure pulse. By the time you reached the door, it was
unmistakable, the house was alive.

T

he descriptions above are excerpts of identity constructions created by
students in my composition classes. Rather than having students relate themselves linearly through narration, I encouraged them to construct
their identities spatially in the online, virtual reality of the U-MOO.' This
kind of construction, what I call Thirdspace identity construction, provides
students with an opportunity to explore their assumptions about what constitutes identity and to articulate tlie heterogeneity that characterizes their
postmodern subjectivities.
Offering students opportunities to explore their postmodern subjectivities
in the classroom is important because it works to challenge what cultural
theorist Iris Marion Young calls a "culture of logic" that pervades identity
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construction in Western culture. Young characterizes this logic according
to several traits that configure the self as something that can be "identified,
counted, measured" and as something that seeks to reduce our plurality of
selves to a single unifying principle in an attempt to flee from the "sensuous particularities of expérience" and repress the "play of differences" that
constitutes the postmodern subject (239). Exploring our subjectivities in the
classroom is vital because we cannot come to fully appreciate the "difference" of others and ofthe broader social contexts in which we communicate
until we come to appreciate and understand the heterogeneity inherent in
our own selves.
Despite this, composition instructors have not done enough to counter
this culture of logic in the classroom. In his book Fragments of Rationality:
Postmodernity and the Subject of Composition, Lester Faigley argues that personal writing assignments common in composition primarily create selves
"that achieve rationality and unity by characterizing/ormer selves as objects
for analysis—hence the emphasis on writing about past experience rather

than confronting the contradictions of present experience" (129, emphasis
added). This practice furthers the assumption that the self can be coherent
and contained—understood and fully examined from a detached vantage
point—and cancels out the prospect that the self is heterogeneous and
multiplies without limit. Over a decade has passed since Faigley's book was
published, though not enough has changed in the practices of teachers with
regard to exploring identity in the classroom. In his 2004 book chapter "The
Database and the Essay," Johndan Johnson-Eilola challenges the assumption
that "[w]e understand reading and writing subjects as ongoing, contingent
constructions, never completely stable or whole. In short, we're at ease with
postmodernism" (199). In fact, Johnson-Eiola argues,
while we live in a time of contradictions and contingency, we often fail

to recognize these features in the worlds we live in day-to-day, in our
classrooms and offices. We tend, despite all of our sophisticated theorizing, to teach writing much as we have long taught it: the creative
production of original words in linear streams that some reader receives
and understands. (200)
There have been pedagogies that suggest alternatives to the personal essay
and more traditional ways of exploring the self (see, for instance, Alcorn
2002, Atwan 2005, Davis 1998, Davis 2000, and Rouzie 2001). Yet often,
new ways of exploring the self continue to further the notion of students
as stable and contained. Greg Ulmer put forth a multi-textual approach to
student self-exploration in his textbook Internet Inventions: From Literacy to
Electracy. Ulmer presents a series of assignments as part of a new genre of
text that he calls "mystory." He claims that one of the goals of general writ54 Composition Studies

ing classes should be to provide students with "models of self-knowledge
for living the examined life" (5). Ulmer's students develop "widesites" in
which they reflect on their relationship to and experiences with four institutions: career, family, entertainment, and community. Students compose a
variety of texts throughout the semester (including websites and micronarratives), culminating in the "mystory" which is an explication of the "guiding image" of the self that each student has discovered after examining
their collection of widesite texts at the levels of image and sensory detail
(rather than levels of meaning and theme).
Having students create widesites provides them with ways of "inventing" the self through a variety of texts. However, reducing those texts to
a single "guiding" image that characterizes an a priori, identifiable self, is
problematic in its reduction of the possibilities for the self. Ulmer suggests.
Everyone's life manifests such patterns: every person possesses a wide or
guiding image (actually an interrelated set of four orfiveprimary images)
if only in a potential state, as a disposition or propensity. Moreover, all the
elements contributing to the pattern of "being"—the state of mind—expressed in the image of wide scope are in place by the time a person reaches
the age of eighteen. (18, emphasis added)

The concept of these patterns being "in place" by the time students enter
college minimizes the extent to which students continue to grapple with
the change and growth that occurs in their lives as college students. Moreover, the assumption that students will find a pattern or "guiding image"
that is present in each of their widesite texts suggests that the texts students create are not so much a collection of diverse selves, but instead
are mini-representations of a single self, thus reducing the diversity and
heterogeneity of the self to a stable, static core.
Despite these critiques, Ulmer's work is important because of the ways
in which he challenges the primacy of narrative and linear self-exploration
and proposes alternative constructions of the self through his concept of
the widesite. Ulmer allows for invention in ways more complex and messy
than instructors often allow and encourages students to explore their selves
through images, metaphors, and other avenues not traditionally offered in
the composition (or any) classroom. But rather than reducing the self to
one guiding image as Ulmer does, I propose providing students ever-open
possibilities for exploring and negotiating the heterogeneous elements of
their selves. In this article I introduce a concept I call "Thirdspace identity
construction," which instructors can use to understand what happens in
students' texts when such ever-open possibilities for identity exploration are
allowed. This concept borrows from the work of critical geographer Edward
Soja. Soja's "Thirdspace" represents a dynamic realm in which established
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binaries/dualisms that dominate our contemporary cultural understanding
(such as subject/object, social/historical, center/margin, real/imagined,
material/mental) are reworked in an effort to open up other possibilities
for understanding (5). Soja uses Thirdspace as a lens to analyze what he
calls "real-and-imagined" urban centers, such as the city of Los Angeles. As
Thirdspaces, Soja shows how urban centers exist as triads of the spatialsocial-historical, despite our tendency to consider them exclusively in the
realm of the social-historical.
I apply the notion of Thirdspace not to urban centers, but to understanding constructions of identity in the composition classroom. Offering students
the space in which to negotiate the infinite ways they are spoken—by their
cultures, histories, and experiences—and the opportunity to compose new
ways of speaking, engenders constructions of the self the dynamics of which
we can better appreciate through the lens of Thirdspace. Thirdspace identity
construction—as a way of understanding the compositions of students that
take place when non-traditional approaches to identity are allowed and
encouraged—can help instructors reinvision the possibilities for personal
writing in the classroom and open up avenues for students to articulate
real-and-imagined, spatially-situated selves that engender a new kind of
agency: one that embraces complexity and refuses reduction. Further, when
allowed to conceive of and create more complex possibilities for identity,
students come to value the diversity of their selves and in doing so appreciate the diversity of others.

The Origins of Thirdspace
Soja's concept of Thirdspace was greatly influenced by Henri Lefbvre's
The Producüon of Space. Soja borrows from Lefebvre's theories about the relationships people have with space to argue that people are able to ignore the
spatiality of their lives by conceiving of it entirely in the realm of the physical
(what Soja calls "Firstspace" and Lefebvre calls "spatial practice"), as one
does when experiencing space as measurable and self-evident (i.e., engaging
wi± space by mapping it, collecting information about it, and dividing it into
segments), or by conceiving it entirely in the realm of the mental (what Soja
calls "Secondspace" and Lefebvre calls "representations of space") as one does
when speaking metaphorically and philosophically about space (6).
"Firstspace" describes the tendency for us to see space as self-evident,
existing, and there to be measured and studied (Lefebvre's "illusion of the
real"). We find more and more ways to collect and study space (Google
Earth, satellite pictures, infrared readings, etc.) under the assumption that
the more data we collect the more theories we can derive from them. This
has become increasingly pervasive as digital technologies have improved
the ways in which we are able to observe, catalogue, and replicate material
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space. However, it furthers the assumption that we exist apart from space
and ignores the ways in which people operate in space: the "lived" interactions with space and with people (producing space, not just occurring in
space) that we have on a daily basis (Soja 75-78).
"Secondspace" describes the privileging of mental and philosophical
constructions of space (Lefebvre's "illusion of transparency") that also ignore
the "lived" interactions that occur in material space. There are "internal" and
"external" ways in which this is realized. An example of internal privileging
of Secondspace might be when theorists ask people to draw a picture of
the city in which they live. These pictures can be useful in showing various
conceptions of space, but more often, they are used to create simplistic categories of how people conceive of space ("men conceive of space in streets
and numbers, whereas women tend to see space in terms of objects,"). An
example of external privileging of conceived space occurs when epistemologies attempt to provide overarching frameworks for organizing and explaining the material world (as the Modernist -isms usually do), again ignoring
the lived interactions that are actually occurring in space (Soja 79-80).
These appropriations set up a binary between material and metaphorical
space that forces one conception of space over another. This binary is one
that both Lefebvre and Soja bring together through an act of "thirding" to
produce a triad that includes lived space. Developing other (third) options to
established binaries such as material/metaphorical space is what Soja calls
"thirding-as-othering," a process that describes the contiguous restructuring
of binaries that represents the larger concept of Thirdspace.
Soja's act of "thirding" doesn't just combine or exist in-between established binaries, but actively transforms them. According to Soja, thirding is
much more than a dialectical synthesis; it
introduces a critical "other-than" choice that speaks and critiques through
its otherness . . . It does not derive simply from an additive combination of
its binary antecedents but rather from a disordering, deconstruction, and
tentative reconstitution of their presumed totalization producing an open
alternative that is both similar and strikingly different. (61)
Thirdspace is an ever-open space that allows contradictory and seemingly
incompatible ideas to coexist and be creatively restructured in new ways to
produce new meaning.

Thirdspace Identity Constructions in the Composition Classroom
Soja's theory of Thirdspace can help instructors better understand the
complexity of student self-constructions in the classroom and encourage
ever-open possibilities for identity exploration using metaphorical and material tools and spaces perhaps never before considered. While teaching both
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first-year and advanced composition courses, I developed an assignment that
offered students the opportunity to explore identity through the construction of their selves in/through a space on the U-MOO. An on-line, virtual
reality environment, described through language,^ U-MOO allows users to
log on as characters and navigate through the spaces that constitute the
MOO "architexture" (Haynes and Holmevik). While in a MOO, characters
can communicate with other characters who have logged on, and they are
often granted the ability to build their own spaces and objects to contribute
to the already existing MOO framework.^
The spaces that students in my classes built could consist of any number of "rooms" and objects, in any conceivable (or inconceivable) order,
described in any way. As a part of the actual site construction, each student
had to name and describe their MOO character (the persona they embody
when they log onto the MOO) and include it/him/her/them in some area
within their site. In addition to the site, students were required to write
an analysis essay that attempted to account for the details and descriptive
decisions they made throughout the site (whether planned or unplanned,
understood entirely or not). What "self" or "identity" meant for each student
was up to them and could be interpreted how they saw fit.
I incorporated this assignment (see Appendix A) during various semesters of myfirst-year,honors, and advanced composition courses that I taught
over a four-year period. The essence of the assignment remained the same
throughout each course, though there were some contextual differences.
In my first-year composition courses, this assignment served primarily as a
replacement for the traditional personal exploratory essay that was required
by my department at the time. In my advanced composition courses, this
assignment served as part of a larger investigation of how various media
and technologies work rhetorically in our culture. Despite the differences in
course levels, the creative depth and the level of analysis that many students
engaged in with their sites was surprisingly consistent throughout, whether
infirst-year,honors, or advanced.
I developed the term "Thirdspace identity constructions," to help explain the sites students in my classes constructed that reflect the ways in
which binaries that people use to inform the self—including male/female,
margin/center, white/non-white, public/private—have been disrupted and
creatively restructured to give way to alternative understandings of the self
Thirdspace identity constructions are characterized primarily by the ways in
which they expose the binaries that people use to simplify the complexity of
identity—reducing it to a series of either/or classifications—and creatively
restructure such binaries, producing other options that address, by their
very nature of being "other," the false choices created by such binaries. Restructuring binaries does not serve to negate the existence of such binaries.
Rather, Thirdspace identity constructions describe sites that do justice to
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the complexity of the self by giving space for the existence of binaries as
well as third/other choices. These constructions reveal a gathering together
of the dichotomous elements of a person's identity and a juxtaposing and
restructuring of those elements in an attempt to better understand the
relationships between them, and how those relationships, as much as the
elements themselves, contribute to a person's sense of self.
The two student sites I have chosen to analj^e as examples of Thirdspace
identity constructions are The Long Closet and Berkembang River. These sites
are compelling because they were composed by students who are both firstgeneration American citizens, but who have very different relationships with
American culture. Elements of these sites are also reflective ofthe struggles
that many of our more traditional American students grapple with, and there
are any number of sites that I would enjoy discussing in this article that
reveal the struggles students have had trying to negotiate the dichotomous
and conflicting areas of their lives, especially in the liminal space of their
college experiences. Such sites include those of students who are negotiating
dichotomies between family expectations and a student's own expectations
or goals, or between a student's sexual orientation and the societal pressures
he/she feels to be something different. Sites also negotiated larger philosophical dichotomies that pull at students' selves, such as their dependence
on technology coupled with a desire to escape into some non-technological
space, or between material desires (like clothing and other status-revealing
items) coupled with a desire to be free of such items.
The Long Closet
The Long Closet is a site that attempts to negotiate the tension one student
feels between her multiple beliefs and cultural affiliations. This site was constructed by Maya," the MOO character of a student who is a first-generation
American, born and raised in America after her Indian-born parents attended
graduate school here and decided to stay. Maya sets up a number of binaries
in her site that she struggles to negotiate, most notably between her Hindu
faith and her American upbringing. Her site is composed as a closet within
which are four spaces that a visitor to the site travels through, including "First
Impressions Entryway," "Middle Tunnel," "Panel of Trust," and ultimately,
"The Café." The spaces within her site capture her struggles on a variety of
levels and her site ultimately exemplifies a Thirdspace through thefinalspace
of "the Café" that Maya constructs. As a Thirdspace, "the Café" disrupts the
divide Maya has fostered between her American and Hindu cultures and is
a place where both come together to inform her sense of self.
The Long Closet is Maya's attempt to find spaces for her diverse and
conflicting cultural values to coexist. She struggles as both an insider and
outsider to American culture; Maya shares a common geography with other
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Americans but expresses a feeling of alienation from Americans because she
is a "different race" and has different "values." As she writes in the essay
that accompanies her site,^
My site embodies many of the insecurities I have had growing up in an environment where everyone around me was a different race than myself...
I was born and raised in the United States, but I have retained a variety of
cultural roots. The cultural roots my parents have instilled in me through
Indian practices have given me morals and values. Despite this, I am very
insecure about revealing these morals and cultural values as I feel that
people may not [be] open to them. This is why when a person first meets
me I put up a façade that shows I am just as American as anyone else. '
Maya's site is constructed as a closet, typically the part of a house in which
things are stored away and kept out of the sight of others. Michael Brown,
whose book Closet Space: Geographies of Metaphor from the Body to the

Globe discusses the metaphor of the closet in relation to gay identity, argues
that "the closet is a term used to describe the denial, concealment, erasure,
or ignorance of lesbians and gay men. It describes their absence—and alludes to their ironic presence nonetheless—in a society that, in countless
interlocking ways, subtly and blatantly dictates that heterosexuality is the
only way to be" (1). For Maya, the closet symbolizes not her sexual orientation, but her need to conceal her Hindu cultural heritage because of the
"denial," "erasure," and "ignorance" of it by Americans. As she states in the
excerpt from her essay above, Maya sees herself as a "different race" than
most Americans, so her cultural heritage is present in her skin color, yet
made absent by the lack of acceptance she feels from other Americans. The
fact that this closet is "long" is indicative of the fact that Maya has struggled
with her conflicted sense of self since childhood and that coming to terms
with it may prove to be an equally long process. The three areas of The Long
Closet are representative of the various levels at which Maya reveals her
cultural beliefs to others and feels accepted by others.
Maya's character is located in the Long Closet, but outside any of the
three areas that the closet contains. Her character description embodies her
struggle between the diverse cultures of which she is a part and how limited
she often feels interacting with "typical" Americans her age:
.•'",.

Maya

¡' )

You see a person [who] looks so typical but yet so different, but
you see that there is unique difference about her. She dresses and
likes what most like, but you see that she has more to her. She
looks to others for guidance on what she should be doing. Her
hair, her face, her constant smile make you feel like she is hiding
something about herself
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Maya sets up a binary between what a visitor to the site "sees" in her character and what they "know" of her. She critiques the tendency of the visitor
to judge her by her physical appearance and reveals the limitations of that
tendency by using her appearance to remind the visitor that there is something they cannot see.
Maya describes American culture as materialistic and homogenizing
and constructs the first area of her site, "First Impressions Entryway," to
reflect the immense pressure she feels to look and act exactly like other
Americans her age.

First Impressions Entryway
As you walk into the long closet you see a large mirror that takes
up the whole wall. You are drawn to this mirror, it reveals the
'•• •:• essence of the room it is located in. In a distance one can see
a faint flickering flame. As you come in you sense a feeling of
"familiarity, you feel like you have been here before. You see in a
corner a computer and television, the television is flashing familiar
faces and familiar conversation. There is a large cherry oak
armoire with antique faded gold rims and handles. The door of the
armoire is slightly ajar allowing you to look inside. As you look
into the armoire of clothing, you notice an element of clothing you
have, as you continue you see that all the clothes look familiar.
You see magazines and a music selection that you have heard and
seen before. You suddenly realize that this is much like your room,
you continue to walk and see the distant flame come more into
your vision.
"First Impressions Entryway" is a remarkable collection of all the things
Maya feels that a "typical" American teenager is expected to have, wear,
and watch. Maya takes advantage of the second-person perspective that all
spaces of the MOO are described in (you see . . . , you hear...) to impart an
intense feeling of familiarity on the visitor of the site. She includes objects
in the room that sjonbolize the homogenizing effect she feels that American
culture has on young people, including a mirror, an armoire of clothing, a
computer, a television, and a stereo. She provides additional descriptions of
each object that paint a picture of the pressure she feels to conform:
The Mirror
This mirror is so large it seems like it takes up the whole wall. It
watches everything you do, and also acts as a constant reassurance
that you arefltting in with the surroundings of the entryway.
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The TeleAdsion
This television is as big as a movie screen. It's perfect for watching
movies and shows and at the same time getting the theatre like
presentation. This television is playing constant episodes of Beverly
Hilh 90210 and Friends. You get a sense that the owner is much
into shows about her age group. The television is constantly running
it seems to never have a blank screen.

Armoire of Clothing
This armoire is elegant and has fine detail. The armoire is dark
cherry oak with antique gold rims and handles. As the door is
slightly ajar, you see many shirts, pants, skirts, and shoes, they all
look so familiar. It seems if you have these same articles of clothing.
There is something [about] these clothes that refiects comfort and
classic, they [are] clothes that never really stand out in a crowd.
Maya's accompanying essay that addresses this section of the site is equally
stark and reflects her insecurity in an almost matter-of-fact way. She presents a reality of living in America that is not often acknowledged:
Looking at the mirror, the visitor sees an aspect of himself or herself, because at first glance I want to seem like everyone else . . . I fear that if I am
not typical, people will not accept me. The mirror covers a large part of the
wall, which reveals the magnitude to which physical appearance plays [a
part] in my life as well as the lives of others in society. Since I am a minority I also feel strongly about my physical appearance and do everything
possible to fit in to the norm of society. I try to fit, due to my need to entice
visitors to go further in the site in order to get to know me.
Maya's account becomes slightly more complex as she vacillates throughout her essay (and site) between herself and the American culture she
blames for her "having" to conform to the typical interests of young people in America. On the one hand, she describes feeling that she must
possess certain things to "keep up with society." She depicts herself as a
victim of American culture by claiming that "this is my attempt to show
how substantially American culture and technology has influenced me,
since these objects say nothing about my beliefs or my desires." But on
the other hand, she admits that "this entryway is filled with things I like
that have been shaped by the society I live in." As much as she wants to
dismiss the way she's been influenced by American culture as somehow
existing apart from a deeper self, she slowly comes to terms throughout the rest of her site with the fact that her likes and dislikes, however
t3T)ical or materialistic, are still a part of who she is. Not surprisingly, the
concerns Maya has about the extent to which she has been tacitly shaped
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by the material elements of American culture is a common theme that
appears in the sites of many students in my classes, not just those whose
families are new to America.
The variety of spaces and objects that make up The Long Closet compose complex negotiations among various aspects of Maya's self, which she
continues to vacillate between in the second space of her site, "The Middle
"ninnel," where the visitor is surrounded by a cacophony of objects from
American and Hindu culture:
The Middle Tunnel
Asyou make a slight swift turn right you see another part of this
closet. You sense a feeling of heritage and culture, you look around
you feel you know just a little more about the occupant of this
space. To your right you see a plush stiff red couch covered with
red silk embroidered pillows. Next to that a table with Christmas
candles, and children's books, and an worn out library pass, next to
the chair you see a cactus which survives from the illumination from
the sun, which the glass walb provide. Across from thatyou see a
large portrait of the Taj Mahal which seems to illuminate the room
in its large silver carved frame.

For Maya, these objects "reveal my history, and symbolize aspects of my
cultural heritage that have shaped the person I am." Maya's analysis of
these objects shows what they symbolize for her, but also reveals the tension that she feels between who she "is" and who she would like to become.
For instance, by clicking on the object of the children's books, visitors to
the site learn that "these books all look worn out as the pages are folded and
the covers are slightly torn," In her essay, Maya claims that these books and
the worn-out library pass reflect her love of reading that started as a child,
and that "fiction allows me to feel emotions that I am not getting from my
own life." And yet, she admits that the worn out pass "reflects that I have
been overdoing this escaping. I feel that I have escaped too much and I
need to start spending this time changing aspects of my own life that may
bother me." Maya's love of reading has enabled her to foster dichotomies
between fiction/real life and escape/confrontation. Her realization of these
dichotomies and the ways in which they have limited her sets the stage for
her Thirdspace identity construction revealed in "The Cafe" located in the
next area of the site.
The Thirdspace of "The Cafe" is a space where the dichotomies that she
has set up between her American and Hindu cultural traditions are deconstructed and reconstructed to form an/other option—one that allows her
two cultures to come together to inform (rather than divide) her sense of
self in ways that Maya had previously thought impossible.
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The Cafe
The cafe has a large bar serving any possible beverage from
Cappuccinos to Coke. There are comfortable red chairs which are
covered M/ith beaded white pillows. There is Indian art covering the
wall, they all seem to tell a story as they are so detailed. There are
pictures of Indian people, temples, and culture all around the cafe.
The Cafe is representative of what Maya describes as a "very American"
coffee shop, but it is one that is filled with Indian artwork and furniture
which serves to create a "perfect mix of Indian culture as well as American
culture." "The Cafe" is a space in which Maya can "reveal this blend of
cultures" to others—enjoying the company of her diverse friends and educating those who she meets about her two cultures in ways she previously
avoided for fear of rejection.
However real the division between her two cultures has felt for Maya,
the Thirdspace construction of "The Cafe," tacitly "critiques through its
otherness" (Soja) the very existence of that division. Maya is able to bring
together cultural elements she had previously assumed to be incompatible,
and the hospitality she shows to her guests in this space reflect how complex
a reconstruction has actually taken place:
In order to show appreciation to my close friends around me, I give them
all the possessions I have. I want them to relax and have every luxury that
I may possess. Being hospitable and taking action in order to cater to tbe
needs of your guest is a significant part of Indian culture. In order to be
hospitable I provide tangible things rather than actions, providing tangible
things is a technique I have learned growing up [in America].
The hospitality that Maya sees as inherent to her Indian culture is facilitated through her giving of material possessions to her guests—something
she sees as inherently American. More than "The Cafe" being a space where
her Indian and American cultures simply coexist, Maya has selected and
creatively restructured elements of each culture. The power of this reconstruction can be best understood through the lens of Thirdspace, which
reveals how Maya can transcend the divide between her cultures and compose an/other option with which to inform her sense of self.

Berkembang River
Evelyn is a first-generation American of Palestinian descent' Her
site reveals a sophisticated synthesis of her diverse Palestinian and
American cultural influences. Rather than understanding her site
as a Thirdspace through just a single room as we did with Maya's
site, Evelyn's entire site, including her character, can be understood
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as a Thirdspace identity construction. Throughout every space in
her site, Evelyn selects elements from her Palestinian and American
cultures and arranges them to form an/other identity, one that is
neither exclusively Palestinian nor exclusively American, but is an
exciting and vibrant construction that takes selectively from each.
Evelyn feeb a strong connection to her Palestinian heritage and
has family both in America and in the Middle East. But instead of
these two cultures being at odds with each other, Evelyn's site is
an adventurous cacophony of myriad cultural elements that come
together to reveal a Thirdspace identity that flourishes in diversity
and contradiction.

Throughout her site, Evelyn mischievously challenges the visitor's expectations and seems to revel in the unique facets of the various cultures of
which she is a part. Evelyn's site both begins and ends at "Berkembang
River." Her site takes visitors through places such as the "Pedantic," "Genesis Tributary," and "Habeeb Bazaar" on their way to what seems like some
final destination. In fact, just when visitors are nearing the final space of
the site, they find themselves back at "Berkembang River" to begin their
journey all over again. Evelyn explains that the organization of her site
is but one of many paradoxes that she came to realize are "outgrowths of
the subconscious tensions between different beliefs, loyalties, and cultures
within me." She continues:
At first, the layout of my rooms seems linear. The visitor follows the text
and arrows from one room to the next, each representing different parts
of me or my life history. But the story line is, in a sense, both backward
and circular. The visitor begins at the end, Berkembang River, which is the
destination for two smaller rivers .. . This intermingling of beginning and
ending reflects my observation that beginnings—my roots and past experiences-influence my present mood, behavior, and beliefs in an almost random way. This explains why my rooms contain out-of-place objects; there
is often no logical explanation for the influence of childhood memories or
family histories."

By characterizing the journey through her self as being both backward and
circular, visitors to Evelyn's site approach her self from a variety of directions, angles, and perspectives that are exemplary of a Thirdspace identity
construction.
Evelyn's character exemplifies Thirdspace and contributes to part of her
site's larger Thirdspace identity. Her character conveys a sense of excitement,
adventure, and abandon that comes from the intermingling of her past, her
present, and the various cultures with which she associates:
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Evelyn
You see an eccentric woman of indeterminate age sitting on a
motorcycle. Her feet are bare, her red toenail polish chipped. Silver
bangles hang from her skinny ankle. She is wearing gym pants
under her wrap-around sarong. Her white tank top is splattered
with red mud—or is that spaghetti? Her curly hair is frizzed and
tangled from riding too fast in the wind. You think you see a
bindi or a small tattoo on her forehead; then you realize it's mud.
Sometimes when she smiles, a faint dimple appears in her right
cheek; other times, her eyes just wrinkle up.

In Evelyn's case, her character scarcely resembles her real life physical appearance, making it even more symbolically significant. It is useful to recognize Evelyn's character as a Thirdspace because of how it creatively assembles diverse elements of her self and more importantly, how it suggests
an/other option to the either/or categories of race, religion, and culture
that people use to characterize themselves and others. Visitors to the site
are unable to reduce Evelyn's character to a series of simple categorizations. For instance, visitors cannot tell whether the splatter on her shirt is
mud or spaghetti sauce, and they mistakenly attempt to find deeper meaning in her physical appearance by assuming that a spot of mud on her
forehead is the more culturally significant symbol of a bindi. But Evelyn's
character challenges not just the visitors, but the contradictions that Evelyn
herself sometimes feels. In her essay, Evelyn explains it this way:
I tried to depict a person who is a nonconformist—not deliberately, but
incidentally. The conflicting beliefs and impulses within her are simultaneously manifest in her oddity. For example, my character is 'Swearing
gym pants under her wrap-around sarong." The gym pants represent both
activity and Western culture; the sarong represents femininity and Eastern
culture. The blend of these two garments symbolizes my partial discomfort in either the East or the West, either as a tomboy or a "girly" girl. I
am most myself when I blend both hemispheres and both aspects of my
personality. The character is also barefoot on a motorcycle—a dangerous situation. Likewise, I love adventurous undertakings, but I am not
always prepared for them. For example, the tension of living in unstable
Muslim countries just prior September 11th actually excited me. But I was
not emotionally ready to cope with my friend's imprisonment on religious
grounds or my teacher's death in a terrorist bombing. Still, my character
is resilient and forward-looking, as I hope the visitor is as he begins his
journey at Berkembang River.

Evelyn's acknowledgement of her own conflicting impulses is refreshing in
its resistance to either/or simplification. Evelyn can be both adventurous
and unprepared, uncertain and resilient. By understanding Evelyn's char66 Composition Studies

acter through the lens of Thirdspace identity constructions, instructors can
see the importance of allowing opportunities for students to explore the
both/and, and restructure dichotomous elements of their identities in such
a way as to evolve to something that is fuller than the sum of its parts, as
reflected in the resilience and forward-looking stance of Evelyn's character.
Like her character, the first space of her site, "Berkembang River,"
acts as a deliberate arrangement of diverse and unexpected elements
that exemphfy a Thirdspace identity construction. There is a pine forest
enveloped in fog and "moist, cool air," but the visitor sees a palm tree and
notices that "the soil is rocky and dry" If you look more closely at the palm,
it is a supple plant, from which blooms a red and yellow flower, "but the
tips of the leaves - like the stalk - are rough and dry" Evelyn explains the
significance of the wet/dry, warm/cool interplay of the tropical plant in
the midst of a pine forest:
berkembang is the Indonesian word for "plant," reflecting my memories
associated with that nation, as well as my love for foreign languages. This
tropical plant seems incongruous amidst the pines. It is meant for the
moist, rich soil of a rainforest, not the rocky dirt of a dry forest. Indeed, I
wanted this plant—this representation of me—to clash with its environment, as I have so often done. I remember visiting an open market in
Indonesia. I was a head taller than anyone around me, and I was surrounded by a cacophony of Indonesian, Javanese, and other local dialects.
I remember acutely feeling my whiteness amidst the broil of brownness; I
wanted to convey this through the little plant, surrounded by aspens and
pines. The other trees are wrapped in fog, so the visitor sees the plant
more clearly than the other trees. Likewise, I am usually more aware of
myself than others. I feel invaded wben others try to meddle in my life,
so the image of the pines that "pierce the fog with their gaunt limbs" is
deliberately bleak. But when the visitor shows genuine interest in knowing "this strange plant," it blooms "into trumpeting flourishes.". . . When
I do reveal more about myself to others, our differences become more
pronounced but also more i

For Evelyn, differences are not to be feared, but explored and celebrated.
The visitor is exposed to the differences Evelyn perceives within herself,
and the way she has played with and restructured the differences she discovers between herself and others.
This celebration of difference is revealed throughout the remainder of
Evelyn's site and exemplifies Thirdspace to an even greater degree with each
area presenting an alternate but simultaneously existing perspective that
informs her sense of self. While Evelyn's character communicates her own
feelings about her self. The Pedantic is a space that represents how Evelyn
feels that she is perceived by others and how their perceptions inform her
own sense of self. Genesis Tributary is a space that represents how her past
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informs her sense of self, and Habeeb Bazaar represents how her Middle
Eastern heritage informs her sense of self Evelyn included these perspectives in her site because she came to recognize how the self is not simply an
island that exists apart from all other people and cultural influences, but is
enriched by its interactions with others.
For Evelyn, The Pedantic represents how she feels she is perceived by
others. As she explains.
In this room's planning stages, I meant it to be only a picture of how
others see me—not the "real" me. But I realized that perceptions of me
affect the "real" me, and these perceptions are not always wrong. The
Pedantic characterizes me as focused and bookish, which I am. The room
is sparse, suggesting a preoccupation with the abstract. Although sometimes I am abstract, I think I am more absent-minded; abstract is what I
hope to become! Still, I love to read and reflect, and I appreciate silence
and solitude, all of which are central to this space. The red Persian rug,
though, with its intricateness and unexpectedness, throws off the predictability of the room. I purposefully demonstrate that I am not only
how others perceive me; I am multi-dimensional. Classmates are often
surprised that I play rugby; friends usually wonder how I maintain my
G.PA. if I am such a daydreamer. The detail of the trap door under the
rug, which leads from the enclosed room to an open river, is a hidden
message that I have "ways out" of being contained or confined by one
definition. But I am also willing to let others see these different definitions, if only they try.
The visitor then travels through Genesis Tributary and on to Habeeb
Bazaar. Upon entering, the visitor is immersed in a "vibrant" city that includes
both traditional and contemporary. Eastern and Western cultural elements,
revealing Evelyn's experience living in a more complex Middle Eastern reality:

Habeeb Bazaar
A vibrant city bustles before you. The air is hot and dry, and sand
blows against stone churches, goatskin tents, and the copper pots
clanging from the vendors' stalls. You move among the displays
of sarongs, veils, prayer mats, figs, cashews, camels. Men wearing
turbans, white robes, business suits, and jeans walk past. Women
glide by under swaying, black, curtain-like robes. Dusty-toed
children bump into you in the narrow alleys. Clove cigarette smoke
wafis among the vendors' calls, "Itfaddali, shufi a lal tafah, I geeve
you good deal, special price!" The minarets broadcast to their
faithful, "Bisme Allah arahman, araheem," Hidden among folds of
linen on a display table, a calendar lies open.
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Evelyn is able to locate herself in this city through the symbol of the calendar, which blends in, "hidden among the fold of linen" on the merchants
table, but which is laid open to reveal images and a schedule that is distinctively American:

Calendar
Youflipthrough the calendar. It has typical pictures of United States
naäonal parks. Appointments, practices, and classes are scheduled
in scribbled pencil: piano 4:30. Recognition Dinner 7. Rachel's play
5:30. At the bottom of the December page is written, "A new year, a
new place. All endings renew at Berkembang River. "
EveljTi's commentary on this object reveals the deeper cultural difference
between Western and Eastern conceptions of time that she has experienced:
Habeeb means "love" in Arabic, and this space illustrates my love for the
Middle East. Habeeb Bazaar is realistic, with its displays of food, religious
materials, forms of transportation, and a variety of clothing. Again [like
the object of the plant in Berkembang river], the featured object—tbe
calendar—seems out of place. Time is a significant source of cultural clash
between East and West. Easterners say, "Time is a rubber band," emphasizing itsflexibility;the Western adage is, "Time is money" The calendar,
with its emphasis on date and time, is a very Western object amidst the
vivid Eastern images. I, too, felt out of place in the Middle East, like an
object that belonged in a different hemisphere. Yet because I see myself as
that struggling, out-of-place plant by Berkembang River, I—like the calendar—really do belong in the Bazaar.

The reflections Eveljoi makes in this last paragraph show the extent to
which her site acts as a powerful Thirdspace identity construction. Both
her site and her self embody myriad philosophies, languages, and material objects that allow her to transcend the limitations of an either/or
choice between cultures and arrive at an/other space from which she can
speak to her own struggles and the ways in which she is able to negotiate her unique cultural experiences. These experiences, the importance
of which are illuminated through the lens of Thirdspace, have broadened
Evelyn's sense of self in rich and colorful ways. Evelyn's assertion that she
really does "belong in the Bazaar," boldly embraces her position as both/
and—Eastern and Western, in-place and out-of-place, a "head taller than
anyone" and "hidden among folds of linen"—in ways that break wideopen the possibilities for understanding and articulating the complexities
of the postmodern self.
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Toward a Thirdspace Agency
The identity construction assignment that I've discussed throughout
this article arose out of my desire to offer students the opportunity to build
more complex understandings of themselves and their relationships with
the world. The sites of students like Maya and Evelyn are examples of a new
kind of identity construction that instructors can understand through the
lens of Thirdspace. Instructors can use this understanding to inform their
classroom practices to offer students the opportunity to bring together the
dichotomous facets of their selves and creatively restructure them, drawing
selectively from each, and arriving at other options that open up greater
possibilities for the self than ever before. A Thirdspace self is one who is
comfortable with the unfamiliar and the ambiguous, but also one who has
the ability to adapt, change shape, and see the / as an all—as an infinite
sum and ever-changing total. But more than opening up new possibilities,
these constructions offer students the opportunity to question the perceived
dichotomies pulling at their selves and the confidence to call such dichotomies into question, giving rise to alternative possibilities that expose the
fragile logic on which such dichotomies depend.
The concept of Thirdspace and the practice of "thirding" rely on the
notion that we engage in a restructuring. The potential for restructuring
occurs when we identify the dichotomies that we have settled for and seek
new combinations in response. MOOs and other online spaces such as Second Life easily facilitate the practice of thirding because they are real-time,
interactive virtual realities that are often modeled after real-life places, thus
situating MOOs in a unique space between fantasy and reality, calling into
question our definitions of each. Located in/as the space between traditional
dichotomies, MOOs expose the instability and emptiness of such dichotomies
(Davis 1998) and provide a Thirdspace in which to reimagine what's possible.
But instructors can help facilitate Thirdspace identity constructions outside of the MOO as well, and rather than focus on building the self through
a virtual space, engage in a construction of the self through a variety of
different media or textual genres that will provide other options through
which to break apart the limitations to how identity can be realized. One
assignment I developed asked students to explore how our presentations of
the self through a variety of media inform our ideas about identity. Students
explored how various writers and artists composed their identities through
the production of essays, artwork, photographs, websites, and poems. This
was intended to help students recognize the material dichotomies we set up
between ways of exploring identity—dichotomies that usually result in the
privileging of writing over other mediated forms. After studying' the works
of these artists and writers, I offered students the opportunity to compose
themselves in three separate works: a written text, a visual text, and a spatial
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text or map (other possibilities might include a moving text (animation or
film), an interactive text (game), or and aural text (sound or song). I then
asked students to write an essay analyzing how each of their compositions
communicated a particular conception of themselves and the effect created
by the interplay between all of them.
Assignments like this offer students the opportunity to actively construct
their identities using materials, objects, and spaces, and thus see identity and
meaning as constructed. Through such assignments, students are offered the
opportunity to explore their own multi-faceted identities through a number
of different lenses and learn how various media communicate rhetorically
in different ways to serve a variety of purposes and audiences. So instead of
the image being binary to text, or subservient to it, the creative restructuring
of both can help us move beyond our traditional language-based modes of
communication.
But for any of this to happen our classrooms must also be Thirdspaces
—radically open places in which students are encouraged to be messy and
inefficient, and to engage with knowledge in new ways through alternative
avenues not traditionally taken in composition classrooms. This kind of
identity exploration has a place in the composition classroom because such
exploration is never simply concerned with investigating the inner-workings
of an isolated self. It involves the broader exploration of how cultural and
ideological forces shape our ideas about our selves and the voices with which
we feel empowered to engage in meaningful communication.
Recognizing the complexity of identity facilitates a recognition of the
complexity of culture and communication; identity construction assignments
can thus serve as models for larger knowledge exploration and construction.
The models that can challenge our assumptions about identity and better
articulate the potentials of Thirdspace identity construction are the same
models that can drive our interrogation of literacy practices and lead to
further inquiry into what the composition classroom should do.'
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Appendix A
Identity Crisis@moo.university.edu
We have spent this unit exploring how we negotiate ideas about identity
and authenticity in our culture. The purpose of this project is to play with those
ideas and in the process raise your awareness about who you are and what kinds
of self-representation are possible on the spatially driven world of the MOO.
For this project you will construct your self/identity through a character and
site on the MOO. This will require you to name your character, describe your
character in-depth, and build a site on the MOO for your character. The character and space you create on the MOO is going to serve as a representation of
who you are. We all have ideas about what constitutes our identities, including
what things we value and what cultures we associate with. Now it is your job
to translate those ideas into spatially metaphorical descriptions in the virtual
world of the MOO. This may feel like a difficult process because you will be
constructing yourself primarily in terms of descriptive, metaphorical language.
But it will also be a process that may provide you with new languages and new
angles from which to consider your identity.
You will accompany your character and site with a 5-7 page reflective/analysis essay in which you examine the metaphors and descriptive imagery of your
space. I would like you to consider "who" it is that you've attempted to capture
in your site and how the spatial environment of the MOO has influenced your
perceptions of your self/identity. In your analysis, I would like you to reflect
upon how your site is organized, what objects are included in your site, and
how each object and space is described. Overall, how do your character, object,
and space descriptions, as well as the organization of your site contribute to
the self-construction that your site represents? When you take a step back and
look at your site: who bave you become?
The process by wbicb you begin constructing your site can take a variety
of forms. You may choose to brainstorm ideas by writing down anything and
everything that comes to mind when you think about your self. Or you may
choose to just begin outlining and composing your site with no overall picture
or organized plan. As there is a due-date for this project, you will not have the
time to construct yourself in all the ways you may wish to. Knowing this, try
to pay attention to the decisions (consciously and unconsciously) you make
throughout the construction process and consider not just what appears in the
site, but what does not appear as well.
The design and content of your MOO space are up to you and I will not
evaluate you on tbese elements. Instead, all students will begin at a flat score
from wbicb points will be removed only if the space is incomplete, unedited,
or unnavigable. Tbe essay will be graded for organization, clarity of prose, and
quality of analysis, all of which will be discussed more extensively in class before
a draft of tbe essay is due.
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Notes
1. "MOO" is an acronym for "Multi-user domain. Object Oriented." U-MOO is a
pseudonym
2. Web-based MOOs also allow for the use of visual icons and images to accompany the textual descriptions of their spaces.
3. A "MOO" is not a single "room" on the Internet that people go to interact,
but is in fact comprised of myriad "rooms" that are described using spatial
and sensory detail. For example, when a user logs on to the U-MOO, they
will start at the "Walkway" and see this description on the screen: "You find
yourself strolling down a walkway, heading toward the Fountain of [U-MOO],
Several benches sit beneath the huge palm trees that line this walkway , , .").
The U-MOO is just one of dozens of MOOs, all of which have different names
(i.e. LinguaMOO, DUMOO etc.) and serve a variety of purposes. The MOOs
I've listed here are all educational MOOs, but in fact, MOOs started out as
social spaces for people to log onto and engage in role-playing games or social
interaction. As long as you have an Internet connection you can be logged into
a MOO—from New York to Norway. Educational MOOs are developed to simulate a variety of educational settings, usually including classrooms, meeting
spaces, instructor offices, student spaces, community spaces, and others.
4. A pseudonym.
5. Excerpts from student essays will appear in plain text, while excerpts from student sites will appear italicized. Incorrect or non-standard usage in sites and
essays has not been corrected.
6. Though never mentioned in her site or essay, this assignment began shortly
after September 11, 2001 and in my opinion, the anxieties of being of Indian
descent and not feeling accepted in American culture following 9/11 no doubt
played a huge role in this site construction and reveal how very oppressive the
experience can be for someone who is both American and not.
7. A pseudonym. Evelyn's character name was the same as her real life name so it
has been changed.
8. Because of the depth of Evelyn's own analysis of her site, I quote extensively
from her essay throughout this section.
9. The icons accompanying each description are part of the U-MOO's enCore
Xpress Graphical User Interface and are used with permission from Jan Rune
Holmevik and Cynthia Haynes.
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Places of Composition:
Writing Contexts in Appalachian Ohio
Nathan Shepley

I

n her 2007 Composition Studies article, "Fear, Teaching Composition,
and Students' Discursive Choices: Re-Thinking Connections between
Emotions and College Student Writing," Sally Chandler argues that when
looking at students' writing processes, we should see students' emotions as
both individually based and socially constructed. This dual focus. Chandler
explains, locates the act of writing at the intersections of "home discourses
students bring to their writing, the particular version of academic discourse
demanded by the assignment, and the emotional discourse evoked by the
context(s) for composing, to name a few" (64, emphasis added). To my
thinking. Chandler does an admirable job of exploring how student writing is embedded in emotional experiences. However, I would like to dwell
a bit longer on context. More specifically, I would urge us to continue to
think not just about the general term context, but about the ways that geographic place and cultural location affect students' writing. Recall Gloria
Anzaldua's groundbreaking book Borderlands, which encouraged theoretical reconsiderations of how different writers use concepts of location and
space to promote identification and differences, communal knowledge and
extra-communal knowledge. Although Anzaldua's focus was South Texas,
her concerns speak to the experiences of people in other regions who must
negotiate their identities in complex ways, even regions that do not appear
striking for the constraints and struggles of their inhabitants.
One such region is Appalachian Ohio, a 29-county expanse of Appalachian foothills in southeastern Ohio where roughly 1.5 million people live
(Vital Statistics). The region comprises nearly a third of the state's terrain,
but differs topographically and culturally from the rest of Ohio, its citizens
demonstrating lexical and phonological differences from the rest of Ohio
(Flanigan 345) and receiving economic assistance from the Appalachian Regional Commission. In this region lies one doctoral-granting university, Ohio
University (OU), whereas the other, more populous Midwestern two-thirds of
the state have eleven doctoral-granting universities. So OU largely imports
students from the other parts of the state. Metropolitan Columbus, near the
center of the state, serves as the largest single provider of OU college students
as well as the area in the state with the most OU alumni (Ohio University
Fact Book). Its influence in populating OU is followed by Cleveland to the
north and Cincinnati to the west. Appalachian Ohio, by contrast, provides
fewer OU students than the rest of the state notwithstanding the region's
proximity to OU (Ohio University Fact Book). And Athens, where the main
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campus of Ohio University is located, sustains itself in part by catering to
the college student population.
Given these facts, OU's Appalachian minority occupy a complex space.
They come from, and for college remain in, their home region, but their
time at OU may amount to an experience in at least two other cultures:
academia and non-Appalachia. In one sense, Appalachian Ohio students
who find themselves in this geographic and cultural place have not left
their home cultures; in another sense, they are a cultural "other." One
of the scenes where this identity issue appears vividly is where students
receive their first formal exposure to the cultures of academe: in the firstyear composition course.
My larger concern is not with Appalachian Ohio alone, but with the
places where established composition and literacy research stop and where
problems that I have witnessed with my ownfirst-yearcomposition students
begin, a borderland between the recognized and the overlooked. We in
composition have begun to interrogate ways in which place factors into our
teaching and learning (Cushman, "Location," "Sustainable"; Mauk; Reynolds,
"Composition's Imagined") and into our social positioning (Reynolds, "Ethos
as Loction"). But we have done less well at accounting for the limitations of
our writing pedagogies when teaching students who identify strongly with a
specific locale and culture that are apart from academe. We would be ethically and intellectually remiss to tailor our pedagogies only to students who
demonstrate a high comfort level with college writing. This paper reviews
some of the work of rhetoric and composition scholars in discussions of place,
and to enhance our awareness of how place-related factors may limit and/or
bolster our pedagogies, it presents a case study of two geographically and
culturally different student writers at Ohio University
The fact that learning occurs in context-rich environments, settings
with traditions, norms, values, and physical limitations, has received some
noteworthy attention in literacy research. Namely, Shirley Brice Heath explored many literacy practices of two specific communities in the Carolinas'
Piedmont in her 1983 book Ways with Words. But Heath's focus remained on
pre-school literacy, and her findings apply more to children than to college
students. Since the 1980s, ethnographies like Heath's (e.g., Beth Daniell's
A Communion of Friendship) have turned our attention to the myriad of
motivations and consequences that correspond to specific communities'
engagement in literacy practices. In such studies, the subjects often belong
to a small and relatively remote community, and their literacy acts usually
entail more factors than we might initially suspect. The subjects may be children, children and adults (Heath), college students (Reynolds, Geographies),
or adults (Daniell). Regardless of their subjects' demographics, one of the
researchers' goals is to raise awareness of how specific social and physical
places constrain and permit how learning takes place.
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This body of work has taken us a long way toward acknowledging the
role of place in meaning-making practices, though fewer scholars turn to
the more fickle subject of how physical and/or cultural borderlands inform
learning. One is Nedra Reynolds, who studies several small-scale borderlands that affect students at the University of Leeds (UK). In Geographies of
Writing, she became a participant observer who joined cultural geography
students in Leeds-area fieldwork, her data showing that attitudes towards
neighborhoods aiïect individual and collective actions, despite whether those
attitudes are supported by facts. Noting that modern cities "work to keep
people apart" (Geographies 148), Reynolds uses the perspectives of Leeds
residents to show how city parks and streets become contested spaces, and
to show that the attendant and resulting patterns of thinking may affect
surrounding social, economic, and educational landscapes.
Like me, Reynolds grounds her work in borderland theory and focuses
on college students. Johnathon Mauk, too, explores borderland, community
colleges, which are academic spaces but which increasingly rely on commuter students who juggle multiple academic and nonacademic identities
(369). However, to use Burkean concepts, the actors, agencies, and scenes
connected to some institutions are perhaps even more problematic than
those described by Reynolds and Mauk. What happens when the scene is at
once academic (a university town) and in both a stigmatized region (Appalachia) (see Preston 399) and a non-stigmatized region (the Midwest)? What
happens when the academic center of the scene is populated by students,
or "actors," who come primarily from regions with wealthier and better
equipped education systems than the "other" students (Vital Statistics)? What
forms of agency do this scene's Appalachian minority have in their efforts
to participate with their peers in the place's academic culture—a culture
that requires nearly every student to learn new conventions (Bartholomae;
Cushman, "Location" 358)?
In today's move toward globalization, this perspective might seem to
head so far inward within national borders that it neglects the outer world's
array of borderlands and rhetorics. But I would argue that, theoretically, the
reverse is the case, that by seeing how place shapes writing done by students
even in Ohio, the S0:caned "heart of it all" in the United States, American
scholars and instructors can better understand cultural dimensions of writing
and learning that apply regardless of national borders. Perhaps then we can
account for the presence of culture in knowledge production and continue
to uncover how this process works, as Karen P Macbeth urges (181). Even
familiar borderlands give us opportunities to help students engage in culturally conscious writing.
To address such oversights, this study describes some of the challenges
that confi-ont college students, variously associated with rural Appalachia,
who take first-year composition among predominantly urban and suburban
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Midwestern peers. Although no two borderlands are the same, descriptive
research concerning how members of one borderland negotiate their sense
of place with academic writing may allow for teaching and theorizing that
transcend the hills of Athens, Ohio.
Originally, I studied the writing histories and experiences offlvestudents
who were nearing the end of their flrst-year composition classes at Ohio
University However, I soon learned that one of the flve students, whom I
call Kevin, did not identify as Appalachian, though he lived in Appalachia,
and he was in fact born in Illinois. I could have viewed Kevin's information
as extraneous to my concerns, and at a glance this seemed the best option.
But a closer look showed me that the information he provided gave me some
much-needed perspective. As a contrasting example, his comments led me
to reorganize my analysis so that I could see more acutely how ties to speciflc cultures and places factor in to one's writing process. Thus, I restricted
my analysis to Kevin in relation to a student named Matt, who claimed to
identify strongly with Appalachia and Appalachian culture.
Matt was in the flrst-year composition class I was teaching at the time.
Kevin was not. Matt was also twenty-flve; Kevin was eighteen. Like differences of gender or social class, such differences may seem to muddy this
analysis, but it is important to remember that diversity of many kinds exists
here as well as elsewhere. To characterize all Appalachian Ohio students as
identical because they hailfromthe same part of the state is misleading. Also,
place is of course tied to other factors, like ethnicity or class. So to focus on
place automatically implies consideration of many factors.
The two students volunteered to participate in this study and each met
with me once, separately, during the fall 2007 academic quarter for a session involving an interview and two surveys. This session occurred during
week eight of a ten-week class, giving the students the chance to reflect on
the majority of their time in their flrst-year composition classes. In each session, I had each student complete an oral survey, an oral quasi-structured
interview, and a written survey. I made an audio tape-recording of the interview, and I kept a paper trail of the surveys. The first survey consisted of
a question asking the student to select from several geographic categories
(e.g., Appalachian, Midwestern, suburban. Northern) how they identify
themselves. They could choose more than one answer and then rank their
answers; also, they could use any unlisted regional descriptor they wanted.
The next item asked each student to list three cultural elements that were
particular to the student's home region/culture, providing example categories
such as food, behavior, and beliefs. Then I had the students describe in 2-3
sentences what the term home meant to them. My goal was to see how the
students thought of themselves culturally and to see how or whether they
related their cultural self-awareness to a place. In the interviews I asked the
students open-ended questions pertaining to three areas of their lives: past
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writing experiences, current writing experiences in their college-level composition classes, and anticipated future writing experiences. The questions
pertained to cognition, emotions, and context, a three-pronged approach to
the writing process popularized by Mike Rose's When a Writer Can't Write.
So the questions ranged from those pertaining to how each student was
taught to write academic papers to those about each student's comfort level
in a college composition class, to those pertaining to each student's hopes
for future writing projects. The subsequent written survey focused on basic
demographic information.
I examined the interviews (one per student) and surveys (two per student) in conjunction with one another to see if themes emerged concerning
the students' past and present writing challenges and contexts. Because my
survey and interview questions were shaped by Rose's cognitive/affective/
social-contextual framework for writing ("Complexity, Rigor"), I looked for
evidence of cognitive, affective, and social/contextual factors in the students'
answers and identified this evidence as thefirstvariable in my analysis. Also,
I examined the students' answers to four interview questions that I structured
with a Likert scale, again to look for themes. Finally, my analysis yielded
three additional but related variables: the students' identification of literacy
sponsors (see Brandt), the students' identification with home and/or school,
and the problems or struggles that the students reported as affecting their
writing at present. Because the variables commonly overlapped, I described
differences in how they surfaced for each student rather than counting the
frequency with which each variable appeared.
The students in this study incorporated parts of Mike Rose's three-part
writing process model when they approached, fulfilled, and reflected on
their writing. They made use of cognitive features: factors concerning how
we locate connections among people, things, and ideas. However, affective and social/contextual factors appeared more immediately relevant for
Matt, who identified strongly with home-based, place-specific nonacademic
cultures. The affective, entailing anxiety, joy, and relief, concerns how our
feelings or emotions are involved in our interaction with external phenomena or with internal states. The social/contextual concerns how context(s)
or situation(s) affect us. It includes time, means, institutional constraints,
and cultural constraints.
Influencing the two students' adherence to one or more ofthe above categories in Rose's model was the presence of literacy sponsors in the students'
home and/or academic lives. According to Deborah Brandt, literacy sponsors
are "any agents, local or distant, concrete or abstract, who enable, support,
teach, model, as well as recruit, regulate, suppress, withhold literacy—and
gain advantage by it in some way" (166). Although Brandt links the concept
of literacy directly to reading and writing, I extend the concept so that it
constitutes the successful use of symbolic meaning-making practices in a
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culture. In my study, the presence and influence of actively engaged literacy
sponsors provided the students with some strategies for dealing with the
demands of the first-year composition class.
Literacy sponsors may be numerous, however, entailing anyone from
publishing company executives to stay-at-home parents. So to reveal trends
in how students negotiated their writing and their cultural backgrounds,
I discerned two types of influences: influences from home and those from
academe, with the possibility of overlap. I define identification with one's home
culture as defining oneself or one's goals, values, outlook, and/or behavior
by turning to one's upbringing, or home environment. I define identification
with one's academic culture as defining oneself or one's goals, values, outlook,
and/or behavior by turning to one's exposure to school-related environments,
issues, or figures. As I use them, the two categories may involve actual literacy sponsors and students' task- or issue-based identification. Kevin, who
demonstrated strong past and present identification with academic culture,
appeared to be the more confident academic writer.
Rose's writing process model, Brandt's literacy sponsors, and my categorization of home versus academic culture provide ways of seeing how
students equip themselves to deal with the first-year composition class. But
in this study. Matt reported sundry kinds and degrees of challenges regarding
his current writing contexts, from commonplace worries about grammar to
feelings of cultural alienation and intellectual inferiority that seem rooted
in particular place-based self-conceptions. Matt came from a background
that was more estranged from academic culture, and his cultural positioning
appeared to give him particular writing challenges. But from the example
of both Matt and Kevin, it seemed that context-related challenges could be
overcome if the students developed ways to marry academics and their home
culture, strategies by which to retain their cultural identity as they played
the college-level writing game.

Matt: "I would sit outside [the classroom] and like have to
mentally prepare myself to go sit down in class."
The differences between Matt's and Kevin's survey and interview answers were vast. Whereas Matt identified with value systems and behavioral
norms that he associated with Appalachia, Kevin did not easily identify
with a geographic place, only linking his identity to a specific culture and
place after considerable thought and follow-up exchanges. For instance,
after an initial inability to answer the oral survey question about three
characteristics of his culture, Kevin wondered aloud whether he could talk
about his ancestry. When I approved, he said he was Scottish and shared
some cultural traits of this nationality (for instance, playing the bagpipes).
Moreover, when I asked each student to pick regional descriptors that they
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identify with. Matt did so readily, choosing [1] Appalachian, [2] Southern,
and [3] Midwestern, in that order. Not only could he describe himself in
terms that were both geographic and cultural, but he could rank multiple
such terms as more or less accurate. Conversely, in the opening survey
Kevin claimed not to identify with any region, and in the closing survey he
wrote "N/A" to the question, "What town, city, or area do you now consider
home?" Another of Kevin's answers on the closing survey showed that he
was born in Illinois rather than Appalachian Ohio. For Matt, geography
and culture seemed intertwined and significant; for Kevin they seemed
nearly absent. Another immediate difference between Matt and Kevin was
their perspective on the concept of home. For Matt, home was a stress-free
place filled with family and friends. He said that you know it "when you
walk through the door" and explained that he feels this because many of
his family members live on the same road. For Kevin, home was a mental
activity, not a physical place: "Home is something you want, not necessarily
a place unless you make it that."
In the following sections, I offer more detailed information from my
interview with Matt, and I then contrast his background and experiences
with information gleaned from Kevin.
Interview with Matt
Although Matt had meaningful connections to academic culture and his
home life was not disparate from academe, home culture and home-based
literacy sponsors profoundly shaped his views on writing and learning and his
view of himself as a writer. In other words, geographic and cultural context
(the third part of Rose's model) figured significantly into Matt's perception
and allowed him to overlay his writing experiences with particular emotions
(the second part of Rose's model). One prominent way that context influenced Matt was through literacy sponsors from his home region.
While Matt had literacy sponsors who were affiliated with academe,
figures such as his mother, who was a college graduate, and his high school
English teacher, he emphasized their connectedness to values and issues
from home (read: non-school) life. Regarding his high school English teacher.
Matt commented that she helped not just his writing but also with "how [he]
approach[es] things." Furthermore, this teacher helped him with "people
in general." He explained.
She was one of those people who were born and bred in that area [Matt's
hometown in Appalachian Ohio]. Her values were very similar to mine.
And she was a very successful teacher and a very successful business person in the community I knew right off the bat there was going to be a lot
I could learn from her. . . . So it was just me picking her brain because,
you know, I was just really interested in the things she had to tell me. Her
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biggest thing was, she said there's more to life than what you see here. So
many times people settle. . . .
Matt explained that by "settle," the teacher meant that too many people
from their town accepted jobs that require little training simply because the
people were reluctant to go elsewhere and experience new things. When
I asked Matt whether this teacher was unusual in advising her students to
experience new places and things, he replied, "Probably"
This literacy sponsor helped Matt in and outside the classroom, enhancing his interpersonal repertoire and awareness. She was, for him, simultaneously a teacher and a model of a learned, involved citizen, whose notions of
individual and communal excellence may well have affected Matt then and
now. Although coming from Matt's community and identifying with students
like Matt—"her values were very similar to mine," Matt said—the teacher
also pushed for change within the community, if simply by encouraging
students to experience things outside their hometown. Later in the interview
Matt refrairied from attributing his actions to this teacher's influence, yet
certain of his comnients echoed the philosophy that this teacher had instilled
in him, comments referencing his interest in reading "anything [he] could
get [his] hands on" at his school library, from the Columbus Dispatch to the
New York Times. He said that although he did not do any writing outside of
school, he did extensive reading at his local library, and he remarked that
this reading was, as he put it, "just so different from what I was used to. It
was just so different. Even the Columbus Dispatch was just this culture shock
to see the kind of news they were reporting on. Where we were from, it was
just like so and so has your prize-winning pumpkin today. That was like your
front-page story" Similarly, concerning his current college-level composition
class, he admitted that while he has difficulty, one must be "open minded"
and must "accept new things."
Another influence who straddled the line between bome and academic
cultures was Matt's mother, who read voraciously and created a home culture
that emphasized reading for pleasure. She read suspense and true crime
novels in particular, such as the works of James Patterson. Matt added, "My
mom turned me on to that." Additionally, his mother overcame negative
cultural and geographic stereotypes through academic pursuits. When Matt
discussed stereotypes he faces in his current composition class, he shared,
"My mom for instance is a college graduate, very intelligent lady, worked
very hard in making sure that she doesn't sound too—or how people will
perceive her as southern or unintelligent. But I think it's probably—I don't
think people from that area [where he is from] are stupid 'cause I know
they're not." She was thus a literacy sponsor from Matt's home culture whose
example gave Matt a way to resist some feelings of insecurity that might
otherwise have plagued him in the composition class.
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Matt did have some strategies by which to address the challenges of his
current academic writing context, primarily by keeping these flgures' teachings in mind. But his past circumstances living in a context where writing
and academe played relatively minor roles also gave him substantial challenges that he had not overcome. The skills and lessons he learned from
home were valuable to his home culture, but he recognized that they were
not easily transferable to academe. Such skills and lessons came from his
grandfather especially and constituted intelligences that differed from those
valued in class. He explained,
I think the kind of intelligence that [people from his hometown] have,
maybe, is different from what someone comingfromobviously academia
would have. You know, my grandfather only had a fourth grade education,
but he's one of the most intelligent men I ever knew in my life. But could
you put him in a classroom and have him do something like this? Well,
probably not. But his intelligence was in things that applied to him, you
know, gardening or farming or something like that. That was where it applied to him. It wasn't, you know—he didn't know about Shakespeare or
Virginia Woolf or things like that. It didn't appeal to him. It wasn't useful
in his world.
Comments like this follow Rose's argument in The Mind at Work (2005),
in which Rose frames intelligence as culturally and contextually based, a
product of what completes the task at hand. But the extent to which Matt
channeled his grandfather, whose experiences differed from those that are
ofren valued in school, suggests that Matt had a largely non-academic base
from which to approach writing and school. During the interview Matt
brought up his grandfather repeatedly, noting that his grandfather "never
quit anything in his life," a principle that Matt applies to his own life.
When talking about his discomfort in his current composition class.
Matt brought up other aspects of his home culture, observing that he could
more easily engage in class activities and writing if he could explore familiar
subjects. He mentioned fishing and hunting as examples, but also his job as a
counselor for drug users in his hometown. Concerning his counseling work,
he shared, "That's where I learned the most" because it was "what I saw on
a daily basis." And he attributed his success in this work to "how [he] was
raised," citing instances when his grandfather reached out to people and
made them feel liked.
An exact link between Matt's home culture and his current academic
outlook cannot be ascertained in this study, but we can at least note the
coexistence of Matt's connection to his home culture and his anxiety about
academe. Academe, as represented by college, was extremely alienating
to him. He remarked that at first he went to a community college rather
than his current university because he thought the community college
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experience would be "kind of easy." He then commented on his transition
to the university:
It was—this whole like different experience for me coming here now because I walked on campus and thought, "I don't want to do this. I really
don't want to do this," you know. And like the first couple of classes I
would sit outside and like have to mentally prepare myself to go sit down
in class because—like my biggest fear—and I told my parents this—^was
like, "I'm going to walk into that English class. I'm going to be older than
everyone. And the professor's going to walk in. He's either going to be the
same age as me or a little bit younger or older." I said, "That's going to be
my fear." And sure enough . . . [laughter]

Matt was right about the ages of himself and his writing instructor, myself,
and frequently I had seen him sitting in the hall before my 8:00 a.m. class,
despite the fact that he commuted from an hour away The affective component of the first-year composition class involved fear and self-doubt in his

case, arguably to a degree that surpasses that which othet college students
feel. In Matt's case, it included time spent meditating prior to class and structuring his nights and mornings to allow for this preparation period.
Other comments during the interview further stressed Matt's sense of
otherness in the composition classroom. When given a Likert scale to determine his comfort level in his current composition class. Matt gave himself a
"five or six" out often regarding his comfort with his assignments but merely
a three regarding his comfort with his peers in the class. His explanation
highlighted a number of factors, some as straightforward as his seven-year
age difference from most of his peers. But his explanation also leads us to
wonder how much of his current context springs from home culture:
I think the age difference is huge. It's hard to relate. Not that I'm old, but,
you know, there's a seven-year age difference there. I mean, they're living
in dorms. I own a house. The different levels are on there. And I think
probably just our cultures. The majority of [the other students in the class]
are, I think, from maybe northern Ohio or metropolitan areas—Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus—and I think the things that we're—the things
that I focus on and the things that they focus on are much different. It's
not my objective to go out every night and, you know, party or whatever.
It's—I'm not saying that theirs is, but they probably do it a heck of a lot
more than I do. And I think that—I talk to some of them, and they talk
about [subjects like their parents' credit cards].

Then, referring to an assignment that I had given in class that required the
students to pretend they were writing three letters to three different audiences in order to get money for spring break. Matt said, matter-of-factly, "I
would never do that. I would never be able to do that." He called this an
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age difference, saying, "I've supported myself for a long time now." However, there is room to wonder how much culture plays into his self-reliance
and into his attitude toward finances and parental involvement. If nothing
else, his remarks reveal an us-and-them mentality, separating himself from
urban and suburban Ohio students.
When I asked Matt to clarify what he meant by "cultures" in his current
writing context, he responded indirectly, noting "kind of an uncomfortable
feeling" he had during group work and class discussions because when
he reads a poem, he does not "delve that deep into" the piece, as he has
seen some of his classmates do. So, he says, "It's really a nerve-wracking
experience for me to speak up [in class] 'cause I don't know how it's going
to be perceived." Apparently, despite what he learned from his high school
teacher, mother, and grandfather. Matt found in the transition to first-year
composition, even to afirst-yearcomposition class at a university in his home
region, reason to doubt himself—he reported feeling "total self-doubt" when
writing papers—and reason to feel othered in a class of students who, from
his perspective, were more suited to academic culture.
To summarize the challenges that Matt faced in academic culture,
consider his response to the question, "What is the main purpose/point of
a composition class?" He rephed that writing is "a big part of [one's] job"
and that "you don't want to look like a complete idiot." When I asked him
to elaborate he answered, "Grammar," and then:
Probably some of the phrases and words that I would use, just say that come
from the area maybe I came from would—I think it reflects me sometimes
when I write and I'm not really paying attention to what I'm writing. I'm
just kind of going. And I really have to be careful sometimes with how I try
to articulate what I'm trying to say. If I came in class and said some of the
stuff that was going through my head, you'd look at me [imitating me]—
"I'm sorry. What?" You know, it's just phrases, I think. Words. How I say
them, maybe. I think accent probably plays a good part in it, too. [I asked
him to explain.] My accent's probably a lot worse than I let on. I do—it's
not that I'm embarrassed of where I come from or who I am. It's just that
people perceive you differently if you've got this, you know, southern drawl
thing going on. So, it's trying to conceal that sometimes 'cause you don't
get taken seriously, and I've experienced it before. People just don't, you
know—they're not into what you're saying. [I asked him whether this pertains to in-class speaking or to writing.] In my speaking and writing.

Undoubtedly, mastering grammar conventions is a challenge Matt faces.
Here he maintained, "It's just phrases . . . words," and eventually he gave the
example of his use oí ain't. But if this challenge is combined with his perception of himself as a writer and a participant in in-class activities, his perception of his classmates, and his academic outlook, it looks far more complex.
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Interview with Kevin
If Matt's story was one of self-doubt and of anxiety about writing, Kevin's
was one of self-confidence about himself as a writer and as a member of
an academic community. The two were in many ways opposites. Whereas
Matt expressed reluctance to rate his comfort level as high in his first-year
composition class, Kevin gave himself a nine out of ten on this question and
an "eight or nine" out of ten on the question of how he rated his writing in
relation to that of his in-class peers—because he said that afrer doing two
peer reviews in his composition class, he was not impressed by his classmates'
arguments, organization, and grammar, in that order. (Note that Matt, by
contrast, primarily spoke of writing in terms of grammar.) Furthermore,
Kevin gave himself "at least an eight" out of ten regarding his comfort level
with his writing generally because he claimed he had the ideas he needs to
write a paper. He gave himself a nine out of ten for how prepared he felt for
college-level writing. In his explanation he mentioned the rigor of his past
academic experiences: during the summer before his senior-year English
class, he had had to read eight books and write six 4-5 page papers.
But perhaps more telling is the extent to which academic culture remained
central to Kevin's past experiences at school as well as home, the extent to
which his literacy sponsors identified with academic culture, and the extent to
which he minimized context in his past exposure to writing and learning. Like
Matt, Kevin reported that he came from a home environment where at least
one parent made books prominent. But whereas Matt was primarily exposed
to true crime novels, Kevin's reading exposure revolved around canonized
authors; Kevin mentioned books by J. R. R. Tolkien, Frank Herbert, and John
Steinbeck, for instance. Also, while Matt and Kevin both revealed that they had
had influential high school English teachers. Matt spoke of his teacher's value
system and life lessons, elements that seemed to emerge from or because of
her cultural environment. Kevin, by contrast, emphasized his favorite teacher's
adherence to theory, which allowed Kevin to write papers about single works
(e.g., Beowulf)frommultiple theoretical lenses. Two lenses in particular that
Kevin said he had used were queer theory and "existential theory" Rarely
did Kevin discuss the geographical or cultural location where this learning
occurred; rarely did he embed his comments about academe in factors of
access or of cultural value systems, feelings of estrangement from his home
culture or feelings of trepidation concerning college or college-level writing.
An example of Kevin's devotion to theory, and of the apparent marriage
between his home culture and academic culture, emerged when he related
that some of his high school classmates had called the high school English
teacher that he so admired a "neo-feminist." Kevin said that he thought this
was grossly unfair and a sign of his classmates' ignorance. He then explained
that he had a good understanding of feminism because he "was raised by
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two feminists," one of whom read one book per day. Hence, tied to academically sanctioned theories at home and at school, Kevin's background seemed
continuously connected to the very systems of thought that college would
later emphasize. Given the texts used in manyfirst-yearcomposition classes
at his university, such as the theoretically rich reader Writing as Refiective
Action, edited by Duncan Carter and Sherrie Gradin, it was likely that he
would work with the same theories in his first college writing class.
Finally, the writing that Kevin did outside of school and the writing that
he wanted to do after completing school reveal a marked difference from
Matt's writing background. Whereas Matt claimed not to have done out-ofclass writing, Kevin said that he (Kevin) wrote creatively and had published
his writing on fanfiction.net and had written eighteen chapters for a story.
He also expected to continue writing fan fiction and to continue exploring
the theme of good and evil in his writing, a theme that had emerged from
his writing for a high school English class. One difference between Matt and
Kevin in this regard is the sheer volume of Kevin's out-of-class writing, but
another is the fact that the writing that Kevin expected to do and the writing
that he hoped to do in the future were the same. Not so for Matt, who had
expected to do more writing that pertained to his counseling job in his home
community ai?.d who hoped to "at least enjoy writing" in the future.

Possibilities for Theorizing and Teaching
The data gathered from these two students offers a tentative basis on
which to deal with difference more responsibly. I use the term responsibly
very deliberately, for recognition of place-based cultures in the student writers from whom we build our pedagogies is an ethical as well as intellectual
issue. We have long acknowledged difference in our classrooms insofar as
gender, class, and ethnicity are concerned, but our own familiarity with these
particular compartments puts us at risk of neglecting other salient differences
in our students—differences of places and cultural locations.
This data may give us some cause to resist the normalizing tendencies
that we in rhetoric and composition know so well (Macbeth 181): the main
problem that students, a lump sum, have is A; students enter our classes
with attitude B. It can give us a reason to wonder whether our notions of
writing and of writers come from cultures with ties to places, from countries,
regions, states, counties, cities, or neighborhoods as well as from cultures
whose place (s) cannot be found on a modern political map. What communicative norms are place-based? Which places and/or cultures shape
writing standards and assessment? What does a place-based ownership of
writing studies mean for students in locations that are not near academic
strongholds? If, for example, thefirst-yearcomposition class is being tailored
to fit the needs of students like Kevin, what does this mean for the Matts
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of the composition class?—or for the Matts of the composition class where
students like him are numerous?
A more responsible pedagogy would need to value the society or societies that students come from. In my study. Matt demonstrated confidence
in his communication abilities if he was describing or analyzing information from the world he knew well, about fishing or reading animal tracks,
for example. Valuing these home cultures in the composition class might
entail making room for expressivist writing assignments that hearken back
to these cultures. However, it might also or instead warrant a turn to local
concerns via other writing genres: persuasive writing, critiques, research
essays, rebuttal arguments.
Service learning, as Ellen Cushman ("Sustainable") and others have
explained it, has done much to embed writing in places and thus make its
applicability evident to students and, for accountability purposes, to the pub?
lie. I would like to extend Cushman's concern with writing that springs from
local concerns to writing ±at incorporates, explores, and perhaps resolves
concernsfromstudents' home cultures despite the extent to which these home
cultures already make room for academe. Students approach many writing
assignments, particularly persuasive writing and research essays, wi± doubts
about their authority to speak on valuable issues, from gun control to equal
rights to media effects. But often such issues do not disappear when they reach
students' home cultures. Discerning connections between the Burkean parlor
and flrst-year composition students' home cultures means making writing
and rhetorical concerns part of our students' lived experiences, experiences
in which our students have a basis from which to write, speak, and act with
authority. A "real world" connection via students' particular home cultures
would ground and inform students' writing and discussions. While simply
having students write about their home cultures may indeed be facile (Mauk
379), we might have students investigate aspects of their home cultures to
see how rhetorical issues matter on multiple scales.
Another starting point from which to envision such a pedagogy is to see
what the Kevins of such a class gain from writing that extends to students'
home cultures. Such a pedagogy would foreground for students the ways that
language and ideology have consequences for particular communities, how
systems of thought which may have long and iliustrious traditions affect not
just the lives of "people" in the abstract but the lives of people that students
have seen and known. What if students read works already common to the
flrst-year composition class—again, Anzaldua's Borderlands, say—in order
to investigate an issue that the work brings up in the context of the students'
home cultures? My paper here is an enactment of such appropriation, an
attempt to situate borderland theory in a marginalized region. If students
use a similar approach, they may feel better prepared to apply rhetoric to the
"real" world that they know. The point is not for students to sprinkle more
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"I" references into otherwise distanced and formal writing, but for students
to explore language and issues with an eye toward the situatedness of these
subjects in the cultures that the students come from. Denying this situatedness could mean that students probe complex intellectual and political ideas
without considering how the bigger issues affect people that they know and
care about. It could mean engaging in ideas without regard to responsibility
and effects (see Robert Scott and Barry Brummett on ethics).
Further research could give us a more solid foundation on which to build
such a pedagogy. Currently I cannot say which of Matt's comments reflects
where he comes from versus which of his comments reflects another identity marker; the factors are linked. Similarly, I cannot say that Kevin fails to
situate his identity and his writing in any place, and I certainly cannot say
that Kevin downplays place because he was born elsewhere. But tentative
results regarding general cultural characteristics as they manifest themselves
for two student writers move us far beyond where many of us were before.
My concern overlaps that of many scholars and teachers invested in
feminist theory, critical race theory, or queer theory. We all, in our different
ways, call for revisions to meta-narratives regarding how people function and
learn. I contend that students who share many established identity categories,
whether race or age or sexuality, may differ significantly based on the factor
of place, and that far from quaint or trivial, this difference may affect how
easily they enter academic cultures and appropriate the descriptor of writer.
This difference merits our attention especially as we confront the challenges
of an in increasingly global economy and society, for as we more regularly
discuss how cultural factors affect what counts as knowledge and learning
(Fox xiii), we should remember that for some of our nearby students, such
consideration is long overdue.
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Changing Tables and Changing
Culture: Pregnancy, Parenting,
and First-Year Writing
Denise Comer

O

ver the past seven years, the 59 full-time faculty of Duke Universit/s
first-year writing faculty have birthed, fathered, or adopted 22 babies,
making our collective birth rate roughly equivalent to that of Guinea or
The Gambia.^ Even as I write this, four more babies are expected during
the 2008-09 academic year from what is currently our 28-person full-time
writing program faculty What makes this faculty birth rate so staggering is
not only that it nearly triples the United States' national average, but also
that it differentiates our program from so many other spaces in academia
where births tend to be an occasion rather than a norm. Our birth rate
is even more significant in that it persists in spite of what is a welcome
but insufficient three-week paid parental leave for our program's full-time
faculty members. Nevertheless, baby showers, photographs of children,
family-friendly events, communal babysitting, and talk about pregnancy
and parenting—all of this is deeply interwoven into our academic lives
as teachers and scholars of first-year writing and informs our nationally
and locally acclaimed work. We even have changing tables installed in the
women's and men's restrooms of our building.
Such prolific fecundity raises significant questions about pregnancy and
parenting in the context of first-year writing: Does faculty pregnancy and
parenting pose any meaningful impact on the work of first-year writing?
Does this impact differ from that experienced by faculty in the natural or
social sciences, other humanities, or even rhetoric? Given that first-year
writing is home to a largely contingent faculty, likely not to enjoy the parental-leave policy support offered to many tenure-track faculty, how might
first-year writing faculty and writing program administrators (WPAs) create
an academic, socio-cultural climate that embraces pregnancy and parenting? What might be the advantages of doing so? To pursue these questions,
I will examine several constrictions uniquely facingfirst-yearwriting faculty,
especially women, and will then illustrate a range of programmatic strategies that can help foster a more family-friendly, socio-cultural climate in
first-year writing programs.
The First-Year Writing Context
Although a considerable amount has been written about parenting and
pregnancy in the academy, much of it operates from two overarching perComposition Studies 37.2 (2009) / ISSN 1534-9322

spectives: 1. a deliberately generalist approach and 2. an often dominant
focus on policy. As this section will demonstrate, neither of these approaches
fits well within the context of first-year writing because of its institutional
position and the demographics of its faculty^ In comparison to other faculty,
first-year writing faculty are more likely to be of child-bearing (or rearing)
age, are more likely to face unique disincentives to having children since they
are often in an aspirational stage of their careers, and they are more likely
to be excluded from policy support.^ Moreover, I argue that although many
policy advances have been made in the past two decades, and many of the
challenges facing women in rhetoric and composition, richly documented by
such scholars as Theresa Enos, Louise Wetherbee Phelps, and Janet Emig,"*
may have been largely mitigated, these advances are mostly applicable to
more established academics'(i.e., tenure-stream faculty), and there still remain systemic, political, cultural, and institutionalized controls that continue
to exert powerful influences and limitations on the child-bearing decisions
of first-year writing faculty, particularly women.
First-Year Writing and Policy Limitations

Policies are crucial mechanisms for addressing the material realities of
pregnancy and parenting, and they also go far in shaping and reflecting sociocultural climate. In recent years, many new and improved family-related
policies have emerged in the academy, from better paid-leave options and
job sharing to stopping the tenure clock.^ However,first-yearwriting faculty,
who are arguably more likely to be having children because of their general
age-related demographics, are actually less likely to be supported by these
very policies because of their often contingent status as graduate students,
adjuncts, or part-timers. Eileen E. Schell has asserted that nearly 80 percent
of writing teachers are non-tenure track (6). And Mary Ann Mason and Eve
Mason Ekman maintain that "[p] art-time and adjunct faculty are . . . the
fastest growing-segment of employees in academia ... [and] this temporary
track is overpopulated with women, usually women with children" (85).
Compounding this is that most first-year writing faculty are overworked
and underpaid—^with limited professional recognition, resources, and time,
and are therefore even more deeply in need of policy support with regard
to pregnancy and parenting.
While I vigorously support continued efforts to improve and broaden
family-related policies in academia, I find it unlikely in the near future
that first-year writing faculty will enjoy better policy support. As such, it
is crucial to develop strategies for bettering the socio-cultural climate for
pregnancy and parenting among first-year writing faculty. And, although
many who write about pregnancy and parenting emphasize the importance
of socio-cultural climate, they also seem often unable to articulate specifi92 Composition Studies

cally what such a family-friendly culture might look like and instead focus
predominantly on policy The 2001 the American Academy of University
Professors Statement of Principles on Family Responsibilities and Academic

Work, for instance, devotes only 300 of its nearly 3900 words to an explicit
discussion of socio-cultural climate. Clearly, more work needs to be done in
the context of those excluded from policy support, such as most flrst-year
writing faculty, to understand and articulate the speciflc features of a family-friendly socio-cultural climate.
First-Year Writing and Institutional Paradox

Institutionally, flrst-year writing occupies a dichotomous, paradoxical
position that adds a subtly complex dimension to the development of a
family-friendly climate for first-year writing faculty In one sense, because
first-year writing is, as Sue Ellen Holbrook and others have argued, a service
course, it struggles against a stubborn perception held by students, parents,
faculty, and administrators who believe thatfirstyear writing is less legitimate
than other university courses.^ At the same time, however, since flrst-year
writing officially introduces students to the intellectual demands of the
university, it also occupies one of the most visible positions in the academy.
Although operating at somewhat cross purposes, these two contexts can
create expectations that first-year writing maintain exceptional academic
rigor—continually proving its worth and legitimacy in ways that typically
would not include pregnancy, changing tables, and playpens.
Despite work like Hélène Cixous's I'ecriture feminine or other powerful
thinking on motherhood and writing by such intellectuals as Nancy Chodorow, Adrienne Rich, and Alice Walker, such scholars as Alicia Ostriker remind
us of the deeply entrenched academic legacy of the antimaternal: "[T]he
world of the mind as it has constituted itself in the West and is reconstructed
every generation in the institutions of higher learning, is not only androcentric and misogynist in general but intensely anti-maternal" (5). According to
Katherine Callen King, "The academy has come to be structured .. . around
the rhythms of the aristocratic male body, which can be seen as a birther
(and burier) of ideas . . . Women who are sexless are clearly regarded as
less female, less corporeal, while those who are pregnant are as obviously
female, as obviously corporeal, as they can be" (8).^ Regrettably, this legacy
seems largely to persist: the majority of the personal narratives in the 2008
anthology Mama PhD offer grueling experiences of the incompatibility between pregnancy, parenting, and academia.^
Of course, the academy has made great advances in dismantling this
disjuncture. Many of the anecdotes in Mama PhD also "showcase glimmers
of hope" (Peskowitz xiv) through women who have found ways to combine
family and academe.' Indeed, children and pregnancy are becoming more
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visible in many departments, and scholars of embodiment theory, such as
Renee Hoogland, argue that "any form of mind/body distinction can no longer be legitimately maintained" (214-15). Still, these advances are largely
applicable to the academy writ large. Thus, while Ms. Mentor's decades-old
advice for female academics to hide babies might seem out of date—"Let it
not be said that Ms. Mentor is unsympathetic with mothering . . . Yet that is
exactly what Ms. Mentor must advise you to do
[A] woman seen with a
baby is believed to be 'un-serious'" (Toth 119)—I would suggest that it still
holds currency for first-year writing faculty, particularly women.
Bobbi Ann Hammill's recent work on mothering, composition, and
pedagogy, for example, testifies to a persistent anti-maternalism in composition by revealing the stories of four women compositionists, each of
whom harbor "a narrative of self-doubt in regard to her own abilities as a
scholar, researcher, and academic writer despite the reality that [each] has
earned a doctorate in rhetoric and composition" (99). Similarly, Diane R
Freedman and Martha Stoddard Holmes's collection. The Teacher's Body,
also demonstrates—albeit unintentionally—how differently pregnancy can
impact female teachers of first-year writing. Significantly, the tenure-track
women in this collection recount positive experiences with pregnancy and
teaching. Kimberly Wallace-Sanders, Assistant Professor in the Institutes of
Liberal Arts and Women's Studies, maintains that she taught through her
pregnant body and her "pedagogical style evolved along with [her] pregnancy" (195). Allison Giffen, Assistant Professor of English, also records a
successful experience as a pregnant professor: "Students appeared to be
having a satisfactory experience, and their evaluations were strong for both
courses" (206). Another tenure-stream faculty member referenced in the text,
Sandra Sims-Patterson, Associate Professor of Psychology, likewise reflects
on the positive pedagogical impact of her pregnancy: "I learned to take more
risks in the classroom, I learned to pace myself during a class, something
that I wasn't good at before" (qtd. in Wallace-Sanders 195).
Importantly, although Wallace-Sanders concedes that the visible sexuality and maternity of pregnancy "can undermine . . . [classroom] authorit)^'
(188), her tenure-stream position enables her to rise above that potential
risk. Not so for all members of the academy. Unlike the positive tone
emanating from Sims-Patterson and Wallace-Sanders, the account by Amy
Gerald, a PhD student who taught composition during her third trimester,
offers a markedly different picture of how well—or not—pregnancy and
pedagogy can intersect. Gerald notes that her "course evaluations for [the
semester in which she was pregnant] were . . . lower than the evaluations
from previous semesters" (182). Five students made negative comments:
"When asked, 'What changes would you recommend the teacher make next
time s/he teaches the course?' they responded with "Don't be pregnant" or
"not have another baby" (182). Gerald admits that she did enact certain
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pedagogical changes while pregnant: she "had to visit the restroom more
often, and . . . needed to sit down during the course of the class period" and,
because her "due date was about two weeks before the end of the semester, [she] was forced temporarily to abandon the portfolio/process-based
teaching method" (182). Citing Schell's claim that female faculty must be
"competent and nurturing" (qtd. in Gerald 182) in order to gain high student
evaluations, Gerald hypothesizes that she focused on competence (outcomes
and deadlines) rather than nurturing (process and feedback) to counter her
anxiety over being perceived as over-nurturing by virtue of her pregnancy.
Gerald's experience resonates with Joan Williams's contention that
"[p] regnant women and mothers who go out of their way to be perceived
as competent may encounter negative reactions to their assertiveness"
("Hitting . . ."). However, another significant factor infiuencing this situation involves the context of first-year writing, where the potential deauthorization attending pregnancy is heightened because its position in
the academy is already somewhat marginalized and delegitimized.
A number of our female faculty members have also had somewhat
plagued experiences with pregnant teaching. One colleague, Tamera Marko,
recalls during her pregnancy that a male student repeatedly made inappropriate jokes about pregnancy in ways that undermined her authority
When she arrived one day a few minutes late to class, he chastised her,
saying sardonically, "Oh, she's playing the pregnancy card again." Another
colleague, Parag Budhecha, felt particular resistance from her male students
during the semester in which she was pregnant: "The male students seemed
to just dismiss me. I could see them rolling their eyes while I was speaking
and I sensed a general level of hostility from them, making me feel I had
to work even harder to prove my intellectual and academic worth." During
one of the semesters in which I was pregnant, while distributing course
evaluations to students, one student suggested that in the name space he
would write, "The one with the baby."^° These students, of course, have
likely experienced pregnant teachers before, but because first-year writing
may so often be held to archaic, extraordinary standards of what constitutes
legitimate academic work, and because, as the next section discusses, of the
intimacy often informing first-year writing pedagogy, pregnancy can give
rise more often in this setting to such moments of student resistance and/
or hostihty.
Maternal Pedagogy, not Maternity
Expectations about what first-year writing is or should be on the part of
students, administration, other departments, and even in the self-perceptions
of first-year writing faculty persist even though composition often inhabits
a veritable breeding ground for a wide array of unconventional (liberatory.
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maternal, transgressive) pedagogies that challenge traditional academic
practice (i.e., morefiexibleroom configurations, personal rapport, changes in
traditional power hierarchies, etc.). And, although this pedagogy may make
the teaching of writing more effective, it also complicates pregnancy in the
first-year writing classroom by further compromising academic authority.
Spatially, the intimate configuration of the first-year writing classroom,
where teachers routinely move around the room rather than stand behind
a lectern, has occasioned for most of my pregnant colleagues and me an
accidental bump of our bellies into students. Such awkward moments foreground for students the corporeality of their first-year writing professor.
Pregnant teachers of first-year writing—exhibiting what Wallace-Sanders
terms the "doubled body" (188)—can be particularly susceptible to the
negative implications of being perceived as too feminine or too maternal
and must work against a doubly fortified wall of deeply engrained perceptions that continually question whether mothers, but especially first-year
writing faculty, are as legitimately academic as are others working in more
entrenched disciplines.
Let me emphasize that I am deeply attached to spatial configurations
in the composition classroom that promote effective writing through an
intimate, socially collaborative environment. However, the visibility of
pregnancy can delimit faculty autonomy in establishing the extent of this
intimacy." At times, this physical intimacy can generate the most insidious
features of Susan Bordo's "politics of appearance" (27), where some firstyear writing students feel entitled to ask a barrage of seemingly innocuous
personal questions that, consciously or not, enable them to situate their
pregnant professor within or against a set of perceived cultural norms: Is
she married? Is she heterosexual? Did she conceive through intercourse? ^^
During the semesters in which I have taught as a visibly pregnant woman,
my students have known more about my personal life than in any other
semester of my thirteen-year teaching career. They knew more about my
personal life than I would have, given the choice, shared.
Such conjecturing on the part of students is perhaps a pinnacle exemplification, and hierarchical reversal, of the Foucauldian gaze: "Just a gaze.
An inspecting gaze, a gaze which each individual under its weight will end
by interiorizing to the point that he is his own overseer, each individual thus
exercising this surveillance over, and against himself" (155). And, while
anyone might be uncomfortable under such a gaze, the pregnant first-year
writing teacher suddenly becomes not only more rigorously scrutinized, and
more heavily embodied, but also seemingly more at odds with the disembodied cerebralism our students may have come to value and expect in the
academy and that first-year writing faculty are ofren relentlessly committed
to attaining. Where tenure-stream faculty have the external authorization,
recognition, and titles to combat such perceptions, first-year writing faculty
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are often left wondering if pregnancy will obfuscate what little academic,
intellectual clout they may have with their students.'^
First-Year Writing as an Aspirational Career Stage Rather than a Career

Manyfirst-yearwriting faculty envision their work as part of an aspirational career stage rather than an end in and of itself. These faculty often
begin their academic careers (as graduate students or new Ph.Ds, perhaps
viewing composition as a temporary jumping-off point) facing all the attendant pressures to succeed in the academy by constructing themselves in
accordance with the version of professionalism that often requires extreme
dedication to scholarship and nearly unfettered economic and geographical
freedom (i.e., attending conferences, finding time for unremunerated scholarship, etc.). Perhaps because composition has historically had so much at
stake in gaining disciplinary recognition, the reconfiguration of pedagogical
practices has had little bearing on the ways in which compositionists acclimate to traditional notions of what constitutes the ideal academic worker.
Grounded on what Pema describes as quantifiable measures of productivity—
"the number of hours worked, the number of journal articles produced, the
number of grants received" (21)—composition and rhetoric continues to
embrace the ambitious American worker described by such scholars as Mary
Catherine Bateson and Rachel Hile Bassett.^'' The ideal worker extolled by
academia is further complicated in the context offirst-yearwriting by what
can be the enormous time and energy demands emanating from instructor response to student writing. Adding expectations of scholarship to this
workload (whether self- or externally-imposed) can render work demands
nearly unmanageable.
Often, this desire to embody the ideal academic to gain professional
advancement is woven tightly within socio-economic conditions that leave
first-year writing faculty particularly vulnerable to the lure of this ideal.
Interestingly, most of the babies born to women faculty in our program
have appeared between May and August, during the summer break. My
own scrupulous conception planning, designed to avoid the post-35 decrease in fertility and to maximize the likelihood of giving birth in May
in order to avoid losing pay or returning to work sooner than I wanted,
left me feeling prey to a subtle but powerful institutional control over my
body. Similarly gesturing to what Robin Wilson refers to as "scheduling
motherhood," Gerald notes that she will henceforth plan more carefully:
"[I]f I am teaching when and if I have a second child, I will try to plan the
due date a little better" (185). These impulses to schedule motherhood
illustrate a conviction that embodjâng the ideal academic will remedy
some of the ways in which first-year writing faculty remain undervalued,
overworked, and underpaid.
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Significantly, as Williams insists, the academic ideal hinges on the supposedly distinct yet symbiotic spheres of the market and domesticity: "[the
ideal worker] works fulltime and overtime and takes little or no time off
for childbearing or child rearing" (Unbending 1). This spheric separation
underscores much of Women's Ways of Making It in Rhetoric and Composition, by Michelle Ballif, Diane Davis, and Roxanne Mountford. While several
of the nine women academics they feature have children, the authors also
acknowledge the many tenured female rhetoric scholars who do not: "As
we turn to the difficult subject of balancing work and family obligations,
including, especially, the care of children and aging parents, we confront
an irony: many of the women scholars in our study do not have children.
And neither do we" (175). They go on to suggest that, for many women,
this engenders regret: "When we asked our survey participants what they
would do differently if they could begin their career over again, we learned
that for many, work/life conflicts were a source of deep regret. One wrote,
'I would try to have more of the normal things in life. It is no accident that
I am single and have no children'" (160). While showcasing such regrets
might go far in encouraging junior scholars in rhetoric and composition to
make different choices, the overarching lesson of the book is that success in
our field virtually demands unwavering devotion to the market rather than
to domesticity. Jacqueline Jones Royster's assertion that "There is nothing
in any job . . . that would cause me to subvert my commitment to family"
offers an anomaly to what is otherwise a bastion of female rhetoric and
composition scholars working exceedingly ambitious hours:
Most work at least twelve hours a day, often hours spent in the office
away from home. For example, C5mthia L. Seife arrives at her office each
day at around 7:00 am and does not leave until around 7:00 p.m. . . .
Cheryl Glenn is at her desk at home around 7:00 am each day and stays
there until it is time to teach, late in the afternoon. One summer when
she was trying to write a textbook, [Sharon] Crowley began working
around the clock. (162)
Most vexing for me is that those involved with flrst-year writing, a
field with a relatively new disciplinary status and a comparatively young
workforce, actually have the opportunity to change this system but instead
resist or ignore such possibility. As Ms. Mentor has suggested, "only those
who somehow get tenure can ever change [academia] and make it more
friendly to mothers, children, and the next generation" (120).^^ Joseph
Harris's analogy between contemporary compositionists and Henry James's
unnamed Turn of the Screw governess offers a useful illustration of, and
possible explanation for, this frustrating trend. In "Meet the New Boss,
Same as the Old Boss," Harris writes, "[The] governess's identification with
a superior social class helps blind her to both her own best interests and
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those of her young charges. She is seduced by her patron and the vision of
London, wealth, and refinement that he offers her" (54). In a similar way,
Harris maintains that contemporary compositionists, "through our desire to
be part of a cultural or critical vanguard" (54), adopt a "narrow vision of
professionalism" (54) that precludes what might be a more productive focus
on "collective interests and identity" (52). From the context of family and
sexuality, this class-conscious, injurious adherence to the ill-fitting ideals of
a purportedly superior social class can translate into assumptions that, in
order to succeed in—and be accepted into—the academy proper, first-year
writing faculty must more strictly adhere to scholarly habits ±at reflect the
highly cerebral, if not celibate, life celebrated for scholars since at least St.
Jerome in the fourth century—patron of librarians, schoolchildren, and
theology—who lauded governesses who were "older, severe, pale, somber,
and melancholy" (qtd. in Renton 1).
Subscribing to Notions ofthe Ideal Mother
Notions of what constitutes the ideal academic forfirst-yearwriting faculty must also be examined in proximity to notions of what constitutes the
ideal parent, especially the ideal mother. Judith Warner terms this idealism
the "Mommy mystique":
[The Mommy mystique tells us that we] are the luckiest women in the
world . . . we have the knowledge and know-how to make 'informed decisions' that will guarantee the successful course of our children's lives.
[I]f we choose badly our children will fall prey to coundess dangers—from
insecure attachment to drugs to kidnapping to a third-rate college. And if
this happens . . . we will have no one but ourselves to blame. Because to
point fingers out at society, to look beyond ourselves, is to shirk "personal
responsibility." (32-33)

Warner's description of the ideal, autonomous, educated, personally responsible mother intersects in especially powerful ways with academic
women, whose scholarly training also often privileges these characteristics. Sociologist Jean-Anne Sutherland maintains, "mama-guilt can go both
ways. As mothers we ofren feel guilty when we do not perform according to
the ideal for good mothers . . . The guilt also kicks in when we feel we are
not living up to some ideal of scholar-in-training" (215). Such a propensity for guilt is reflected in the women faculty Venitha Pillay works with:
"A striking though not surprising theme that runs through the stories of
Sally, Ann and Sue is about feeling guilt. . . . Ann was consumed with guilt
about numerous moments in her life and these had obvious impacts on her
mothering" (148). And such feelings also underscore the section featuring
Patricia Bizzell in Women's Ways of Making It: "The whole issue of working
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full time and having kids has been very, very vexed for me. That's been a
real source of stress and pain, and I feel very dissatisfied with the way that I
worked that out. But I don't know that I could have done it differently . . . I
don't know another option" (210).^'^
Although these ideals can impact all parents, first-year writing faculty,
especially women, have a particularly complicated relationship with them.
Often already striving against formidable odds to meet an ideal version
of an academic, first-year writing faculty might find even greater stress in
grafting on a desire to be an ideal parent. Moreover, since these faculty
may already be defined to a certain degree as maternal, the guilt affiliated
with not achieving an idealized version of motherhood can be compounded
when one is encouraged by the profession to be an ideal mother figure
instead to one's students.
Self-Doubt

In large part due to experiences such as those described above, nagging questions over my pedagogical efficacy have persisted throughout my
pregnancies and subsequently as a mother with young children. Subject to
critical gazes, and conscious of pedagogic shifts, I have found myself wondering whether students are taking me seriously as a professor: Does all of this
distraction—the increased physical and emotional intimacy with students, a
focus on pregnancy (or children), the visibility of the body—get in the way
of the so-called real business of the first-year writing classroom?
Such a question is difficult to pose, particularly because it might be misconstrued as an argument for pregnant and parenting faculty not to work in
first-year writing, which is decidedly not what I am suggesting. What seems
more appropriate, then, to ask is: What does it say about the academic socio-cultural climate toward pregnancy and parenting in first-year writing
that seventeen centuries after St. Jerome, I remain vexed by questions about
whether my own sexual, pregnant, maternal embodiment in the first-year
writing classroom presents a distraction to student learning and academic
inquiry? That such a question does persist speaks not so much to my own
insecurities, but to a persistent inadequacy regarding the ways in which issues of parenting and pregnancy are approached in many academic settings,
particularly for women and particularly in the environment offirst-yearwriting. And, as the next section will show, although some misgivings persist, it
has largely been the internal support within our first-year writing program,
sponsored by our WPAs and through coUegiality among our faculty, that has
enabled me to become more confident and comfortable with pregnancy and
parenting in the first-year writing classroom.
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Fostering a Family-Friendly Climate
for First-Year Writing Faculty
Despite the unique disincentives often facing first-year writing faculty,
as well as a lack of full parental-leave policy support, our program, with its
ongoing baby trend, offers a valuable opportunity to begin articulating what
a family-friendly, socio-cultural climate might look like and how first-year
writing faculty and WPAs can foster this climate together.
Advocate for Better Family-Related Policies

Understanding family-related policies at one's institution and sharing
that knowledge with colleagues are crucial to creating a family-friendly
environment. Although it frequently becomes incumbent on department
administrators to locate, read, and translate family-related policies for
faculty, many have little interest, or receive little training, in these issues.
Because writing programs rely so extensively on adjunct, graduate-student,
and postdoctoral faculty, and because so many first-year writing teachers
are women and childbearing age, our field holds a particular investment
in understanding family-related policies and in helping make any unjust
inequities more publicly visible. Ballif, Davis, and Mountford advise tapping
in to national networks in order to advocate for continued policy-related
improvements: "Find out about nationwide efforts to change institutional
structures that impede women faculty from having children. . . . Point administrators toward some of the literature on how to create family-friendly
institutional policies" (181-82).^^ Programs filled with individuals who can
help navigate through complex policies and who are visibly advocating for
better policies create a more receptive climate for pregnancy and parenting.
Redeflne the Ideal Academic

While these policy-related efforts are vital, however, the often-contingent status of first-year writing faculty—a status that often excludes them
from the most supportive institutional policies—requires supplemental
energy in the form of advocating for changing the nature of first-year
writing work itself. Our program offers one example in that our employment operates on a full-time basis, largely outside conventional academic
hierarchies. Our faculty members teach a manageable load of courses, on
multi-year contracts, with competitive salaries and health benefits; since
our work is focused around teaching and holds no research expectations,
quality gains precedence over quantifiable scholarly output. Importantly'
this reñects Perna's call for "institutional leaders [to redefine] the ideai
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vested" (21). Suggesting the importance of this shift, my colleague Ben
Albers, father of two, suggests that it is in part the "nature of [our] position," which resists tenure-like expectations, that encourages a self-selection of people interested in achieving "more of a balanced professional
and personal scale." Another structural aspect of our program that helps
make it conducive to childbirth and rearing is that faculty can take leaves
of absence without expectations of scholarship. We have thus created an
on-off system similar to what Sylvia Ann Hewlett calls for: "The career
highway as it's currently constructed has all kinds of 'off-ramps' but very
little in the way of 'on-ramps.' We need to redefine—or reengineer—this
highway so that a professional woman can rejoin her career after having
taken significant time out" (9).
Obviously, many of these structural elements are particular to the resources and circumstances of our institution. However, the undergirding
ideas of accessible on-off ramps and shifting the nature of the ideal academic
can manifest in any number of ways. For instance, WPAs might also help
redefine the ideal academic by talking about family more often, bringing
family members to work more frequently, or including more photographs of
children and children's art in their offices. First-year writing faculty might also
produce more scholarship on family-related issues or defend more publicly
a publication agenda focused on quality rather than quantity. They might
also unapologetically say 'no' more often to committee work or conference
presentations in order to preserve family time.
Facilitate the Sharing of Strategies for Teaching First-Year
Writing while Pregnant

Eichhorn observes that her willingness to invite "a discussion of [her]
pregnant body" (376) in the composition classroom afforded her the opportunity to help students resist ingesting androcentric, anti-maternal ideologies:
"I wrote my students a letter, where I explained what it meant to me to be a
feminist teacher and what it meant to me to be pregnant. Modeling the use
of writing as a social practice through this letter, I opened my composition
classroom as a space for counterhegemonic critique of the academy and
the outside world it represents" (376). Since our program has had so many
pregnancies, our faculty have had the unique advantage of being able to share
with one another successful strategies for teaching while pregnant. Many of
these strategies are hardly unique to pregnancy, but are already established
as preferred pedagogical methods in composition. For instance, during the
throes of early-pregnancy nausea, Marko created more deliberate mechanisms for student-led seminar discussions. A myriad of possibilities exist for
meaningfully integrating the work of first-year writing and pregnancy: one
can imagine writing projects focusing on the ethos created when authors
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make a choice to vocalize or secret their identities as parents. Alternatively,
one might develop writing projects based on children and pathos. Political
invocations of parenting, highly visible in the 2008 presidential candidates,
might provide another productive line of inquiry. Making just such a link,
Gerald notes that she will henceforth "pay more attention to the rhetoric I
use with regard to pregnancy" (185).
Additional conversations need to occur amongflrst-yearwriting faculty
that address not only ways of creating structured intersections between the
work offlrst-yearwriting with pregnancy and parenting, but also more logistical issues, such as the pregnant teacher's clothing, movement around the
classroom, verbal volatility (lungs compress during pregnancy), increased
kidney functioning, heightened emotional sensitivity due to hormonal fluctuations, the impact of pregnancy and parenting on responding to student
texts, designing writing assignments, and structuring a semester, as well as
reshaping one's approach to writing and teaching to accommodate more
smoothly what ofren becomes the more compressed and unreliable schedule
of life with children.
Given the ongoing presence of these issues and the creative strategies
people have used to address them, a WPA might foster the exchange of
such ideas in meaningful ways through professional-development opportunities, symposia, or other offlcial venues. We have hosted a variety
of professional-development events related to family and academia: one
consisted of a panel of nationally recognized scholars speaking about academia and family; another was a multi-disciplinary roundtable discussion
led by faculty from across our institution; another was a panel session
comprised of our own current and former faculty speaking about their
experiences with family and work. WPAs might include literature about
family and academia in the program's library, on lists of resources, or even
in training sessions. Creating opportunities such as these for professional
exchanges helps legitimate the concerns of pregnant and parenting faculty
members, increase the self-confidence of faculty in the classroom, and
bridge what is at times—despite frequent invocations in our field about
"maternal" styles of teaching—a rather large distance between so-caUed
maternal pedagogies and the actual maternity embodied in the first-year
writing teacher via pregnancy and parenting.
/Í Takes a Village: Encourage a Network of Collegiality

What is also significant about our program is the interpersonal camaraderie that has emerged and how this fellowship offers much needed support
for academics negotiating scholarship and family As Albers puts it, "There
are lots of people around here to talk babies with." Faculty in our program
regularly note the deepfriendshipsthey form with colleagues. One colleague.
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Pegeen Reichert Powell, offers the following narrative about her experience
becoming a mother in our program:
About three weeks before I began [my position in the writing program],
Charlie was born. And we were clueless. We actually thought that the
first year we didn't need childcare. We thought we'd work while the baby
slept. And, like many academics, we weren't living or working where our
extended families were, so we were without that important support network. But this is where our colleagues stepped in. They threw us a baby
shower, for which we were very grateful. But then, they proceeded to
move us into ourfirsthome while we were at the hospital because Charlie
decided to arrive the day of our closing . . . Some of them held him in the
hospital before his aunts and uncles did. They put up with our complaints
of sleep deprivation. They let him crawl around the [offices]. Deb gave
him hisfirsthaircut. Peter gave him his first spoonful of rice cereal. . . .
Joe [our WPA] gave Charlie his first set of Legos and lots of storybooks
we still read. We honestly believe that Charlie has grown up pretty well
in part because the [writing program faculty] helped raise him those first
couple of years.
Echoing Reichert Powell's formulation of this climate. Harms notes that
when he announced the upcoming birth of his child, he was at once surrounded by offers from colleagues to cover his classes during the birth and
subsequent weeks. Marko asserts that, with an office in a building where
three of her colleagues were pregnant and another one had recently adopted,
she slowly learned how to think about family and academia together: "I
watched all these beautiful pregnant women talking about their babies and
saw infants at work, and I began to learn how to think about family and
academia together and to practice sajdng in plain earshot of other academics
that I wanted a baby, something I had never been able to vocalize before so
publicly in the academy." As I was writing this article, a colleague, newly
returned to work afrer the birth of her daughter, came to my office in tears
because she had forgotten her breast pump and felt generally overwhelmed
and inadequate as a mother, teacher, and scholar. Although unable tofixher
problems, offering her a shared sense of these challenges (and directing her
to a nearby drug store that stocks breast pads and hand-held breast pumps)
did help alleviate some of her feelings. During my second pregnancy, three
of my colleagues were pregnant at the same time: we ate lunch together,
went on walks together—our conversations moved smoothly between our
fears and anticipations of motherhood, our scholarship, our aches and joys
of pregnancy, and our teaching. It was an immeasurably rewarding experience. This year I again quite happily find myself pregnant at the same time
as a number of colleagues.
Others who have written about successful experiences with pregnancy,
parenting, and academia also invoke this "it takes a village" tenet. Warner,
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for example, recalls appreciatively her time as a new mother in France with
"a whole unofficial network of people to help and support me—materially
and emotionally" (30). Kathleen Jones recounts her experience as a newly
divorced mother working toward her Ph.D.:
It only worked because D and C and I, three single women with young
children, had created our own little extended family. . . . We rotated
sleepovers twice a week so that one night we each had all three kids in
exchange for two kidless nights a week.... On those nights alone I caught
up with lecture notes or seminar papers or organizing or dance classes. Or
maybe even a bit of private romance. (178)

While fostering and acknowledging this connectedness between colleagues may not be the exclusive responsibility of the WPA, he or she can
certainly enhance it. Our WPA, for example, makes documents available for
new faculty regarding child-care options and offers a list of writing-program
faculty who have indicated that they are happy to speak with new faculty
about the area's child-care options. We sponsor sociai gatherings fi-equently
throughout the year and post photographs of our faculty and their families
around our hallways and on our internal website. Any mechanisms for encouraging faculty camaraderie will help foster this all-important network
of communication and support.
Extend Unambiguous Administrative Support
Threaded throughout the suggestions above is the extent to which this
family-friendly culture operates amidst sincere administrative support. Once
a faculty member has rejoined our program following the arrival of a baby,
we have, within our capabilities, created a climate that offers sustained support and encouragement. As indicated earlier, we even installed changing
tables in our office restrooms. We changed the times of faculty meetings so
they would not interfere with evening hours with family. During my first
pregnancy, when I was unexpectedly ordered on bedrest with six weeks
remaining in the academic term, my supervisors quickly, and without complaint, made alternative arrangements for my courses and even arranged a
phone interview for an internal administrative position for which I was applying (and subsequently received). When Erin Gaj^on interviewed for our
program, she recalls mentioning her son and seeing one of the interviewers
smile as an indication that it was fine to talk about babies:
I'd struggled a bit about whether or not this was something I should 'reveal' and my concerns were immediately diffused . . . [W]hen I sent an
email inquiry about childcare . . . I was referred to about four people, all
of whom were very helpful. . . . Then when we got here, there was the
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family-friendly [baseball] game and the faculty picnic where [the WPAs]
went out of [their] way to include and celebrate children. It made a big
impression that [the program director] seemed so proud of the numbers
of babies in the program, wanted to take the picture, etc. For me, these
gestures set the tone for the program.
Marko recalls that at her first faculty meeting the WPA indicated in nearly
adjoining sentences that people need not hide their job searches and that we
were excited about soon welcoming a new baby from one of our colleagues.
She was "shocked" to see such a fiuid movement between family and work.
While it would probably be rare in 2008 for a department chair to be
openly hostile to children and pregnancy, it is also within subtleties that one's
attitude can be most acutely discerned. The administrative gestures mentioned
above are for the most part unprompted and relatively minor—a baby-shower
gift of Legos, a general impression of pride at a picnic photo, an offhand remark
at a meeting. As a point of contrast, one might point to several disapproving
subtleties in "Baby, Baby, Baby" by Robin Wilson. Here, Wilson ostensibly
praises Ithaca College administrators for productively accommodating pregnancy when three out of nine faculty members in a department announced
plans for maternity leave during the winter semester: "Administrators at Ithaca
were much more sympathetic than the pregnant women had expected, and
more supportive than officials at other colleges have been known to be." Still,
the article's subtitle identifies the experience as somewhat akin to managing
a fatal illness: "Pregnancies test a department's ability to cope." And, Wilson
closes by reporting the chair's response to learning of a pregnancy in another
department: "This time, Mr. Rowland isn't concerned. 'Thankfully, it's not in
my department.'" Thus, with this one pithy sentence, communicating relief
at not being again burdened, Rowland reverses much of the positive cultural
impact the article might have had.
Granted, Wilson's relief is to a certain degree justified; he undoubtedly
worked hard to accommodate the pregnancies. By the same token, one hopes
that Wilson made these accommodations without placing undue, compulsory
burden on other faculty in his department. Faculty members who do not
have children should certainly not be assumed to be ever-available to fill in
for those who do. However, Wilson's indication of the hardship he endured
severely compromises the full potential of the very accommodations he strove
so hard to make. To sustain a truly family-friendly programmatic climate,
such ambiguity must be routed out and replaced with honest fellowship and
unwavering administrative goodwill (at least publicly).
Conclusion: Why We Need Change
Making the socio-cultural climate in first-year writing more family
friendly is crucial if we hope to foster and maintain the diversity and in106 Composition Studies

novation necessary for dynamic composition pedagogy. If scholars in our
field take pride in increasing access for students, privileging different writerly perspectives, and continually rethinking best teaching practices, then
strengthening our commitment to family-friendliness will open composition
classrooms to a wider range of teachers and influence. John W Curtis insists
that "the success of faculty members in balancing their academic careers
with family responsibilities is a matter of more than individual happiness:
it is also a matter of addressing structural inequities and attracting the most
qualified candidates to the academic profession." Indeed, scholars in numerous fields have offered testimony as to how parenting has reconfigured and
strengthened their academic lives: The seminal text Women's Ways of Knowing maintains that maternal authority can enable a woman to see that "[s]
he has experience that may be valuable to others; she too, can know things"
(61). Literary scholar Loretta HoUoway insists that "children can supplement
our academic existence. My children have forced me to be stronger, nicer,
meaner, and pushier than even I thought I could be" (93). Chemist Michelle
M. Francl-Donnay contends that playing with her children in puddles enabled
her to solve what had been a perplexing research problem: "even quantum
chemistry research can be changed—without compromising the results—by
my role as a mother" (129).
How, then, might pregnancy and parenting impact the teaching of and
writing about first-year writing? Bateson maintains, "It is not unreasonable
to suppose that the kind of synergy we associate with the Renaissance man
can develop in the lives of men and women who multiply their spheres of
sensitivity and caring" (186). In my own experience, pregnancy and motherhood have lent additional awareness to the recursivity involved in the
writing process as I witness the recursive, nonlinear advances made by my
young children. Gaining strategies from my colleagues for ways of thinking through the complexities of parenting has increased my appreciation
for the social collaboration involved in writing, not only in terms of peer
review, but also through fostering a meaningful exchange of ideas within
the classroom space. Having multiple children has made me more sensitive
to different styles of learning in the students with whom I work. Watching
and participating in the literacy acquisition of my children has renewed my
commitment to include joy in the processes of writing and reading, not only
for myself but also for the students with whom I work.
Though difficult to enact and articulate because it in many ways challenges some of academia's most cherished, deeply rooted ideals, the unique
position offirst-yearwriting, situated at the gateway to the academy but also
operating outside some of the more deeply entrenched disciplines, offers an
opportunity and a responsibility to develop successful models for making
pregnancy and parenting more accepted, productive, and integrated within
academic work. Doing so offers undergraduates—some of whom will be part
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of the next generation of faculty—more synergistic academic role models.
Several female undergraduates in Gayton'sfirst-yearwriting course expressed
appreciation for seeing in her a role model as a woman who could have both
career and family. In our program, amidst so many general disincentives and
comparative lack of policy coverage, faculty members have found a way to
balance academic life and family—fellowship and earnest administrative
support. Of course, difficulties persist: we continually work with human
resources to clarify policies, we strive to ensure that family friendliness does
not inadvertently exclude or burden non-child-bearers and rearers, and
we recognize that much of the conversation among parents on our faculty
involves the ongoing challenges entailed in negotiating time for teaching,
scholarship, and parenting. However, despite these struggles, while so many
otherfirst-yearwriting faculty, like James's unnamed governess, expend their
valuable energy chasing what is for many an ill-fitting, impossible (perhaps
even injurious) ideal constructed by others, our first-year writing faculty
have actually begun reimagining a new set of—family-inclusive—collective
interests and identity.^^

Notes
1. According to the CIA, the July 2009 est. birth rate for Guinea is 37.52/1000
population and for The Gambia is 37.87/1000; the United States has a birth
rate of 13.82/1000 population.
2. Please note my intentional use of "first-year writing" instead of "rhetoric and
composition" or "composition," both of which often include more established,
well-supported faculty demographics.
3. Duke University, for example, offers full-time regular rank faculty one semester
of paid parental leave and full-time non-regular rank faculty only three weeks
of paid parental leave.
4. cf. the Introduction to Michelle Ballif, Diane Davis, and Roxanne Mountford's
Women's Ways of Making It in Rhetoric and Composition,
5. Despite these strong advances, such scholars as Laura Perna, Mary Ann Mason,
and Marc Goulden have argued that policy usage often remains underused.
6. While such perceptions may be shifting, they are still deeply engrained: In the
2007 PMIA, Marc D. Cyr prefers death to composition in "Journey of the MLA
Job Candidates": "Do you want to go all that way / For one lousy interview?
/ They'll hire you certainly, / I know your CV and have no doubt. / But there
are jobs, and there are Jois. / ... a position teaching five sections of comp? /
Tenure-track or not, I'd rather die."
7. The perceived opposition between pregnancy and intellectualism emerges in
extreme in a 21 October 2006 ABC Radio National feature entitled, "Placenta
Brain: the cognitive burden of pregnancy?" Here "three academics," an
"artist," and two "expectant mothers" [note that the expectant mothers are
not the academics] engage in the following conversation: "Ever had a case
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of 'placenta brain', or 'pregnancy stupidit/? Can carrying a fetus make you
drop your cognitive bundle? Expecting women worldwide find themselves
suddenly forgetful and absent minded. So why is there so little research into
the phenomenon? Are hormones to blame, or the psychological burden of
approaching mumhood? Does it have an evolutionary function? Libbi Gorr and
others contemplate the hungry placenta."
8. cf. Elrena Evans's "Fitting In" or Alissa McElreath's "That Mommy Thing," in
which "a senior tenured colleague" (89) advised McElreath "to 'keep up with
[her] job' by publishing and writing, and then said, squeezing [her] hand for
extra emphasis, 'don't get too caught up in that mommy thing'" (89).
9. cf. Elisabeth Rose Gruner's "I am Not a Head on a Stick' and Leah Bradshaw's
"The Facts, the Stories," which concludes with the triptych, "I am a woman. I
am a mother. I am a scholar" (122).
10. Ph.D. candidate Tarshia L. Stanley notes a similar experience: "I am so tired
of Dr. Y referring to me as 'the one with the baby'... To learn [my name] isn't
asking too much
[W]hen she calls me 'the one with the baby,' she says it
as if it were some kind of punishment" (85).
11. Whereas non-pregnant faculty can choose what (or whether, or when) to
reveal much about their personal status, pregnancy (like gender or race often)
largely precludes such freedom. Beleaguered by vomiting, my colleague Marko, revealed her pregnancy earlier than she desired, leaving herself vulnerable
to a possible public experience of miscarriage. My colleague Rebecca Vidra,
on the other hand, remained silent about her pregnancy early on, but often
overheard students whispering about her weight.
12. In "At Home at Work," Giffen expresses concern about the potential detrimental impact of this assumed heterosexual context: "To what extent was that
discourse of heterosexual motherhood and reproduction excluding certain
kinds of experiences?" (205).
13. The Foucauldian gaze can also reveal subtle expectations about the public
face of first-year writing. In Spring 2006, three of our faculty—all pregnantvolunteered to pose with students for a new web page for prospective students. Ultimately, none of the pictures were published, perhaps for any number of reasons, or perhaps because three pregnant first-year writing faculty
might have seemed contrary to public-relations efforts to showcase the desired
intellectual tone of university education. The university, we must recall, has
historically been the "birther of ideas," nof babies.
14. This ideal is so engrained that even those challenging it often nevertheless
suborn it, as in the following by Thomas Schmidt:
When I got my job . . . I recognized that maniacal focus was a sine qua
non for anyone working toward tenure at a major university these days.
So I worked hard. I edited several books and wrote many book chapters,
numerous peer-reviewed articles, several lengthy review essays, and innumerable book reviews. I was active in my field at conferences, received good-to-excellent teaching evaluations, and accepted whatever
service came along . . . I thought I was focused. But I was focused on
getting tenure. (Cl)
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By going on to suggest faculty instead pursue sincere areas of inquiry, Schmidt
does little to re-conceive the quantity of productivity so much as the direction
of that energy.
15. While there are tenured women in composition studies, such as Lynn Bloom,
surfacing the issues surrounding parenting, pregnancy and professing, texts
such as Women's Ways of Making It will indubitably have more traction than
Bloom's ten-page contribution to Parenting & Professing or the other columnlength pieces routinely appearing in The Chronicle of Higher Education.
16. As expectations for shared parenting have increased, so too have expectations about the ideal father. One colleague and father, Erik Harms, remarks,
"If I have to come into the office to work at night, every once in a while I feel
guilty and worried that if anyone around here sees me working at night or on
a weekend they're going to wonder why I'm not at home with my family and
think, 'Erik's a bad Dad'."
17. cf Coiner and George, The Family Track and ACE, "An Agenda for Excellence."
For a list of specific policy ideas, see Drago, Striking a Balance, whose suggestions include government-sponsored "[p]aid family leave., [and] child care
financing" (18); he also supports Williams's advocacy for "part-time parity legislation" that would "require that part-time employees receive the same hourly
wges as full-timers, along with pro-rated benefits" (Drago 106).
18.1 am deeply appreciative of my colleagues in the Duke University Thompson
Writing Program, who candidly shared their experiences, agreed to have those
ideas published, and offered generous, constructive feedback on the various
drafts of this piece.
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COURSE DESIGN
Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures
(WRA) 125—Writing: The Ethnic and
Racial Experience
Staci Perryman-Clark
Course Description

A

ccording to the Michigan State University (MSU) course catalog, WRA
125—Writing: The Ethnic and Racial Experience is a themed-based
Tier I (first-year) writing course that focuses on “drafting, revising, and
editing compositions derived from readings on the experience of American
ethnic and racial groups to develop skills in narration, persuasion, analysis,
and documentation.” WRA 125 is one of many courses offered in the Tier
I Writing Program. For course content, most instructors who teach sections
of this course select one specific racial or ethnic group on which to focus,
and self-design course readings and other materials corresponding to these
groups accordingly. Therefore, most instructors find it useful to add more
specific versions of the course in addition to the one identified in the course
catalog. My specific description reads as follows:
As we use an Afrocentric lens, we’ll study more specifically, African American Vernacular English (AAVE), African American Language (AAL)/Ebonics, and African American Rhetoric (AAR). As students, you will be introduced to Ebonics/AAL and AAR as systems of speaking and writing,
equally legitimate to Standard Academic English (SAE), the writing that
you typically do in school. In this class, each of you will have the opportunity to write in SAE, AAL/Ebonics, or other language varieties and languages. While many of you may or may not be familiar with AAL/Ebonics,
it is my hope that you all will have a clearer grasp on the language usage
of African Americans, and how this language fits in college composition
classrooms.

Institutional Context
MSU is a large, Midwestern, Land-Grant University. There are approximately 46,045 students total: 36,072 undergraduate and 9,973 graduate
and professional. 54 percent of its students are women, and 46 percent are
men. There are approximately 4,800 faculty and staff. The average high
school GPA for incoming freshmen (middle 50 percent of class) is between
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3.4 and 3.8. The average SAT combined score is between 1020 and 1240,
and the average ACT composite score is between 23 and 27 (http://www.
msu.edu/thisismsu/facts.html).
WRA 125 is a first-year writing course that is housed in the Tier I Writing
Program at MSU. Our Tier I Writing Program is unique because while it is a
writing program, it is not housed in the English Department. The history of
the department in which it is housed, Writing, Rhetoric and American Cultures (WRAC), is also distinctive because the department recently underwent
a name change. Prior to 2003, the Department was called American Thought
and Language. Tier I Writing’s disciplinary orientation was not rhetoric and
composition, or English studies; instead, Tier I Writing was historically taught
as a history-focused course on Western civilization. Because there are still
many faculty and instructors who specialize in History and American Studies, some instructors choose to focus on themes related to these disciplines.
Many instructors who also teach WRA 125 often approach topics related to
racial and ethnic groups with an emphasis on History or American Studies.
For the course I designed, however, I chose an emphasis on scholarship associated with Composition Studies.
Teaching Rationale
Because my section WRA 125 is situated within the context of an Afrocentricity, I find it useful to clarify exactly how I understand an Afrocentric
approach pedagogically. My conceptual framework primarily relies on Molefi
Kete Asante as a lens. Asante defines Afrocentric education as
a frame of reference wherein phenomena are viewed from the perspective
of the African person. The Afrocentric approach seeks in every situation
the appropriate centrality of the African person (Asante, 1987). In education this means that teachers provide students the opportunity to study
the world and its people, concepts, and history from an African worldview
. . . . Because all content areas are adaptable to an Afrocentric approach,
African American students can be made to see themselves as centered in
the reality of any discipline. (“Afrocentric” 171)

I understand Afrocentric education to be valuable not only because firstyear writing students study alternative cultural traditions and communicative practices (like those engaged by African Americans), as opposed to
studying mainstreamed forms of communication (like Standard English
and the classical rhetorical tradition), but also, because I understand Afrocentricity as a pedagogical approach that is inclusive to all racial/ethnic,
and gender groups. In African American Literacies, Elaine Richardson acknowledges that an “African American-Centered or Afrocentric orientation
. . . generally has a negative popular reputation because certain scholars’
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revisionist claims about African civilization or theories . . . could be termed
separatist” (32). The way I understand Afrocentricity, however, is not separatist or exclusive to other cultural traditions. While African worldviews,
concepts, and people may be at the center or focus of scholastic inquiry
in my first-year writing courses, space is still made available for other rhetorical and cultural traditions to be included. With each assignment and
required reading, I particularly encourage students to make overt connections between African American communicative practices and literacies,
and their own literacy experiences as they investigate personal literacy
practices, online literacy practices, and disciplinary literacy practices.
In Sociolinguistics and Composition Studies, Afrocentric pedagogy is also
situated within the context of language acquisition and practice (Richardson;
Richardson and Gilyard; Holmes). Such a focus often includes a discussion
of Ebonics and African American dialect. Alice Ashton Filmer states that “an
awareness of the sociolinguistic pressures facing African-American students
is difficult for most outsiders, even sympathetic ones, to grasp without careful attention to the lived experiences of black people” (“African American”
265). Asante adds that “sociolinguistics or racism and cultural imperialism
have to be challenged and neutralized in order to produce an area of respect where African Americans assume more than a marginal role in their
own discourses” (Manifesto 7). Thus, a first-year writing course, I believe,
must work to counter and teach students about linguistic prejudice. As Leah
Zuidema cautions, while most scholars and practitioners in composition
may be familiar with the CCCC Students’ Right to Their Own Language
(SRTOL), most organizations stop short of teaching students about SRTOL
and linguistic prejudice (“Myth Education”).
For each major assignment, I permit students to choose the language
varieties that they determine most appropriate for each writing situation.
The major writing assignments that I designed consist of the following: a
linguistic literacy autobiography, a cultural literacy analysis assignment, a
disciplinary literacies analysis, and a multigenre literacies project. For the
literacy autobiography assignment, students compose a linguistic literacy
autobiography that analyzes their spoken and written languages/language
varieties at home and school. The linguistic literacy autobiography assignment uses Keith Gilyard’s Voices of the Self: A Study of Language Competence
and Geneva Smitherman’s “From Ghetto Lady to Critical Linguist” (in Talkin
that Talk: Language and Education in Black America) as lenses. While literacy
autobiographies and personal narratives are common genres associated with
first-year composition courses, I place greater emphasis on its relationship
to Afrocentricity and Ebonics.
The next assignment moves from individual communicative practices
to the communicative practices of particular online communities. For the
cultural literacy assignment, students are to investigate the representaCourse Design 117

tion of AAVE in digital spaces. More specifically, they should formulate an
argument on how AAVE is appropriated and/or discussed in online and
digital spaces. For this assignment, students analyze a personal website, a
popular culture website, and an academic website in order to understand
how discussions and/or appropriations of Ebonics change, or do not change,
depending on the website’s mode, audience, and purpose. To complete
this assignment, students read essays and articles that combine African
American Rhetoric with technology (including Adam Banks’s “Taking
Black Technology Use Seriously: African American Discursive Traditions
in the Digital Underground”; portions of Lisa Nakamura’s Cybertypes:
Race, Ethnicity and Identity on the Web; and Carmen Kynard’s “‘Wanted:
Some Black Long Distance [Writers]’: Blackboard Flava-Flavin and other
AfroDigital Experiences in the Classroom”). Students also read essays on
Black feminism and how visual images and linguistic representations of
African American women are manipulated in digital environments (including Stephen Knadler’s “E-Racing Difference in E-Space: Black Female
Subjectivity and the Web-based Portfolio” and Regina Spellers’s “The Kink
Factor: A Womanist Discourse Analysis of African American Mother/Daughter Perspectives on Negotiating Black Hair/Body Politics”).
The third assignment shifts the focus from online communities (broadly
conceived) to disciplinary communities. In the disciplinary literacies assignment, students conduct research in academic journal articles published in
Composition and then formulate an argument about how these conversations
in the field have changed over time. To complete this assignment, students
were assigned articles on Ebonics, language rights, and pedagogy between
1974 (beginning with the SRTOL Resolution) and 2000 to read in class.
Once we discussed these articles as a class, students conducted research
in academic journals related to Composition Studies. After they conducted
this research, they composed arguments that assess the state of Ebonics in
rhetoric and composition, and how discussions of Ebonics may or may not
have changed over time. While research on Ebonics intersects with several
fields, students were given the option to use research in fields related to
Composition in order to formulate their arguments, as long as the sources
were focused on the uses of Ebonics in writing.
The last assignment gives students the opportunity to synthesize key
themes from the course (and their previous essays) while demonstrating creativity. The final multigenre essay asks students to take a theme from one of
their previous major projects and compose a multigenre project based on that
theme. In the past, some students have used multigenre essays to compose
websites of AAVE resources for students. Others have prepared print-based
packets with handouts and guides for elementary or high school teachers
teaching AAVE. Many students select platforms consistent with their majors.
If a student’s major is in communications, (s)he might select a magazine
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to design. If the student specializes in K-12 education, (s)he might select a
guide to design for teachers.
Critical Reflection
One of my first goals for the course was to initiate a class discussion
of the term Afrocentricity. During the first week of the course, I asked students to conduct a search on the term. Students were then asked to come
to class prepared to discuss their results. Although I did not specify which
results they were to discuss, most students chose to record results that gave
a working definition for Afrocentricity, so, for our class discussion on the
search results, I asked students to identify [1] what Afrocentricity means,
[2] where they searched for the term, and [3] why they chose to search in
that particular place. Unpacking Afrocentricity became a useful space for
introducing students to research and academic search engines. Based on
students’ searches, they gathered the following definitions for Afrocentricity:
•
•
•
•

an intellectual perspective of African people
a way to show Africans’ contributions to Western culture
something that seeks to discover and interpret information
through a different filter from Eurocentric scholarship
a worldview that emphasizes the importance of African people
and culture

The majority of students chose to search in the following electronic locations: Wikipedia, Google and World Ages Archive. When students were
asked why most of them chose to search in these locations, they identified
the following reasons:
•
•
•

Google is easy to use, and thus, very convenient;
Wikipedia was the first result that came up on Google; and
Wikipedia is a good place to find factual information.

After addressing the students’ decisions based on their responses to the
previous questions, we discussed how different search engines and databases
yield different results and how some search engines and databases may or
may not be more reliable than other engines. For example, after discussing
the results that students came to class with, I had students conduct a search
again for Afrocentricity using Google, Google Scholar, and JSTOR. From these
results, students concluded that Google Scholar may be more reliable than
Google because it provides results from academic papers, journals, books,
and other publications written about Afrocentricity, while Google displays
a broad range of results that may or may not be as credible or evaluated by
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scholars. Issues of credibility become more complex when comparing JSTOR
and Google Scholar, however. Based on our searches in JSTOR, students concluded that there is a trade off: it may be easier to find peer-reviewed articles
on JSTOR than Google Scholar since JSTOR contains a database of mostly
peer-reviewed articles from academic journals written about Afrocentricity.
Google Scholar also contains peer-reviewed publications, but it is often more
difficult to exclude papers that have not been peer-reviewed by scholars and
experts of a particular discipline from its search results. But Google Scholar
has an advantage over JSTOR because it yields the most recent results, while
JSTOR only stores articles published prior to a certain year.
Students also produced valuable work with particular research-related
skills for their first essays. For an invention exercise to be used with the
literacy autobiography assignment, students were asked to keep field notes
where they recorded their daily communications, the language or language
variety they used with these forms of communication, and the technological media used, if applicable. In students’ literacy autobiographies they
often wrote about these linguistic differences in relation to computer-based
technologies. For example, many students discussed linguistic differences
in relation to IM chats or writing on someone’s Facebook wall. When it
came time to reflect on these differences on students’ blogs (the platform
for students to post invention exercises related to each major assignment),
many students were unsure whether or not they should use Standard
English or “digital language” to discuss their linguistic choices since they
were working in digital spaces. Some students claimed that because their
class blogs discuss literacy and academic issues, they felt compelled to use
some variety of Standard English in order to prove their credibility and
ability to respond “intelligently” to academic audiences. (We complicated
this notion of a standard and issues of intelligence, correctness, etc. in
subsequent class discussions.) Others attempted to draw on other varieties of English, including texting or digital language because of the genre
in which they were writing. Since they were in fact composing on a blog,
and since blogs are digital, they argued that digital and/or text message
language should be acceptable.
Students’ responses to the literacy autobiography assignment were fascinating to read because they demonstrated how students made linguisticallybased decisions and accounted for the decisions that were made. Consider
the following example from one student’s literacy autobiography, where
he describes the ways in which he codeswitches depending on particular
contexts. He writes,
We’ve all seen comedy sketches that point out the one African American
who works in the office building among his white coworkers. After a board
meeting, everyone starts slapping high fives giving pats on the back and
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say encouraging things like “Good job” and “Way to go.” When the congratulations get to the lone African American in the office his coworkers
switch to Ebonics and say things like “Dats what I’m talkin’ bout, brotha,”
as if he doesn’t understand Standard English.

When the student writes, “Dats what I’m talkin’ bout, brotha,” he does so
deliberately and purposefully in order to show the necessities of being able
to code-switch between Ebonics and Standard English. This demonstrates
how he understands the situations that he determines require Ebonics for
certain communicative contexts. Such purposeful decisions are often stated
explicitly in his and many other students’ essays.
While the intellectual work that students did with the first assignment
was quite engaging to read, there were significant challenges associated
with the second assignment. Because the second assignment asks students
to make an argument about the representation of Ebonics/AAVE in digital
spaces using a popular culture, academic, and personal website, many students’ main arguments were too broad, vague, or less valid. Because the Web
is such a large place to explore, it was extremely challenging for students
to draw definitive conclusions about the representation of Ebonics on the
web. Thus, many students merely concluded that Ebonics was represented
differently on these three sites, an accurate, but weak, thesis that was less
sophisticated than I was looking for. Another problem with this assignment
derived from the categories I ascribed to the websites. Many students were
unsure how to make sense of categories that did not fit neatly into any of
the three categories provided, and some sites fit in more than one category.
A final problem with this assignment was that students could not make
a representative argument based on such a small sample of websites. In
retrospect, I see significant flaws in the design of this assignment and take
responsibility for the less sophisticated work produced as a result. Perhaps
next time I won’t provide fixed categories, nor will I set the assignment up
for students to make a representative argument. Instead, I might allow students to do rhetorical analyses on the uses of Ebonics on a specific site (or
sites) that they choose as they self design their own theses and arguments.
Because of the disappointment associated with the second assignment, I
was at times apprehensive about assigning the third, since I believe the third
assignment to be the most challenging in the sequence. As previously stated,
for the third major writing assignment, students were asked to make an argument about how Composition Studies addresses issues of Ebonics, language
rights, and pedagogy. What is interesting about this topic is how through
discussions of Ebonics, students learned more about the field. When I first
introduced this assignment, students completed an activity that prompted
them to use JSTOR and Google Scholar to look for sources on Ebonics and
Composition Studies. To complete this task, students were asked to record
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the keyword searches they used when searching for sources, the types of
sources they found, and any additional trends they noticed when searching,
just as they had done when searching the term Afrocentricity. These trends
then prompted us to discuss various elements of scholarly discourse and
the field’s discourse. Based on their findings, students used the following
keywords in various combinations: AAVE, Composition Studies, Ebonics,
college. After gathering a list of keyword searches, students explained why
they tried different keywords. Some students noted that Ebonics and AAVE
are often used interchangeably in the field, and by relying on one term, they
might miss key articles that used the other term. Other students insisted
that they needed to put in “Composition Studies” to exclude sources that
discuss Ebonics in other related disciplines like Sociolinguistics and Education. Others indicated that if they only searched for “Composition Studies”
the results would be too broad; they only wanted sources that discussed
both Ebonics and Composition Studies.
Like the Afrocentricity search activity, the Ebonics/AAVE and Composition Studies search activity also prompted us to discuss the different genres
of scholarly discourse. Students noted that in JSTOR the majority of their
results were journal articles, essays, and book reviews. With Google Scholar,
however, students noticed that books, edited collections, book reviews,
journal articles, essays, electronic resources, and academic papers (including papers that I presented at conferences) were all included. With these
observations we discussed the conventions of published books, published
articles, and sources that were not peer-reviewed. Because Google Scholar
results generated academic papers and conference papers, and because the
third assignment specifically asks students to draw from sources published
in academic journal publications, students were to proceed with caution
and review sources carefully. One student asked if academic books could
be included in his sources, since the assignment specifically asks for journal
articles. The student accurately identifies book publications that are also
credible, scholarly sources that should be used. If students were to make an
argument about the field, then only referring them to journals may be misleading because it excludes book-length projects and edited collections, both
of which are needed to make an argument about the state of the field.
Although the third assignment taught students many of the conventions
associated with academic discourse and scholarship, my feelings toward
their essay responses were mixed. I was pleased with the ways that students
made sense of Ebonics-based discourse in the field. They were able to pick
up relatively quickly on scholarship that assesses the strengths and limitations of SRTOL, in addition to scholarship that calls for more pedagogical
models on Ebonics and changes in teachers’ attitudes. What I wanted to
see more of, however, was the generation of their own new knowledge.
Many students relied on summaries of disciplinary-specific themes related
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to Ebonics, as opposed to building on these summaries to show where the
field’s conversations need to go next. And when students added knowledge
and critique of the field, many did not provide substantial evidence to support these claims. For example, some students argued that the field still
uses racist practices in relationship to Ebonics-speaking students when it
demonstrates how Ebonics is primarily appropriate for oral-based genres,
but many of these students did not provide sufficient support to prove that
this was the case. Other students who adapted similar arguments did not
sufficiently develop them. I attribute this focus on summary to a portion of
the essay prompt that suggests students begin by summarizing their sources.
The next time I assign this, I’ll devote more attention to development and
moving from summary to analysis. Despite these issues, I was generous in
my assessment of their work because the task was so challenging and it
was the first time that many of my students had read or engaged anything
in the field this way.
As an instructor I often like to front-load my assignments so that students complete the most difficult work first. Therefore, I wanted the final
multigenre project to be more creative and fun. This project was designed
so that students could take a theme from one of their previous assignments
and explore it through different genres; that way any additional reading that
students would be required to complete would be minimal. I always appreciate reading these assignments at the end of the semester because they are all
so drastically different from each other. And with this assignment, students
also made particular linguistic choices based on the genres in which they
write, just as they had done with their literacy autobiographies. Consider
the following excerpt from a student’s poem, where she writes about Ebonics while incorporating many of its rhetorical, phonological, and syntactical
features that we studied throughout the semester: “Hey how y’all doin /Dey
be some great thangs happenin / I learned Ebonics in ma WRA class / Now,
I be speakin it like crazy / Do you wanna try it out? / It be fun, trust me /
Although ma teacher be interesting / She goofy wit dose projects sometimes
/ Dey be fun though / It be killin me so bad . . .” In the first line, “doin” is
an Ebonics-based phonological feature where /in/ is used for ing (Smitherman, Testifyin 17). In the second line, multiple Ebonics-based phonological
features are present. The student first substitutes the /d/ sound for the /th/
sound. Next the vowel plus /ng/ in thing, for example, is rendered as thang.
And she also substitutes the /in/ for /ing/ again. With regard to syntax,
she makes use of the habitual be verb. The fourth, sixth, and eighth lines
include the habitual be verb again. The eighth line is one of a few occasional
examples of signifying, an African American rhetorical pattern that employs
an “oppositional logical” or “reliance on reader’s knowledge of implicit assumption that is taken to be common knowledge” (Gilyard and Richardson
42). The student signifies when she makes reference to the instructor’s (my)
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“goofy” demeanor. Such a reference assumes that readers are familiar with
either the individual teacher’s disposition in the class or the disposition of
nerdy or goofy English/composition teachers in general. The final two lines
include additional incorporations of the habitual be, and the next to last line
substitutes the /d/ sound for the /th/ sound (Smitherman Testifyin). This
student’s excerpt is meaningful because it demonstrates her knowledge of
many of the rules governing Ebonics, in addition to her ability to execute
them correctly and appropriately in different writing situations across genres.
Both the study of Afrocentricity and Ebonics/AAVE/Composition Studies open up a repertoire of disciplinary and scholarly conversations about
how the academy operates. Students learned more from applications of
Ebonics and Afrocentric pedagogy besides the cultural and communicative
practices of African Americans. They learned how Ebonics is talked about in
Composition Studies, how things get published in the academy, and how to
do secondary research on scholarly sources. They also became more familiar with the various genres of published scholarship. Introducing students
to conversations about scholarship, the academy, and how things operate
provides students with glimpses of how writing is situated in disciplinary contexts. As demonstrated through students’ work with the term, Afrocentricity,
students can learn much about disciplinary practices through an exploration
of Afrocentric pedagogy and African-based communicative practices.
What was still unclear from this course, however, was how students now
understand the concept of Afrocentricity. Although students became more
and more knowledgeable about Ebonics, the relationship between African
American cultural practices, worldviews, etc. was less apparent to students.
And even though we spent the beginning of the course trying to unpack and
apply concepts of Afrocentricity, an explicit discussion of Afrocentricity in
the context of language remained underexplored. The next time I teach this
course I want to encourage students to make overt connections between
the conceptual frameworks that inform how they understand Afrocentricity
and Ebonics. In doing so, hopefully as a writing teacher, I will gain a better
sense of how they understand Afrocentricity at the beginning and end of the
term. Despite these limitations, I was pleased that students learned many
skills associated with research, the field, and the academy while learning
about the communicative practices of African Americans.
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SYLLABUS
WRA 125—Writing: The Ethnic and Racial
Experience: An Afrocentric Approach
Instructor: Staci Perryman-Clark
Michigan State University
General Course Catalog Description
Drafting, revising, and editing compositions derived from readings on the
experience of American ethnic and racial groups to develop skills in narration, persuasion, analysis, and documentation.
Specific Course Description
Welcome to WRA 125! While the title of this class is highly generic, we will
examine writing the American, ethnic and racial experience, using an Afrocentric framework to explore the field of Composition Studies.
As we use an Afrocentric lens, we’ll study more specifically, African
American Vernacular English (AAVE), African American Language (AAL)/
Ebonics, and African American Rhetoric (AAR). As students, you will be
introduced to Ebonics/AAL and AAR as systems of speaking and writing,
equally legitimate to Standard Academic English (SAE), the writing that you
typically do in school. In this class, each of you will have the opportunity
to write in SAE, AAL/Ebonics, or other language varieties and languages.
While many of you may or may not be familiar with AAL/Ebonics, it is my
hope that you all will have a clearer grasp on the language usage of African
Americans, and how this language fits in college composition classrooms.
Since this is a Tier I Writing course, you will be expected to write. While
we’ll study the use of AAL/AAVE as a language and Composition Studies as
a discipline, you will also practice producing various pieces of writing. Our
course goals are also consistent with the shared learning outcomes passed by
the Tier I Writing Program Committee. By the end of the course, hopefully
you will have achieved the following goals as a student:
•
•
•

To engage reading, writing, and research as epistemic and recursive processes;
To understand AAVE/AAL/Ebonics as a valuable linguistic system, equally
legitimate to Standard English;
To understand the rhetorical value of legitimating AAVE/AAL/Ebonics and
other languages/language varieties, in addition to recognizing the choices
behind language variety appropriation;
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•
•
•

•

To begin negotiating the use of different linguistic systems through audience
expectations;
To identify and use the appropriate conventions depending on genre and/or
audience expectations;
To collect, analyze, and share information (both orally and written) through
the research process;
To develop arguments and present ideas to others in clear, effective, and
persuasive prose in a variety of genres; and
To begin developing analyses of both verbal and visual texts in print-based
and digital environments.

Texts, Readings and Other Materials
1) Craig, Collin, Staci Perryman-Clark, and Nancy C. DeJoy, eds. A Reader
for Writers. Boston: McGraw Hill, 2008. (Located at the MSU Bookstore)
2) A Brief McGraw Hill Handbook. Boston: McGraw Hill, 2008. (Located at
the MSU Bookstore)
3) JSTOR (links to JSTOR articles can be found through Angel or http://
www.lib.msu.edu)
4) Additional Course Readings from websites (links are posted on course
website under “Readings”)
Some of the readings will be available from our Tier I Writing Reader, A
Reader for Writers. This can be purchased at the MSU Bookstore. Other
readings will be available online through JSTOR web links accessed in ANGEL. You will be able to locate several of the readings through JSTOR, an
electronic database accessible from (http://ANGEL.msu.edu). If you are
unfamiliar with navigating pdf files or electronic databases, we will work
together as a class to ensure that each of you can access the required readings. It is also highly recommended that you bring a laptop to class with
you to work on peer projects and other group work.
Work Policies and Requirements
Reading
Reading things carefully is an important form of participation in this
course. You’ll be asked to respond to readings in various ways throughout
the term—in class discussions, in class activities, and through your writing
assignments. You must—to enable your own learning, as well as to contribute to the learning environment of others—come to class having done
the assigned reading. Note that reading assignments are due on the DAY
they appear on the syllabus. If I notice students aren’t doing the readings,
I will conduct in-class pop quizzes. As an instructor, I prefer not to do this;
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however, I want to make it clear that completing all required readings is
necessary for doing well in this course.
Revisions and Development Workshops
Since this course assumes that good writing develops with revision, we
will spend some time in class working on drafts of essays. On days when you
see “Reader Review” on the syllabus, be sure to bring a hard copy version
and/or (depending) an electronic version (in MS Word as a doc file—NOT
docx or wps—only to access in the labs) of your work in-progress for other
members of your group to see. Also be expected to attend all of these workshops classes (see attendance policy below). I will not accept final drafts
from any student who does not submit a rough draft.
Revising Graded Work
You can submit revisions for two projects for reevaluation after they’ve
been returned with grades—within certain constraints (Revisions for the
final project will not be accepted):
1. Opportunities for revision will be time-limited—that is, you must submit
rewrites for papers within a week of the day you get them back from me.
2. For me to accept a revised paper, you must submit to me (an MS Word
attachment is fine) a REVISION MEMO in which you explain to me how
you understand the work that still needs to be done, and in which you
describe a plan for how you’ll go about doing it.
3. You must include your revision memo, as well as your graded and commented-on original version of the paper, along with your revised version of it.

Technology Components
In addition to course readings and writing assignments, you will be expected
to produce work using the following technological mediums:
1) ANGEL (see http://ANGEL.msu.edu): Most of the course work and assignments will be accessible through ANGEL, where you can download
and read them by the assigned due date. Your rough drafts must also be
posted as a .doc file ONLY in drop boxes on ANGEL by 8 a.m. on the assigned due dates. At various times during the semester, you will be asked
to post responses to course readings in the discussion forum. At other
times, you will be asked to discuss course readings using ANGEL Chat.
2) Web logs (Blogs): For Developing Work exercises (more on this later)
that will help you brainstorm ideas for each of your individual essays, you
will be asked to post work to your own personal Blog spaces. In class, we
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will learn how to create and post responses to our blogs through Blogger.
Occasionally, you will also post responses to readings, and are encouraged
to read classmates’ blogs and comment on their responses.
3) MSU Library http://www.lib.msu.edu/ : Because Assignments 2-4 will
require you to do research, especially with electronic sources, the MSU
library will provide you links to available databases. In addition, for those
readings available in ANGEL, you will be required to access many of them
through JSTOR. JSTOR is an academic database where you can access
various academic journals. The link to JSTOR can be accessed both from
ANGEL and MSU’s library website under Commonly Used E-Resources.
4) Email: Frequently, I will send notes, directions, and other reminders
about class activities and assignments through email. It is expected that
you check your MSU email (through http://mail.msu.edu) frequently to
make sure you are up to date on course materials and expectations. If you
use another email location (like Yahoo! or Gmail), please make sure your
settings forward mail from mail.msu.edu to that location.

Evaluation
We’ll be using a point system to determine grades. Here’s how things will
break down:
Project 1 						
Project 2 						
Project 3 						
Project 4 						
Attendance/participation/in class activities 		
Developing Work 					
IAR analyses 					
Online Participation (on blogs and discussion forums)
Total 						

25 pts.
50 pts.
75 pts.
100 pts.
100 pts
80 pts.
30 pts.
50 pts.
510 points

This is the grading scale: 94-100% / 4.0; 87-93% / 3.5; 80-86% / 3.0; 7579% / 2.5; 70-74% / 2.0; 65-69% / 1.5; 60-64% / 1.0.
Assignments
Library Modules

Library Modules are electronic exercises to be completed through ANGEL. They
are tutorials that will help you understand research, and how to find and evaluate
sources more effectively using library resources. These lessons are to be completed
by the assigned due dates on the course schedule. Completion of these exercises will
be reflected in your attendance/participation course grade.
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Developing Work (500 words; 10 pts./each)

Developing Work (DW) Exercises are inventive spaces for working with ideas for
all four of your major projects. For each project, you will complete two DW exercises.
Responses to these DWs will be posted on your course blogs (details to come). These
responses should be roughly 500 words, typed with careful attention paid to editing,
since this work will become available to a broader audience beyond the class.

IAR Analysis (500 words; 30 pts./each)

For each unit, you will be asked to provide an Invention, Arrangement, and
Revision analysis of one reading discussed in class. Sometimes you will provide your
IAR analyses on your course blogs; other times, you will discuss these analyses in
ANGEL class discussions.

Reflective Essays (1 page)

Reflective essays are to be turned in as a cover letter with your submission packet
for projects 1-3 (project 4 will require a separate reflection prompt). For these essays
you will discuss the Invention, Arrangement and Revision strategies you used to create your texts. (Note: As part of your submission packets for each project, you will
also turn in rough drafts of the marked up copies of your essays where you received
feedback during peer review.) Your project will NOT be graded unless you turn in a
cover letter that discusses your IAR choices.

Project 1: Literacy Autobiography (4-6 pages; 25 pts.)

As a lens for completing this assignment, we will look to excerpts from Keith
Gilyard’s Voices of the Self. In this book, Gilyard constructs a literacy autobiography,
where he analyzes his use of AAL/AAVE and compares it to the language that is used
in school. In light of this, you will be asked to create a literacy autobiography that
includes a discussion of the differences between your home language and school
language.

Project 2: Cultural Literacy (5-7 pages; 50 pts.)

For this unit we will shift gears from analyzing our personal literacies, to
examining alternative modes for writing in online spaces. Here, we’ll incorporate
evidence from academia, popular culture, visual, and digital environments in order
to investigate attitudes toward AAVE/AAL and AAVE/AAL’s appropriation in these
spaces. You will ultimately create an expository essay that argues how the general
public and academia appropriate or portray AAVE/AAL through digital media.

Project 3: Disciplinary Literacy (5-7 pages; 75 pts.)

In unit 3, you will move from cultural literacy to disciplinary literacy, where
you’ll discuss Composition Studies as a discipline. We will read select pieces from
scholars in Composition Studies to examine how both fields deal with AAVE/AAL.
You will create an expository research essay that argues how both the scholars we’ve
read, in addition to scholars you research on your own, confront/deal with, or discuss
AAVE in Composition Studies.
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Project 4: Multigenre/Remix (Lengths may vary; 100 pts.)

For the final unit, you will select a theme/thesis or research question that deals
with issues we’ve covered (from units 1-3) throughout the term. Using this theme/
thesis, you will compose a Multigenre essay where you’ll investigate recurring themes
regarding AAVE/AAL. We’ll work extensively on how to craft an effective research
question and where to look for research. You may also consider experimenting with
manipulating both standard and nonstandard languages within this essay. Further
guidelines will be given later.

List of All Required Readings
Ball, Arnetha. “Expository Writing Patterns of African American Students.” English
Journal 85.1 (1996): 27-36.
Banks, Adam. Chapter 4. Race, Rhetoric, and Technology: Searching for Higher
Ground. Mahwah: Erlbaum, 2005. (pp. 93-112 in A Reader for Writers)
Conference on College Composition and Communication. “Students’ Right to
Their Own Language.” College Composition and Communication 25 (1974): 25.
Craig, Collin, Staci Perryman-Clark, and Nancy C. DeJoy, eds. A Reader for Writers.
Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2008.
Gilyard, Keith. “Rapping, Reading and Role-Playing.” Voices of the Self: A Study of
Language Competence. 1991. Rpt. in Craig et al. 25-40.
———, and Elaine Richardson. “Students’ Right to Possibility: Basic Writing and
African American Rhetoric.” Insurrections: Approaches to Resistance in Composition Studies. Ed. Andrea Greenbaum. Albany: SUNY P, 2001.
Knader, Stephen. “E-Racing differences in E-Space: Black female subjectivity and
the Web-based portfolio.” Computers and Composition 18.4 (2001): 235-55.
Kynard, Carmen. “‘Wanted: Some Black Long Distance [Writers]’: Blackboard
Flava-Flavin and other AfroDigital experiences in the classroom. Computers
and Composition 24.3 (2007): 329-45.
Nakamura, Lisa. “Cybertyping and the Work of Race in the Age of Digital Reproduction.” Cybertypes: Race, Ethnicity, and Identity on the Internet. 2002. Rpt. in
Craig et al. 396-432.
Nembhardt, Judith. “A Perspective on Teaching Black Dialect Speaking Students to
Write Standard English.” The Journal of Negro Education 52.1 (1983): 75-82.
(pp. 433-42 in A Reader for Writers)
Ramsey, P. A. “Teaching the Teachers to Teach Black-Dialect Writers.” College English 41.2 (1979): 197-201.
Redd, Teresa, and Karen Schuster-Webb. Teacher’s Introduction to African American
English: What a Writing Teacher Should Know. Urbana: NCTE, 2005. (Ch. 1-2.)
Richardson, Elaine. “African American-Centered Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy: Theory and Research.” African American Literacies. London: Routledge,
2003.
Spellers, Regina. “The Kink Factor: A Womanist Discourse Analysis of African
American Mother/Daughter Perspectives on Negotiating Black Hair/Body Politics.” Understanding African American Rhetoric. Ed. Ronald Jackson and Elaine
Richardson. New York: Routledge, 2004. 223-43.
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Smitherman, Geneva. “It Bees that Way Sometime: Present-Day Sounds in Black
English.” Talkin and Testifyin: The Language of Black America. Detroit: Wayne
State UP, 1977.
———. “Introduction: From Ghetto Lady to Critical Linguist.” Talkin that Talk:
Language and Education in Black America. New York: Routledge, 2000. Rpt. in
Craig et al. 53-64.
———. “CCCC’s Role in the Struggle for Students’ Language Rights.” College Composition and Communication 50.3 (1999): 349-76.
Zuidema, Leah. “Myth Education: Rationale and Strategies for Teaching against
Linguistic Prejudice.” Journal of Adolescent Literacy 48.8 (2005): 668-75. Rpt.
in Craig et al. 351-66.

Schedule
DAY 1—Course Introductions; Syllabus; Language Attitude Questionnaire
DAY 2—Introduce Assign. 1; Create Blogs; Discuss Afrocentricity; DUE:
Come to class with search results from “Afrocentricity”
DAY 3—MLK Day - NO CLASS
DAY 4—Watch and discuss American Tongues; Discuss Zuidema; Discuss
IAR using Zuidema; Read Zudidema: “Myth Education”
DAY 5—Discuss Smitherman and Redd/Schuster Webb; Discuss IAR; Contrastive Analysis exercises; Read Smitherman: “It Bees That Way”;
Read Redd/Schuster Webb (Chs. 1-2); IAR of one Reading due
on Blog
DAY 6—Discuss Gilyard; Discuss DW1a; Practice doing contrastive analysis
for literacy autobiographies; DW1a Due; Read Gilyard Chs. 2-3; Bring
literacy logs to class
DAY 7—Q/A session for paper 1; Practice Peer Reviewing and creating a focus
for paper 1; Read Smitherman: “From Ghetto Lady”; DW1b Due
DAY 8—Peer Review workshop (review attendance policy); Rough Draft
due in drop box by 8 am; Library Module 1: Searching with a
Purpose Due
DAY 9—Introduce Assignment 2; Brainstorming topics; Preliminary web
browsing; Submission Packet for Assignment 1 Due by class time
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DAY 10—Discuss Banks; Work with www.BlackPlanet.com; Discuss Kynard;
Read Banks: “Talking B(l)ack”; Read Kynard: “Wanted”
DAY 11—Preliminary web browsing; Discuss Nakamura; Read Nakamura:
“Cybertyping”; DW2a Due
DAY 12—Discuss Spellers; Discuss Knader; Web browsing and constructing thesis; Read Spellers: “The Kink Factor”; Read Knadler: “E-racing”
DAY 13—In-Class Conferences; DW 2b due
DAY 14—Assignment 2 Check-In; Oral Reports on Additional sources; Report on 2-3 articles you found in research on Ebonics in Digital
Spaces; Library Module 2: Identifying Credible Websites Due
DAY 15—Rubric for Assignment 2; Expectations for assignment 2; IAR for
one reading Due on Blog
DAY 16—Peer Reader Review; Rough Draft due in drop box by 8 am
DAY 17—Introduction to Composition Studies as a discipline; Practice doing
keyword searches; Library Module 3: Popular, Scholarly, Trade Due;
Submission Packet for Assignment 2 Due by class time
DAY 18—Discuss what writing teaches should do to help students write;
Discuss Ramsey; Discuss Nembhard; Read Ramsey :”Teaching the
Teachers”; Read Nembhard: “A Perspective on Teaching”
DAY 19—Discuss SRTOL; Oral reports on Oakland Ebonics case; Oral Reports
on Black English Case; Skim CCCC Students’ Right to Their Own
Language (SRTOL) Position Statement (click on link that opens
as a PDF after reading the background)
DAY 20—Discuss Ball; Discuss Richardson; Looking for Additional sources;
Read Richardson and Gilyard: “Students’ Right to Possibility”;
Read Ball: “Expository”
DAY 21—Work on Annotated Bibliographies; Read Brief McGraw Hill
Handbook on Annotated Bibliographies (196-198); DW3a Due
DAY 22—Discuss Smitherman and Canagarajah; Read Smitherman: “CCCC’s
Role in the Struggle”; Read Canagarajah: “Safe Houses”
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DAY 23—DW 3b + Annotated Bib due; Be prepared to discuss 1-2
sources you’re using in paper 3
DAY 24—Rubric for Paper 3; Peer Reader Review; Rough Draft due in
drop box by 8 am
DAY 25—Introduce Assignment 4; - Looking at Sample MGE’s; Brainstorming/Recapping themes; Submission Packet for Assignment 3 Due
by class time
DAY 26—MGE Work; Work drafting genres; Identifying Genres and Conventions
DAY 27—DW 4a Topic Proposal Due on Blog; CONFERENCES; NO
CLASS; continued work on MGE
DAY 28—CONFERENCES; NO CLASS; continued work on MGE
DAY 29—DW4b Draft of 1 genre due (in print); Continued work time
on genres; In-class conferencing and consulting
DAY 30—Assignment 4 Check-in; Continued work time on genres
DAY 31—Continued work on genres
DAY 32—Rubric for Assignment 4; Peer Reader Review; Rough Draft
due
DAY 33—EXAM PERIOD; FINAL MGE DUE DURING EXAM PERIOD
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The Activist WPA: Changing Stories About Writing
and Writers, by Linda Adler-Kassner. Logan: Utah State
University Press, 2008. 218 pp.
Reviewed by Wendy Olson, Washington State University
In their work on writing program administration, Shirley K. Rose and Irwin
Weiser note that theory is essential to the discipline of Composition because
it affords a framework from which to better understand and reflect upon our
positions and actions as writing teachers and administrators within writing
programs. For writing program administrators specifically, theory provides a
foundation from which to think through and make decisions about a number
of ongoing tasks and dilemmas, including curriculum development and implementation, program planning and design, and the continual negotiation of
institutional politics and institutional identity, to name a few. The Activist WPA:
Changing Stories about Writing and Writers, by Linda Adler-Kassner, furthers
this conversation by demonstrating how theory might also be used to change
stories about how writing and the work of teaching writing is discussed in
public arenas. In doing so, she offers a significant contribution to the growing
body of scholarship concerned with writing program administration.
In the introductory chapter, “Working from a Point of Principle,” AdlerKassner argues the need for writing instructors and administrators to engage
in collective action. Collective action provides a means for reframing local
and national stories about writing and writing instruction. Most compellingly,
such work might assist in addressing the rhetoric surrounding literacy and
literacy standards at the local and national level, as well as in establishing
institutional and programmatic identity for writing programs, according to
Adler-Kassner. Drawing from recent scholarship on writing program administration, she goes on to observe that in constructing narratives on writing
instruction and WPA work, it is important that we do so in ways that balance ideals and strategies to assure an effective theoretical approach. For
Adler-Kassner, our theoretical approach must also be grounded in principle:
“principle is the foundation upon which theories are built, and theories
‘work’—they resonate with those who enact them—because they reflect the
principles of those who are doing the enacting” (27). This emphasis on the
relationship between principles and action will remind readers that the work
of teaching writing is always political work, and that our politics matter.
Chapter 2, “Looking Backward,” examines the impact that the American jeremiad has on education in the U.S., both historically and currently.
She points to the conflicting purposes that are served through the ways in
which the American jeremiad has been taken up by educators at different
historical junctures. Understanding this historical context, Adler-Kassner
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notes, is a necessary step toward creating new narratives on and about
writing and literacy. She points out, for example, how use of the jeremiad
during the Progressive Era (between 1898-1920) helped contribute to the
notion of education as citizen empowerment, a narrative which has more
recently been taken up and reframed by Republicans through promotion of
initiatives like “No Child Left Behind.” The next chapter, “Framing the Public
Imagination,” explains in more detail how particular uses of the progressive
pragmatic jeremiad have been used in contemporary education to “undermine the authority of teachers” (11). Specifically, Adler-Kassner analyses
how the progressive pragmatic jeremiad has been reframed and repurposed
in two national policies, “A Test of Leadership” and “Ready or Not,” policies
that frame literacy teachers as out of touch and often incompetent. Through
careful historical untangling, Adler-Kassner provides writing instructors and
WPAs with a much needed reading of some of the significant yet contradictory
social and cultural forces that have—and continue to—shape and impact
the politics of writing instruction in the U.S. This context provides a means
for teachers and administrators to more keenly understand not only how
certain dominant frames have developed about writing and writers, but also
how we, as writing instructors and writing administrators, are sometimes
unwittingly complicit in furthering such narratives in our own work.
In Chapter 4, “Changing Conversations about Writing and Writers:
Working through a Process,” Adler-Kassner demonstrates how we might
learn from the work of community organizers and media activists in order
to perform “story-changing work” on and about writing (87). She identifies
three activist approaches that instructors and administrators might draw on
to do so: interest-based organizing, values-based organizing, and issue-based
organizing. Though how goals are defined and addressed will vary based on
the approach, collectively these approaches begin from a set of principles and
an emphasis at the local level. Further, she notes that they share similar goals
in the push to create change through a kind of grassroots support system. As
Adler-Kassner advises, “acting locally and ahead of ‘crisis,’ WPAs and writing
instructors can work in our own milieus, with our own people, and work to
steer the discussion” (92). In that these approaches highlight the importance
of creative intelligence and facilitated dialogue as essential to change-making
work, they grow out of the progressive pragmatic jeremiad. At the same time,
these contemporary approaches provide much needed attention to important
material conditions, conditions that were often elided in earlier versions of
the progressive pragmatic jeremiad. In repurposing the progressive pragmatic
jeremiad within the context of activist approaches, Adler-Kassner exhibits how
teachers and administrators might recuperate a powerful tool for repositioning
how writing is defined and framed in public discussions.
Turning to explicit reframing techniques, Chapter 5, “Taking Action to
Change Stories,” furthers discussion on how we might create story-changing
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work as writing instructors and administrators. These strategies, which AdlerKassner borrows from media and grassroots activists, move from identifying
an issue to developing a message tailored specifically to the target audience
to devising a plan for effectively circulating the message. The final step she
identifies is reflecting on and assessing such work. Though I would have liked
more discussion in this section and throughout on how these reframing techniques are decidedly rhetorical—and as such, deeply akin to the work of our
discipline—Adler-Kassner is careful to point out how such activist strategies
are an important part of the work we already engage in as writing teachers
and writing administrators. As she points out, adapting these techniques to
our classrooms and programs won’t require learning new skills so much as
honing and strategically employing the skills we have already developed.
Adler-Kassner closes the book by reminding us how our own personal
experiences do and might inform how we attend to and frame our work as
writing program administrators. In Chapter 6, “Working from My Own Points
of Principle: Tikkun Olam, Prophetic Pragmatism, and Writing Program Administration,” she discusses the particular principles which inform her own work:
tikkun olam, which she takes from secular humanistic Judaism, and prophetic
pragmatism, which she defines and elaborates on from the work of William
James and Cornel West. From these complementary principles, she focuses on
the practices of present action, reflection, and communal dialogue, practices
which, for Adler-Kassner, become a means by which she is able to go about
the work of changing common sense narratives about writers and writing. As
such, she demonstrates by example how WPAs might move from their own
personal principles—whatever these principles might be—to strategic social
practices that create alternative stories and frames about schooling and writing.
And in doing so, she argues for a reseeing of the WPA as organizer and activist: “we have ideals, and ideals are at the core of activism. It’s blending ideals
and strategies that is key to successful story-changing work” (183). Certainly,
Adler-Kassner’s call to explore activism as a new facet of WPA identity is an
important contribution to WPA scholarship. At the same time, as she points
out, this approach to changing stories about writers and writing can also assist classroom teachers in their efforts to enact change within classrooms and
beyond. As such, Adler-Kassner’s work is a relevant and timely contribution to
scholarship on both writing program administration and Composition Studies
more generally defined.
Vancouver, Washington
Work Cited
Rose, Shirley K., and Irwin Weiser. The Writing Program Administrator as Theorist:
Making Knowledge Work. Portsmouth: Boyton/Cook, 2002.
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Webbing Cyberfeminist Practice: Communities,
Pedagogies, and Social Action, edited by Kristine Blair,
Radhika Gajjala, and Christine Tulley. Cresskill: Hampton
Press, 2009. 364 pp.
Reviewed by Letizia Guglielmo, Kennesaw State University
Vocal, webbed, hypertextual—these words are both characteristic of
and central to Webbing Cyberfeminist Practice, an exploration of feminist
new media essential to discussions in rhetoric and composition studies. Part
of the “New Dimensions in Computers and Composition” series edited by
Gail E. Hawisher and Cynthia Selfe, the text’s greatest strength rests within
its ability to be at once accessible to beginning scholars and highly engaging for cyberfeminists for whom many of these essays will offer windows
to continued work. The twenty-five contributors and three editors engage
their readers in feminist practice on multiple levels: the text gives voice to
many women scholars, it is centered on the intersections of feminism and
new media, and it highlights the work and the voices of other feminists,
those not necessarily listed as authors or contributors but whose important
work is described within the pages of the collection. And in cases where the
authors do describe the work of other women—on Web sites, blogs, email
lists—they are ever-conscious of the power of their own gaze to silence voices
and work not to write about these women but, instead, to write with them.
The collection is divided into three parts, each made up of five essays
and one response, with a foreword and afterword by Hawisher and Cheris
Kramarae, respectively. The text is self-reflective at every turn, with intertextual webs woven both within the individual pieces and through the
three respondents’ conversation with the essays, conversations that often
flesh out where individual topics overlap and inform one another. In part 1,
Forming Virtual Kinships, the contributors illustrate the importance of sharing stories—making the personal public—in moving toward social change.
In the opening essay, Susanna Passonen explores issues of consumerism
and branding targeted at young girls through doll companion Web sites
and argues that the dolls become “ultimate models for consumer citizenship” (30) and reaffirm accepted social norms. Following her piece are
three engaging essays illustrating how women have used the Web to work
against social norms through digital memorials, infertility blogs, and proana Web sites. Kris Nesbitt’s piece introduces readers to memorials created
for “babies lost before, during or shortly after birth” (43). These Web sites,
Nesbitt explains, allow the women who create them not only to grieve their
loss and to find support online, but also to write themselves into the role
of mother and caregiver, one they are often denied offline. Perhaps most
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striking in this essay—and reaffirmed in other sections of the text—is that
in making public their pain, they are able to find private comfort. Illustrating a similar silencing of women’s voices and how they can be expressed
more effectively though the Web, Angela Haas’s essay on infertility blogs
analyzes their ability to “humanize the women writing them” (76) and to
work against the dominant voice of the medical community often present
in online infertility resources.
This interrogation of medical rhetoric offers an ideal introduction to
the piece by Christa Downer, Morgan Gresham, Roxanne Kirkwood, and the
late Sandi Reynolds—certainly one of the most engaging pieces within the
collection. These four women explore pro-ana, or pro-anorexia, Web sites
through a truly multivocal text that visually represents what is possible in
hypertext and digital communication. This unique design enables a communal exchange made up of many voices and opinions, opinions often arranged
in textboxes that illustrate visually the feminist “but” or interruption. In a
deliberate attempt to speak with and not for these women, appropriately,
Gresham’s voice exists as the opening and closing for the essay as she selfidentifies as “in recovery.” Central to this section of the text, and also evident
in Tulley’s description of a digital community of academic women supporting
each other through various stages of their careers, is Nancy Baym’s assertion
“that cyberfeminist spaces are those in which the personal is honored” (130)
and in which voices are not silenced.
The second part of the text, Redrawing Academic Borders, begins with
Claudia Herbst’s exploration of the link between power in digital spaces
and literacy, specifically knowledge of code language. She argues, as do
other authors in this section, that the way to ensure that women’s interests
are served in digital spaces is to promote digital authorship among women,
precisely what Mary Hocks addresses through an engaging and adaptable
classroom assignment drawn from her Feminism and Technology seminar
that calls on students to reinvent digital spaces. Grounded in the study of
digital, feminist, and visual rhetorics, the assignment allows “students [to]
discov[er] how easily and how completely assumptions and cultural values
become embedded in technologies, which can work to oppress or leave out
women, or anyone who doesn’t fit the assumptions about identity embedded
in the design” (246). Similarly, Susan Kirtley addresses gendered stereotypes
about behavior with technology and implores feminist educators to discuss
these issues with students, especially as they relate to literacy. Readers will
find Kirtley’s survey, provided in an appendix, worth replicating in their
own courses as a window into this discussion. Also reflecting on classroom
practice, Margaret M. Strain, Melissa Fore, and Kara Maloney share with
readers their research on building community through computer-mediated
communication (CMC) in first-year writing courses and blend this discussion
with their own struggles to find community among themselves as feminist
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researchers and teachers. Their reflections illustrate the amount of time and
thought necessary for integrating CMC into teaching, and, when combined
with Kathleen Torrens and Jeannette E. Riley’s essay that follows, the student
feedback on how online community is created can be particularly useful to
first-year writing instructors moving toward hybrid or fully online courses.
An important contribution to research in distance learning, Torrens and
Riley’s essay illustrates the benefits of feminist pedagogy in a fully online,
team-taught Women’s Studies course, a model that I see as easily adaptable
to first-year writing courses. In a fitting response to this section, Cynthia
Selfe calls on feminist teachers again to pay attention not only in engaging
multimodal texts in their teaching but also in creating them and inviting
their students to do the same in a move toward social change.
Although the essays in part 3, Resisting Gender Hierarchies, are less fluidly connected, they illustrate for readers, as Tara McPherson notes in her
response, the ways in which women engage in acts of resistance through the
use of technology. Mary Queen and Naida Zukic in their respective essays,
open part 3 with a transnational focus, each cautioning readers of the dangers
in a universally applied “one-third, U.S.” gaze. “In doing so,” Queen argues,
“we ignore the ways in which women across the globe use internet technology to create and claim identities, agency, and political activism outside of
the circulation of one-third-world, U.S.-centric rhetorics of power” (264).
Queen provides a helpful transition to Zukic’s analysis of Sehakia, a Web site
“created for and by North African and Arab lesbians with a political goal of
not only strategic interruption of other silences, but also identity-based community-building” (290). Both women succeed in expanding earlier discussions
of “who can and may speak for whom” (291), offering readers windows to
transnational feminism that may be applied in the classroom. With a shift
away from this global focus, Deborah S. Bowen applies the traditional polyvocality of women’s writing to online autobiographies, noting as Haas does
in her discussion of blogs, that these feminist spaces allow women to create
a “room of [their] own” within a public space. Bowen illustrates that beyond
writing themselves, these women are able to create multivocal, multilayered
texts through links, allowing other women to tell their own stories. Jordynn
Jack’s exploration of We Have Brains, a feminist blogging community in which
she herself participated, illuminates the way in which women’s writing and
communication historically have been overlooked for not fitting a male model.
Her analysis of this community becomes a helpful model for teachers of writing who wish to incorporate CMC into their courses. In a final example of
these acts of resistance, Dànielle Nicole DeVoss examines images that depict
cyberfeminist action as resistance to workplace technologies.
While it is disappointing, in light of the projected growth of online
distance learning, not to see a more developed discussion of the potential
impact of feminist practice on fully online writing courses in this text, the
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authors and editors repeatedly acknowledge that these essays do not aim to
address all areas of cyberfeminist practice, and appropriately, the text closes
with an afterword foregrounding areas for continued research and inviting
the voices of readers into this discussion. Cyberfeminist practice is evident
not only in the work of the editors and contributors but also in how those
with and about whom they write can incite change—in that way the impact
of the text is cyclical, continual. As the authors bring these cyberfeminist
voices to a new audience, they define, enact, promote, and illustrate potential for social change.
Kennesaw, Georgia

Writers Without Borders: Writing and Teaching
Writing in Troubled Times, by Lynn Z. Bloom. West
Lafayette: Parlor Press, 2008. 231 pages.
Reviewed by Nick Plunkey, University of Nevada, Reno
Composition scholars and teachers have debated the role of personal
narrative and language play in their writing courses, as well as the accessibility of academic prose, and Writers Without Borders continues these
debates. Lynn Bloom argues that creative essays provide a useful method
for encountering and enacting changes in our political, social, and technological environments. In eleven chapters, she describes essay qualities,
traces the history of the essay, prompts pedagogical considerations for
how essays can help address social and political issues, challenges writing
program values, and provides practical and ethical solutions for problems
that hard-copy and online publications present. This book benefits writing
teachers who intend to incorporate essay writing into their courses, especially those that draw upon traditional genres (fiction, poetry, or essays) or
those that address socio-political issues through writing. Those who teach
from an interdisciplinary perspective as part of a writing program may be
interested in Bloom’s hopes for the essay genre across disciplines, yet she
does not provide theoretical or practical approaches to how the essay genre
and its qualities can suit interdisciplinary writing instruction. Bloom gives
this book strength based on the knowledge she provides about the American
literary canon, literary conventions, and stylistic discussions about how to
transcend these conventions.
Bloom begins her discussion in (chapter 1) “Academic Essays and the
Vertical Pronoun” by arguing that her values for persona, panache, intelligence, and grace in writing are re-emerging in contemporary academic
writing, such as in literary criticism. Her discussion recalls Bartholomae’s
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“Inventing the University” (1985) and debates since then over personal
writing versus academic writing. For Bloom, academic writing invites
depersonalized writing full of jargon that privileges esoteric, theoretical
discourse. Bloom believes that all knowledge is generated and shaped by
personal agency and personal agenda. She praises New Journalism (a term
coined by Tom Wolfe) for blurring genres, such as bringing together fiction
and nonfiction techniques, resulting in thick descriptions that are energetic,
witty, and clear, elements found in work by Truman Capote, Annie Dillard,
and David Foster Wallace. While she cites these examples of creative nonfiction, and discusses “personal-sounding academic essays,” such as Susan J.
Leonardi’s 1989 feminist literary analysis in PMLA, Bloom does not set out
to provide a theoretical explanation for why academic writing can better
achieve its purpose of building theory and research by being more esoteric.
She implies that her desire stems from the theory that a rhetorical context
does not only involve an audience’s goals, values, and biases; it also involves
a writer’s emotions, invested interest, and stances toward a topic. Bloom
wants to read more accessible academic essays.
To provide a historical context for essays and how they have been canonized, and most importantly, to learn what “essay” connotes in our culture,
Bloom conducted an empirical study of 325 canonical volumes (including
reprinted volumes), made up of 58 anthology titles, published between 1946
and 1996 (The Norton Reader, Eight Modern Essayists, Patterns of Exposition,
The Best American Essays, and Encyclopedia of the Essay—to name a few).
This study informs chapter 2, “The Essay Canon,” in which she discusses the
formation, significance, status, and implications of the contemporary essay
canon, citing various types of canons (historical, national, cultural, critical,
pedagogical, and economical). Bloom, an editor herself of an anthology in its
ninth edition—The Essay Connection, collected and studied canonical readers
that had been published for approximately 12 years or more, assuming that
these reprints justified sales to, and influence on, the academy. She argues
without evidence that essays survive by being reprinted in “teachable” composition readers—not in any other way. While some critics, such as Wendell
Harris and Phillip Lapote, define essays in terms of 19th century belletristic
nonfiction, Bloom qualifies articles, memoir, character sketch, travel narrative, cultural analysis, philosophy, science writing, literary criticism, editorials, research reports, satires, and speeches as essays. In the two hundred
anthologies marketed to first-year composition every year, students encounter
essays that are “teachable,” balance intellectually, politically, and rhetorically with the rest of the book, have a salient aesthetic, and are affordable
to reprint. In addition, textbooks often include only portions of the original
texts, juxtapose unrelated essays, and provide restrictive interpretive tools,
further distorting students’ understandings of each text’s “incendiary power”
and encouraging them to be passive, obedient, and reverent, and so they do
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not learn to write with imaginative spirit (49-52). These shortcomings are
unfortunate, Bloom argues, with the increasing presence of MFA programs
in creative nonfiction, creative nonfiction contests, and numerous volumes of
essay anthologies that espouse writing qualities important to our profession.
Chapters 3 and 4 describe qualities of the essay. Chapter 3, “The Essayist in—and Behind—the Essay: Vested Writers, Invested Readers,” focuses
primarily on authorial presence, emphasizing that the singular first person,
is a constructed point of view. Judging by anthology reprints, George Orwell, E. B. White, and Joan Didion top the list of authors who convey that
powerful presence of a human being within and behind the writing to which
readers respond. To accomplish presence, writers must demonstrate ethical
and intellectual interest in the subject, control of references to outside texts,
awareness of the cliché, careful reasoning, and desire to contextualize the
content into a larger framework. Bloom’s chapter 4, “Compression—When
Less Says More,” also emphasizes that writers must use tight language with
necessary content, making every word, sentence, syllable, and space count.
She provides a list of questions as “operative principles” that can help writers
compress their language use. Students can grasp craft best when teachers
help them encounter an essay in its original and current political, social,
intellectual, and aesthetic contexts. Bloom hopes that students will come to
recognize the potential for their own writing when they can interpret these
contexts and the impact of that writing on social change.
In Chapter 5, “Writing Textbooks In/For Times of Trauma,” Bloom explains how her superficial understanding of Islamic culture, history, religion,
and politics challenged her to modify her essay anthology in response to
events that occurred on September 11, 2001, providing the most explicit
ethical discussion in this book about how to encounter social and political change. Hoping that her selection would reinforce a value system that
brought humanity toward one’s own crises at home and toward national security crises in other countries, she selected multiple kinds of texts (speeches,
historiographies, cultural readers, magazine articles) that represented different cultural backgrounds (speeches by human rights activists, such as Kofi
Annan, Titzak Rabin, and Nelson Mandela) with the faith that her shared
naiveté with students would contribute to a collaborative, explorative critical
inquiry. Yet in this book, the phrase “Troubled Times” refers less to politics or
technology and more to programmatic problems within English departments
regarding how traditional academic values (for elitist texts, author-effacing
prose, and grammatical correctness) butt heads with progressive values in
Composition Studies that support writing from social perspectives (based
on one’s ethnicity, class, and/or gender) and personal investment.
Chapter 6, “The Great Process Paradigm and Its Legacy for the TwentyFirst Century,” anticipates that the process paradigm will intensify academic
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sulting in further theories of power, ideology, and identity, more radical
considerations of genre based on textual production and reception, and
transformed pedagogies based on new media and new socio-rhetorical
contexts. In chapter 7, “The Ineluctable Elitism of Essays and Why They
Prevail in First-Year Composition Courses,” Bloom blames academic elitism,
institutional hierarchies, and the culture of upward mobility it creates as
the cause of omnipresent, elitist essays. Bloom’s solution is for scholars
to write from their socio-economic backgrounds to form competing discourses, and for teachers to incorporate service-learning programs that
enable students to collaborate with community members and transform
existing social conditions. Being able to write from diverse perspectives,
evidence of critical thinking, grappling with multiple and contradictory
sources, questioning authority and one’s own convictions, stylistic play,
and experimentation with genre are the “great” qualities Bloom identifies
in “Good Enough Writing” (chapter 8) as signs of the pedagogical progress
she predicts in the previous two chapters.
In chapter 9, “The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Ethical Principles for
Dealing with Students and Student Writing in Teachers’ Publications—and
in the Abyss Beyond,” she argues that current CCC ethical guidelines for
how scholars treat students and potentially publishable student writings
(for textbooks, research publications, and conference presentations) must
be more elaborate so that guidelines respect students, benefit student learning and teaching, and help teachers and administrators make tough decisions about student conduct. Bloom provides her own elaborate guidelines,
emphasizing the importance of student respect and agency, complimenting
Mina Shaughnessy’s inductive examination of writing samples in Errors and
Expectations. In chapter 10 on “Insider Writing: Plagiarism-Proof Assignments,” Bloom endorses writing assignments, such as a community-based
research essay that incorporates field experience and comparable research
methods, that encourage originality and active participation where teachers
help students develop authority and responsibility to their projects. As she
says in (chapter 11) “Negotiating the Grading Contract,” students experiment and innovate when teachers help them focus on experimental, “great”
writing qualities rather than on standard forms, styles, and conventions that
traditional grading invites, a focus she’s learning to invigorate with these
assignments and contracts.
“Writers Without Borders” refers to writers who set their own agendas and
boundaries for their writing, as well as to pedagogical responsibility to fostering creativity and negotiating new media environments. Mimi Schwartz’s
and Sondra Perl’s Writing True: The Art and Craft of Creative Nonfiction and
Keep It Real: Everything You Need to Know About Researching and Writing
Creative Nonfiction by Lee Gutkind are useful guides for writing the kind
of essay Bloom endorses. Bloom’s playful prose in this book reinforces her
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thesis that creative essays can effectively confront social and political issues,
especially this issue of creativity in academic writing, so that we improve
how we communicate as writers, researchers, and teachers.
Reno, Nevada

Stories of Mentoring: Theory and Praxis edited by
Michele Eble and Lynée Lewis Gaillet. West Lafayette: Parlor
Press, 2008. 348 pp.
Reviewed by Kristi Schwertfeger Serrano, Texas Christian University
As the title states, Michelle Eble and Lynée Lewis Gaillet’s edited collection supplies a diverse offering of stories about mentoring in the discipline
of Composition and Rhetoric. Identifying a void in current scholarship,
Eble and Gaillet “collect and capture specific theories, practices, stories,
and reflections of mentoring” placing them in concert with each other to
provide the discipline with a rich, dynamic understanding of mentoring (7).
Eble and Gaillet use these stories to highlight how, why, and in what ways
mentoring is an important topic to the discipline as they find it a critical
means to prepare “graduate students to meet the demands of professional
development, gender and tenure issues, and the enculturation of new faculty
members and administrators” (Gaillet 4). While the nearly eighty contributing voices spanning twenty-six chapters might appear to be comprehensive,
Eble and Gaillet contend that Stories of Mentoring is only an initial step in
exploring and documenting this genre. To this end, what these editors offer
the discipline are additional models and a panoptic lens that continue to
build on ten years of mentoring scholarship while also providing “a point
of departure from which scholars might continue thinking about mentoring” (Eble 307). Stories of Mentoring, therefore, serves as a means by which
scholars can either enter the academic conversation about mentoring or begin
to (re)consider and (re)construct mentoring personally, programmatically,
or institutionally beyond the traditional instructor-student based models,
strategies, and practices for service and professionalization.
Section 1, “Definitions and Tributes,” sets the tone for the remainder
of the text by examining what mentoring means—in terminology, theory,
and example. Juxtaposing two broad areas of discussion—the field’s early
definition of mentoring and what mentoring in Composition should be—this
section offers several contrasting examples which ground themselves in the
etymology of the term and the mythological story of Telemachus and Mentor (the traditional image of the teacher-student model). Winifred Bryan
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mentoring is an important topic to the discipline as they find it a critical
means to prepare “graduate students to meet the demands of professional
development, gender and tenure issues, and the enculturation of new faculty
members and administrators” (Gaillet 4). While the nearly eighty contributing voices spanning twenty-six chapters might appear to be comprehensive,
Eble and Gaillet contend that Stories of Mentoring is only an initial step in
exploring and documenting this genre. To this end, what these editors offer
the discipline are additional models and a panoptic lens that continue to
build on ten years of mentoring scholarship while also providing “a point
of departure from which scholars might continue thinking about mentoring” (Eble 307). Stories of Mentoring, therefore, serves as a means by which
scholars can either enter the academic conversation about mentoring or begin
to (re)consider and (re)construct mentoring personally, programmatically,
or institutionally beyond the traditional instructor-student based models,
strategies, and practices for service and professionalization.
Section 1, “Definitions and Tributes,” sets the tone for the remainder
of the text by examining what mentoring means—in terminology, theory,
and example. Juxtaposing two broad areas of discussion—the field’s early
definition of mentoring and what mentoring in Composition should be—this
section offers several contrasting examples which ground themselves in the
etymology of the term and the mythological story of Telemachus and Mentor (the traditional image of the teacher-student model). Winifred Bryan
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Horner, Andrea Lunsford, and Jenn Fishman’s chapters (“On Mentoring”
and “Educating Jane”) spur audiences to move away from the traditional
notion of mentoring by relaying stories fraught with the political marginalization of women. Horner illustrates early mentoring models through
the warning she received as a student from a program advisor claiming
that “advanced degrees caused terrible things to happen to women” (15).
Lunsford and Fishman use the fictitious character “Jane Mentor” to describe
women’s need for mentoring and difficulties with mentoring by exploring
women’s double-bind—being marginalized because of their gender and
“entering a field whose place in the academy was itself contested” (18).
Horner, Lunsford, and Fishman argue that mentoring shouldn’t mean having to earn the respect of others in order to justify a mentoring relationship,
but rather that mentoring should be a relationship of equals, common
goals, and mutual respect as scholars and humans. As “Definitions and
Tributes” attempts to re-define models of mentoring, perhaps the chapter
on Wendy Bishop as a textual and virtual mentor offers the most striking
and poignant alternative to the instructor-student model. The stories and
emails from Anna Leahy et al. demonstrate the power of the written word
to span distance and time to initiate mentoring relationships. While this
chapter is heart wrenching, one vicariously feels Bishop’s nurturing presence and dedication as she mentored until three weeks before her death
from cancer. Jennifer Wells describes her email-based relationship with
Bishop highlighting Bishop’s exceptional desire and ability to support others, “She had told me she had cancer, but I wouldn’t find out until after
she died that she had been writing even though chemotherapy had left
her nearly blind” (74). Yet in spite of the compelling personal character
of Bishop, the authors’ stories of how they found a mentor in Bishop illustrates that profound mentoring can exist in modes often overlooked or
undervalued—scholarly texts and email correspondence.
In section 2, “Mentoring Relationships,” the contributors provide a
strong collection of alternatives as to how mentoring can and should be
enacted. These essays argue for a continued movement away from powerbased agendas that often punctuate the classical teacher-student landscape
and instead move towards friendships, multi-focused support, distancementoring, and activist mentoring for faculty members and graduate students. In “Mentor, May I Mother?” Catherine Gabor, Stacia Dunn Neeley,
and Carrie Shively Leverenz demonstrate the importance of supportive
mentoring for those who want children and a career in the anti-family
environment of academia. Their stories urge mentors to support the choices
of their mentees while also noting that academic life should include family
life without stigma or need to prove one’s self in ways similar to Neeley’s
revealing story one week after child birth: “I stood, leaking breast milk
and feeling stitches, lecturing to students about the rhetorical situation”
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(109). Implied and overtly stated, the authors of “Mentoring Relationships” suggest that respectful mentoring begins by recognizing that all
individuals in the discipline are already responsible, ethical members of
the community. Moreover, these contributors exhibit that every mentoring
situation is unique and can evolve or morph over time in much the way
Susan E. Thomas and George L. Pullman reveal as Pullman formally mentored Thomas through graduate school and then as a friend and colleague
as she established a department of rhetoric in Australia: “I realize that a
genuine mentoring relationship offers the most valuable preparations for
not only a career but also for the twists and turns of life” (147). In attempting to define where and how mentoring relationships begin or exist,
these chapters intertwine the ideas of public/private mentoring through
professional settings, informal events, and even beyond graduate school
as “there is no statute of limitations on mentoring” (133).
In section 3, “Mentoring in Undergraduate and Graduate Education,”
Eble and Gaillet assemble a provocative series of texts that promote
mentoring as a way to acclimate undergraduate and graduate students
for academia. In outlining both the struggles and successes of mentoring
students, either by faculty members or other graduate students, these
essays persuasively illustrate the value and pitfalls of re-visioning work
with students. Linda Rothman’s story of developing undergraduate students through a long-term research project and Amy C. Kimme Hea and
Susan N. Smith’s chapter on graduate students teaching graduate courses
identify some of the risky and rewarding ways to (re)consider graduate
and undergraduate development. And while Jennifer Clary-Lemon and
Duane Roen explore graduate mentoring as a metaphoric web—invisible,
sticky, and potentially dangerous yet life sustaining, interconnected, and
expansive—C. Renée Love promotes diversity in mentoring by arguing for
multiple mentors as a means to defuse issues of power by providing diffuse perspectives and information. It is, however, Nancy Myers’s chapter,
“Textual Mentors,” that echoes section one’s inference that texts can also
mentor. For Myers, however, it was her twenty-five years’ work with and on
The Writing Teacher’s Handbook that propelled her growth from graduate
student to respected scholar. Such disparate approaches to graduate and
undergraduate mentoring invite those in the field to join other scholars in
meta-thinking about student mentoring in theory and application.
The final section, “Mentoring in Writing Programs,” includes examples
and advice for administrators in writing programs. Listening, trusting, acting,
and respecting are the pearls offered by these contributors. Krista Ratcliffe
and Donna Decker Schuster promote the combination of active listening with
acts of trust between WPAs and Assistant WPAs as a sound way to negotiate
agency and confident authority. While some contributors in this section support equal reciprocity between mentor and mentee or clear definitions and
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instructions as to who should mentor and how they should do it, Alfred E.
Guy, Jr. and Rita Malenczyk describe an unorthodox, yet generative era in
NYU’s Expository Writing Program where select graduate students served
as empowered administrative authorities and collaborators with faculty
administrators to re-shape the NYU writing program. In fact, this final section mirrors the larger argument of Stories of Mentoring that as the scope
of mentoring is expanded, a host of perspectives can be seen with all their
flaws, successes, complexities, and consequences.
While the editors correctly state that there are additional areas to
research within mentoring, such as race, ethnicity, class, and gender, and
more voices need to be heard, especially from and about male mentors,
I assure readers that not only is there enough information presented in
Stories of Mentoring to help all audiences enter this profound academic
conversation, but also that they will find something which speaks to them
personally and professionally as well as intellectually and emotionally.
Some audience members may be uncomfortable reading personal narratives along side theoretical texts, but I would argue that weaving academic
and narrative styles together is a natural way for these editors to reveal
the interconnectedness between the intellectual study of mentoring and
the stories which personalize it. This collection, as a whole, moves beyond
documenting the history and current status of mentoring in the discipline
by providing sage advice and overwhelming evidence that mentoring is
growing in its vitality and importance for academic research and the field
of Composition and Rhetoric.
Fort Worth, Texas

Community Literacy and the Rhetoric of Public Engagement, by Linda Flower. Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, 2008. 281 pp.
Reviewed by Cara Kozma, Wayne State University
As an undergraduate I had the opportunity to take courses with service
learning components. In one class, for example, I produced a documentary
video about an urban garden project where local homeless people worked
in the gardens to raise money for housing. I was inspired by the experience,
which gave me the idealist sense that I could use my education to allow
others a voice. As an instructor, I strived to incorporate service learning into
my work. As I became enmeshed in the composition scholarship on service
learning, however, and particularly in the work of Linda Flower, my ideal148 Composition Studies
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ized perception of my past community work came to a grinding halt. Flower
argues that community members are often denied rhetorical agency in the
sense that college students and faculty tend to speak for or about them,
but not with them. Although my documentary did air on the local public
broadcast station, I do not know whether the community members and local homeless whom I interviewed and videotaped ever saw the final version
of the documentary, or if they felt the video represented their community
appropriately. In retrospect, I find it unfortunate that my well-intentioned
college professors and I were unfamiliar with service learning scholarship.
I am certain that Flower’s recent text will guide many students and scholars
in allowing community members the agency they deserve.
The culmination of almost two decades of work with the Community
Literacy Center (CLC) in Pittsburgh, Flower’s Community Literacy and the
Rhetoric of Public Engagement is an essential read for academics and graduate students working in areas of service learning, community-based literacy,
and public rhetoric. Flower suggests the field has been overly focused on
the discourse of critique, which lacks the public engagement needed for
genuinely transformative experiences. She proposes community literacy as
a “new rhetoric of public engagement” that offers the potential for transformative thinking and experiences (2). Community literacy is based on the
idea that university students and urban community members become “working partners” as they “solve joint problems,” “develop the problem-solving
skills that lead to understanding and action,” and “engage in intercultural
collaboration and reflection” (71-72). She maintains that transformative
thinking and experiences are possible if students and community partners
use inquiry to discuss their differences and learn to negotiate these tensions
to produce multivoiced texts.
Flower’s book is divided into three parts—“A Community/University
Collaboration” (part 1), “Theoretical Frameworks and Working Theories”
(part 2), and “Rhetorical Tools in the Rhetoric of Making a Difference” (part
3). The text offers two distinct accounts of community literacy—one that
documents “community literacy in action” through detailed discussions of
CLC literacy practices and community/university collaborations, and the
other a “theoretical account of community literacy as a distinctive rhetoric
of engagement” (5). Taken together, however, these accounts function dialectically. The examples of urban teens’ and college mentors’ writing adds a
layer of depth to theoretical concepts that reveals how these ideas function
in practice. For example, Flower opens the text with an excerpt from her
earlier article, “Community Literacy,” coauthored with Wayne Peck and Lorraine Higgins, and with several quotes from Mark Howard, a teenage CLC
writer. She strategically begins with these quotes to show that although the
book takes the form of a traditional academic text, it is, in fact, the tangible
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product of long-term intercultural inquiry between academic scholars, CLC
members, and college mentors.
Part 1 consists of two chapters, “What is Community Literacy” (chapter
1) and “Taking Literate Actions” (chapter 2), which offer working definitions of key concepts that she explores throughout the text. She defines the
notion of literacy as encompassing both action and practice (16), and community literacy as “a form of literate action” that allows urban community
members to “take rhetorical agency in their lives and for their community”
(44). The significant distinction is that community literacy encourages an
open dialogue that calls for multiple voices and negotiated meanings to occur
in practice through intercultural inquiry or when students and community
partners use inquiry to develop alternative readings of cultural issues that
transform their perceptions of others. Flower also defines “strategic practices”
that support community literacy’s goals of shared dialogue and rhetorical
agency: “its collaborative planning, story-behind-the-story, rival hypotheses,
options, and outcomes” (7).
In part 2, “Theoretical Frameworks and Working Theories,” Flower defines
“rhetoric of engagement” as “the art of making a difference through inquiry,
deliberation, and literate action in the name of equality and social justice”
(75). Although, in name, the section is dedicated to theory, Flower emphasizes the theory/practice dialectic that makes community literacy a public
act of engagement, and does remarkable work blending theory and practice
to productively reveal the dialectical relationship. For example, in chapter 3,
“Images of Engagement in Composition Studies,” she provides an overview
of the history of Composition Studies and its movements, and discusses how
John Dewey’s and Cornel West’s work has influenced ideas of community literacy. However, since it is a primarily theoretical chapter, chapter 3 contains
less qualitative data and narrative-style writing than the other chapters within
the section. In contrast, Flower begins “Who am I? What am I Doing Here?”
(chapter 4) in a personal tone. She offers an autobiographical sketch of her
life—from her childhood experiences in Kansas and Iowa where she had little
exposure to ethnic diversity, to the Midwest liberal arts college where she
made her first black friend, to her literacy work as a college professor within
Pittsburgh’s diverse urban community. In a reflective moment, she compares
herself to the out-of-place Carnegie Mellon mentors when they arrive in the
CLC community: “Committed in the abstract, experienced in little. Literate
in theory talk, monolingual on the street” (101). I appreciated this glimpse
of vulnerability from one of the field’s foremost scholars.
Flower asks readers to consider power dynamics within traditional models
of literacy programs: “When town and gown try to work together, the gowns
possess the dominant discourse—and typically assume that their language,
concepts, and forms of argument are the most effective for understanding these
problems and should be learned and used by everyone else” (102). She sug150 Composition Studies

gests that students and academics engaged in community work must be aware
that they are stepping into a long-standing history of tension. Moreover, she
stresses that it is imperative for students and community partners to develop
questions through which they can negotiate new identities within their working partnerships that are collaboratively constructed through shared inquiry
and problem solving. Flower perceives these types of skill development as a
form of self-expression and personal empowerment, and she explores ideas of
empowerment through communication in the section’s last chapter, “Images
of Empowerment” (chapter 5). This chapter presents an interesting study that
shows ways the community literacy skills the students develop transfer into
their daily lives, which she calls “empowerment in everyday action” (149).
Part 3, the longest section in the book, is perhaps the most significant in
terms of developing a practical, hands-on account of community literacy. In
chapter 6, Flower focuses on CLC graduate student mentors and highlights
examples of their writing that emerge from their work with urban teens. In
Chapter 7, she explores “the body of powerful, unarticulated, experientially
based interpretive resources,” or situated knowledge, that each person brings
into community literacy (173). She discusses strategic practices necessary
for community literacy and draws on qualitative data from her CLC work
to give readers concrete examples of how the strategies can be enacted in
practice. The next two chapters, “Taking Rhetorical Agency” (chapter 8) and
“Affirming a Contested Agency” (chapter 9), explore questions about how
agency is defined and determined and the power dynamics that often grant
or deny agency to certain individuals. These questions raise central issues of
language rights and the ongoing tension between academic discourse and
local literacies. The final chapter, “Intercultural Inquiry: A Brief Guide,” offers summary descriptions of key methods that support intercultural inquiry.
Although these methods are discussed at greater length elsewhere, it makes
a nice addition to the text by including them as a succinct guide.
Although Flower’s text is based largely upon CLC projects and theoretical concepts she has discussed in other venues, this highly significant
work provides readers a comprehensive collection of her years of work
in community literacy. Additionally, this text arrives at a pivotal political
moment. During his campaign, for example, President Barack Obama
proposed asking college students to perform 100 hours of service a year
in return for a tax credit designed to make a portion of college education
free. If we begin to see this type of influx of service activities within higher
education, I suggest that it will be imperative to expose educators involved
in these programs to Flower’s ideas of university/community intercultural
collaborations to avoid widening town/gown divisions and perpetuating
problematic stereotypes and tensions.
Detroit, Michigan
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1977: A Cultural Moment in Composition, by Brent
Henze, Jack Selzer, and Wendy Sharer. West Lafayette: Parlor
Press, 2007. 188 pp.
Reviewed by Timothy Barnett, Northeastern Illinois University
Having worked on a similar project several years ago, I appreciate the
research that went into 1977: A Cultural Moment in Composition. I believe,
as the authors do, in locating specific material contexts of composition in
larger cultural, intellectual, and political discussions. Such work adds greater
depth to our understanding of social-epistemic rhetorics and, maybe more
importantly, holds the potential for animating composition in the public’s
eye. Research connecting the perceived “schoolmarmish” culture of composition to larger social and political trends makes visible what most of us in
Composition Studies already know: that the study of literacy is significantly
connected to the larger narratives of our lives. If politicians, students, and
even many teachers begin to recognize these connections, the teaching and
study of writing will be enriched.
The authors of 1977 were all members of a graduate seminar on Composition history at Penn State, and the members of the seminar initially set out
to historicize various writing programs in Pennsylvania. The authors eventually decided to focus only on the Penn State writing program of 1977, and,
in tracing this decision, raise significant historiographical problems for the
reader to consider: for example, the difficulty of discovering an appropriate
focus for historical analysis and the difficulty of archival research when documents regarding writing programs are typically scarce. Such issues are vital
for researchers and students of Composition history alike, and I appreciate
the authors’ willingness to take the time to trace their research process and
to demonstrate how projects such as theirs develop over time.
Henze, Selzer, and Sharer break down their book into six chapters.
Chapter 1 outlines the scholarly project of the book, while chapters 2-4
examine the year 1977 from a number of vantage points. In these chapters,
the authors seek to contextualize the Penn State Writing Program, and so
chapter 2 lays out the “cultural scene” of 1977, while chapters 3 and 4 discuss
national debates in English Studies and Composition Studies in that pivotal
year. Chapters 5 and 6 detail the intellectual, administrative, and personal
dramas of the 1977 Penn State composition program.
Chapters 5 and 6, the Penn State chapters, are meant to be the heart
of the book. We find the most new information in these chapters, and it is
in this section that the authors seek to demonstrate “how local phenomena
can be explained by larger movements and how larger movements can be
understood through local contexts” (back cover). Henze, Selzer, and Sharer
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do not always connect the larger context(s) of 1977 and the Penn State writing program as explicitly as such a claim suggests, however, and it is relevant
to note that the “contextualizing” chapters (2, 3, and 4) take up more space
and—to my mind—are more successful than the chapters on Penn State.
Part of the reason for this issue may be that the authors are focusing on an
extraordinary amount of material (even as they tried to limit their study
to one year). Even more, I think 1977 suggests how difficult it is to write
in-depth analytical narratives of composition from archived sources when
historians, compositionists, and universities alike have failed to preserve key
documents from the field and when the documents that have been preserved
often tell a small part of the story.
Before I go any further, though, let me acknowledge that I admire 1977
and will use it in both graduate and undergraduate classes. This text does an
excellent job of helping students understand the growth period of Composition as well as Composition’s current position as a significant, yet still junior,
member of English Studies. While many of the details shared in 1977 about
Composition’s professional development have been discussed elsewhere (as
the authors note in their citation of authors like Lester Faigley, Joseph Harris,
and Sharon Crowley), this text provides a more readable, multi-faceted, and
comprehensive discussion of the period than most. The authors cover Composition in the context of Literary Studies, as might be expected, but they also
consider technical and business writing, basic writing, and such things as the
major summer seminars run by Janice Lauer and others beginning in 1976.
None of these topics are fully explored, of course, but as an introduction to
the main themes of Composition’s recent history, 1977 stands out.
This history is further strengthened by the addition of “extra” voices to
the text. Henze, Selzer, and Sharer asked major figures in Composition to
respond to issues being discussed in 1977, and these responses are included
in sidebars to the text. So we get Janice Lauer discussing the seminars she
began at the University of Detroit, while others comment on issues such as
technology or major sites of writing theory that were developing. Some of
these sidebars are eloquent and informative (Hugh Burns’ discussion of his
air force career as it led to his work in computers and composition stands
out), while others seem somewhat perfunctory, but the addition of these
multiple voices lends breadth and perspective to the work.
1977 also provides a model for composition students and future researchers to consider in terms of its historical approach. As difficult as it may be
to write archival histories of Composition, I believe we must continue to do
so to get a truer perspective of who we are as a discipline, and this text can
help prepare the way for others to come. The following critique is offered
with this idea in mind.
The main difficulty I have with 1977 is that, while we get a great
amount of basic, surface detail about Penn State’s writing program, we do
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not get in-depth discussion or analysis of many interesting subjects. We find
out, for example, that some of the Penn State English faculty were current
traditionalists, while others were influenced by the expressivism associated
with Ken Macrorie and others (98). We discover that Penn State faculty were
responding to the national debates about process with their own concerns
about how, and whether, to teach invention and revision (110-11). We discover that the role of literature in Penn State’s second required writing class
was under sharp debate (95-96) and that Penn State faculty, like their peers
around the nation, were struggling with the new basic writers arriving on
campus as a result of Civil Rights and other movements (88).
These are interesting details, but it is not always clear what we are supposed to do with the fact that national conversations about writing were
being mirrored at Penn State, a fact that, ultimately, is not terribly surprising. Henze, Selzer, and Sharer clearly did their homework and consulted a
number of texts and people for their chapters on Penn State, and I want to
suggest that their efforts created a significant piece of history but also one
that is limited by the nature of archival research. Ultimately, it is very difficult to create a dynamic, in-depth story from memos, syllabi, department
meeting minutes, interviews, and the like—especially when trying to cover
so much ground.
Chapter 6 is more successful than chapter 5 as a discussion of Penn
State’s writing program because many of the examples in this chapter offer at least some particular details that help complicate and illuminate the
national debates most compositionists are familiar with. In this chapter, for
example, we get in-depth detail about the first Director of Composition at
Penn State, Wilma Ebbitt, and her struggles to bring order and a new rhetorical content to the university’s first-year writing classes. We learn provocative
details about the rhetoric/literature split at Penn State as it connected to the
economic problems of the 1970s. Some literature faculty at Penn State, for
example, did not want to give up a literature emphasis in composition not
just because they were most comfortable teaching fiction but because they
saw composition as a way to recruit students to their upper-level literature
classes (which were woefully under-enrolled at the time). And so what we
often perceive as an intellectual or epistemological debate between composition and literature theorists in this case became a material debate over
resources—students—and who was going to influence them most (130). We
learn how the new undergraduate writing “program” helped pave the way
for graduate studies in rhetoric and composition at Penn State, a further
reminder that the material conditions at universities often provoke (and
limit) intellectual growth (128).
In chapter 6, in particular, we are on the brink of significant historical
analysis, and I was sad to see it end so quickly. The book, along with the
chapter, ends in a tantalizing way, but in a way that further reminds us of
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the difficulties of archival research and the necessity to save our important
(and not-so-important) documents in individual university archives and the
National Archives of Composition and Rhetoric at the University of Rhode
Island. Maybe then future researchers who want to write histories from
“behind-the-scenes” will have even more material to work with, more stories
to tell, and more detail to provide.
Chicago, Illinois

Community Literacy and the Rhetoric of Local
Publics, by Elenore Long. West Lafayette: Parlor Press,
2008. 295 pp.
Reviewed by Clay Walker, Wayne State University
As a recent title in the “Reference Guides to Rhetoric and Composition”
series, Elenore Long’s Community Literacy and the Rhetoric of Local Publics
aims to introduce some of the important current views in communityliteracy research to those new to the field. Behind this array of scholarship
on community-literacy, Long argues, is a single question: how do we engage
issues like reading and writing, ethics, and border crossing “in ways and
in locales that will make a difference” (3)? Put another way, the question
asks “how do ordinary people go public?” The many responses given to
these questions, she argues, expose “a whole range of possible relationships
between local public and formal institutions” (6). Thus, the purpose of this
text is to pull together varying accounts of public engagement by focusing
on the central metaphor employed by scholars (e.g., Barton and Hamilton;
Brandt; Cintron; Cushman; Flower; Goldblatt; Heath; and Heller) in their
efforts to describe local publics. Thus, the heart of the text includes a series of chapters devoted to analyzing current views in the field through an
analytical framework organized around the metaphor used to describe a
local public (chapters 4-8). This section is followed by a chapter discussing
pedagogical implications of local publics research (chapter 9), a glossary
of sixty terms relevant to community literacy studies (chapter 10), and a
lengthy annotated bibliography (chapter 11).
Although Long’s work is issued as an introductory text, readers already
established in the field will find several aspects to be of interest. By focusing
on explicating the meaning and implications of local publics to communityliteracy scholars, Long’s work carries some important contributions to the
field. Aside from offering a complex view of how local publics relate to
institutions, individuals, and the literacies they deploy, she also develops a
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framework for analyzing varying community-literacy accounts. Because this
framework enables readers to draw connections across diverse examples of
community-literacy research while focusing on specific examples from the
scholarship examined by Long (e.g., the street performances by residents
in Heath’s Trackton), it is a strong candidate for graduate-level courses
on community-literacies. Additionally, Long’s explication of local publics
is further enhanced through a substantial chapter articulating a series of
distinct pedagogical approaches developed from her analysis of local publics (chapter 9). Readers interested in developing pedagogies shaped by
community-literacy scholarship will find this section invaluable. Finally,
Long offers a particularly needed, if brief, history of community-literacy
studies (chapter 3).
Further, Long’s framework usefully demonstrates how a local public’s
location, the affective tenor of its discourses, and the kinds of literacies
enacted by individuals work together to shape how individuals solve problems through practices of rhetorical invention. However, some readers may
find Long’s development of her framework to be in need of some theoretical justification; for example, Long’s explanation of affective tenor could
benefit from a more rigorous development, in my view. Doing so would
enable a more focused and extended analysis that might better account for
the implications of non-ideationally based dimensions of literate practices.
But as Long states herself, the local public framework offers “just enough
structure to put alternative accounts of people going public in relation to
one another” by “emphasiz[ing] public features of community literacy not
always salient in other standard accounts of literacy” (15). In addition, its
success is measured, according to Long, by its capacity to “spur readers to
make connections and comparisons of their own” (22)—seen from this angle,
the framework gets the job done.
Following the “Reference Guides” paradigm, chapter 1 briefly introduces
Long’s project explained above, while chapter 2 introduces key definitions
and distinctions. Much of the work of this chapter is to establish the local
publics framework, which consists of five core categories: [1] the central
metaphor employed by the literacy scholar; [2] context, including the location and other socio-cultural features that give public literacy practices and
activities their meaning; [3] the affective register, or tenor, of a discourse;
[4] literacies, which organize life, employ conventions, and are transformable; and [5] rhetorical invention, which describes how discourses enable
one to respond and act in response to exigencies.
Chapter 3 situates Long’s project in the field of Composition and Rhetoric,
arguing that community-literacy scholars’ interest in the “connection between
vernacular literacies and public life” intersects broader interdisciplinary
concerns over individuals’ language rights as well as public-sphere studies
(26). Given that, as Long herself points out, the existing histories of com156 Composition Studies

munity-literacy are brief, much of the work of this chapter is to establish a
detailed historical view of the field, tracing the development of public-sphere
interests in community-literacy scholarship from the 1970s through the past
decade of research in the field. Of the introductory chapters, readers will
find this to be the most developed.
The next five chapters apply Long’s local public framework established
in chapter 2 to some of the core texts in community literacy studies. Each
chapter briefly introduces the text at hand, then in clearly delineated sections,
applies the framework to the text. When the chapter takes up more than one
primary text, each text is treated in turn. Following this format, Long first
establishes the core metaphor adopted by the text’s author, then considers
the location or context of the local public, the tenor of the discourse, the
literacies enacted, and the process of rhetorical invention adopted by the
community. Each analytical section is followed by a series of implications
for understanding local publics drawn from the preceding analysis, and at
times, from other work beyond the text at hand. These tenets vary from text
to text, and while they are rooted in the analysis, are presented in more
general terms to facilitate the reader’s ability to draw connections across
texts and contrast the varying accounts of local publics.
Thus, following this pattern, chapter 4 takes up Shirley Brice Heath’s Ways
with Words, and focuses on Heath’s metaphor of the local public in Trackton
as an impromptu theater that entertained residents with edgy and competitive
verbal play that also helped prepare Trackton’s “children to survive in a world
that adults knew to be unpredictable and unfair” (55). Chapter 5 focuses on
two texts—Deborah Brandt’s Literacy in American Lives and Caroline Heller’s
Until We Are Strong Together—that conceptualize the local public as, respectively, a cultural womb and a garden that each nurture and prepare individuals
for social activism. Chapter 6 considers how individuals and institutions come
together for the purpose of social action in David Barton and Mary Hamilton’s
metaphor of local public as a link between individuals and institutions in
Local Literacies. The second half of the chapter focuses on Ellen Cushman’s
The Struggle and the Tools which utilizes a gate metaphor to explain how local publics represent points of contact between inner city residents and the
various institutions with which they interact. Chapter 7 discusses community
organizing, including Eli Goldblatt’s “Alinsky’s Reveille,” which Long argues
positions community organizing efforts as local publics that work to “transform
problems into issues to act upon” (107), and Linda Flower’s “Intercultural
Knowledge Building,” which Long explains, establishes the community think
tank as a local public that brings diverse members of a community together
to deliberate social issues, with the aim to broaden individuals’ responses
in their own spheres of influence. Finally, chapter 8 initially takes up Ralph
Cintron’s Angels’ Town, in which the local public is a shadow system wherein
individuals demand respect in conditions of no respect. Notably, Long extends
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her discussion of Cintron’s shadow system via brief analysis of Perry Gilmore’s
“‘Gimme Room’: School Resistance, Attitude, and Access to Literacy” and
Phaedra Pezzullo’s “‘National Breast Cancer Awareness Month’: The Rhetoric
of Counterpublics and Their Cultural Performances.”
Chapter 9 sifts through the challenges of applying community-literacy
research to composition pedagogy by exploring five distinct pedagogical
approaches: interpretative, institutional, tactical, inquiry-driven, and performative. Long carefully delineates these five pedagogies, explaining how
each approach develops a particular relationship to local publics through
a series of concerns given from students’ perspectives. These concerns are
followed by a discussion rooted in research that outlines one or more strategies instructors might develop in response to the concern raised by Long.
Additionally, Long situates her explanation of each pedagogical approach
not only in the context of current community-literacy research, but she
also usefully connects each approach with at least one of the prior currentviews chapters (4-8). Thus Long works to develop a holistic view of how
community-literacy research may be applied in classrooms that, taken together, address the following set of concerns: how can we best support our
students’ movements across community borders? How can we best support
students’ intellectual development in community-based pedagogies? And,
how can we best support the circulation of student writing?
Detroit, Michigan

Trust in Texts: A Different History of Rhetoric, by
Susan Miller. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press,
2008. 224 pp.
Reviewed by Lori Ostergaard, Oakland University
In graduate school I had the privilege of working alongside a particularly savvy graduate teaching assistant who had at his disposal a number
of effective appeals that he would call on during heated exchanges about
composition pedagogy. Among the most effective of these appeals was the
one I came to call the “I’m sure we all know” appeal. At a moment when it
seemed the group had reached an ideological impasse, he would baldly and
perfunctorily announce, “as I’m sure we all know, research has proven that
grammar instruction is of little value in the writing classroom.” Or “now
we all know that students learn best by doing, not observing.” By appealing
to what professional compositionists are collectively “supposed” to know
about pedagogy, my friend was able to fashion a serviceable consensus
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through our shared disciplinary knowledge. This is one of the concepts
at the heart of Susan Miller’s latest book: the “everyone knows” appeal,
which assumes that both speaker and audience have been schooled in the
commonplaces of their culture at a specific moment in time (45).
Miller’s Trust in Texts: A Different History of Rhetoric—a recondite and
syntactically byzantine work a decade in the making—provides a history of
rhetoric that takes as its center pedagogy, trust, and emotion. For Miller, the
term “rhetoric” signifies trusted discourse practices that employ not just logic
but also “infrastructures of trustworthiness” that speakers and audiences have
been “schooled to recognize” (2). Inasmuch as Miller asserts the power of
such assent in the face of what “everyone knows” (45), however, she also
argues for an acknowledgement of the rhetorical power of the unknown, of
the charisma of a speaker whose “trustworthy self-presentations” are not the
result of that speaker’s qualifications or personality but of their “enculturation, not into knowledge but into knowledge of knowledge systems” (31).
In its focus on the fundamental importance of trust in persuasive acts,
this work further examines aspects of rhetoric that Miller asserts have been
overlooked in many histories of the field: emotion and emotional appeals.
While she notes that some historical treatments of emotion challenge our
traditional histories of rhetoric, she bemoans the fact that the majority of
those traditional histories, however unintentionally, telegraph the assumption
that emotion is “subordinate to reason in explanations of ancient rhetorical
schemata” (13). In contrast, Miller’s work posits that emotion is a culturally
learned, shared, and situated response. To support this claim, she examines
the emotional training evidenced in the ancient Greek paideia, a system of
schooling that Miller contends acted as a “civilizing force” providing students with a “shared emotional code” embedded in the texts those students
“parsed, read, recited, and [took] as models for their compositions” (22).
Miller emphasizes that such pedagogies are not unique to paideia; instead,
they can be discovered in everything from the Decalogue to textbooks and
handbooks providing language instruction and, simultaneously, teaching
students “appropriate gestures and responses” (29).
In earlier works, Miller argued against the supposition that contemporary composition is descended from the rhetoric of ancient Athens, and in
a similar vein, her current work is articulated against the assumption that
fourth century Greek culture was the “cradle of development that nurtured all
linguistic bases of Western civilization” (39). Because she critiques the origin
stories that place the birth of rhetoric in an alphabetic, Athenian democratic
state, Miller’s work spans millennia to provide comprehensive support for
her claim that rhetoric is “one of many variously interested sources of trust
in discourse” (x). Thus, one of the most important claims of this book that
“any history of rhetoric has many plausible beginnings, or many rhetorics
to account for” is illustrated in the organization and focus of its three main
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chapters, each of which examines a distinct historical era: the classical era,
the early modern period, and the Enlightenment (55).
In chapter 1, “Decentering Rhetoric,” Miller fashions her argument
against the Athenian origin myths of rhetorical history and examines how
cultural commonplaces embedded in shared educational experiences served
to shape a speaker’s credibility. Trust between speaker and judge in ancient
Greece was based on “shared responses” that were learned in a variety of
textual spaces (49). To contrast the “sequential march towards rationalism
and democracy” (72), which she believes characterizes most origin myths
associated with Athenian rhetoric, Miller identifies and examines the sites
of poetry, drama, cures, sophisticated rhetoric, and divine rhetoric in this
chapter. She includes these genres as examples of alternative origins that
both “precede rhetoric’s canons” and contribute to the “cultural education
through discourse” that makes trust possible (55).
Miller’s expansive treatment of the early modern period in chapter 2,
“Trusting Texts,” focuses on the circulation of print and epistolary rhetorics
and the consequent anxiety caused by the distance these rhetorics created
between writer and reader. She suggests that one response to this anxiety
is the “pedagogic energy” of the time, which is characterized by moves to
restore trust in texts through language stabilization or “regulation” (81),
particularly of the vernacular (80). That energy is reflected in letters,
handbooks, “instructive novels and picaresque stories” which instructed
early modern writers and readers on the composition of “trustworthy
characters” (94).
Chapter 3, “The Mobility of Trust,” examines the eighteenth century,
particularly as this period constructs “literary literature” and the readers of
that literature (111). Miller notes the Enlightenment era’s shift to demarcate “aesthetic discourse as a distinct ontology” (111) and a related shift to
measure texts against an “abstract standard of quality” or “universal taste”
that, nevertheless, conceives of eighteenth-century readers as individuals,
“not members of communities” (119). Miller concludes this chapter by attending to the eighteenth-century interest in elocutionary rhetoric, noting
that elocution represents a “cold spot” in histories of rhetoric (108). According to Miller, the field’s “trivializing attitude” (130) towards elocution has
resulted in histories that ignore how the standardization of pronunciation
parallels moves to standardize the definitions and spelling of words. This
oversight is significant as elocution lessons served as “a new paideia” for an
“emergent literate middle-class” in this era (131).
While Miller’s writing style renders some of her most innovative claims
opaque, Trust in Texts has much to offer the advanced doctoral student or
scholar of rhetoric who appreciates the vital contributions she has already
made to composition historiography. And while the readers of this journal
may wish, as I did, that Miller had more thoroughly examined the practical
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and political implications of her historical analyses for the work we perform
in contemporary writing and rhetoric classrooms, this text represents a
comprehensive bibliographic contribution to the history of rhetoric. Miller
combines primary sources with current analyses of those sources; employs
historical studies composed by contemporary scholars in Philosophy, Linguistics, Cultural Studies, Speech, Literature, Education, Rhetoric, and Composition; and examines a variety of genres, including drama, poetry, letters,
novels, dictionaries, and handbooks to work against a “singular conceptual
rhetoric” (37) in favor of analyses that consider instead how “discourse is
produced and deployed in multiple circumstances” (6).
Miller’s work should be read alongside traditional histories that place the
origin of rhetoric in ancient Greece as well as those that examine rhetoric in
more inclusive, global traditions. While it may be tempting to fault Miller’s
text for her almost exclusive focus on the Western traditions of rhetoric, Trust
in Texts provides the historiographic and theoretical support for conceiving
of rhetoric as a “multiplicity of metadiscursive pedagogies that constitute
cultures” and for understanding how those pedagogies are culturally-situated
and autonomous rather than simply movements toward or away from an
Athenian rhetorical tradition (106).
Rochester, Michigan

Transforming English Studies: New Voices in an
Emerging Genre, edited by Lori Ostergaard, Jeff Ludwig,
and Jim Nugent. West Lafayette: Parlor Press, 2009. 280 pp.
Reviewed by Michelle F. Eble, East Carolina University
As a Director of Undergraduate Studies in a Department of English that
includes most, if not all, of the areas of study falling under the nebulous
term English Studies, I especially looked forward to reading and reviewing
this work. At the same time, I was skeptical that an edited collection on
the topic of English Studies could hold together under analysis given the
varied uses of the term to define a group of similar disciplines under one
umbrella, a group of different sub-disciplines that all fall within the same
department, or a group of scholars concerned with “how texts are made,
how they mean, and why they matter” (Hesse 253). In perusing the table
of contents, I wasn’t convinced that I would recognize a common thread
that brought these chapters together. Much like English departments at
various schools, I wondered if the chapters in the collection would build on
similar ideas about what constitutes English Studies in the same way that
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some people wonder how areas of study that seem so disparate can coexist
together productively in one department called English.
As I read through the introduction, I was excited to see the approaches
and arguments offered for transforming English Studies and this collection
serves as a productive and thoughtful alternative to the “crisis and preservation
narratives” common in English Studies scholarship that focus on disciplinary
critique. In an effort to promote transformation, Lori Ostergaard, Jeff Ludwig,
and Jim Nugent have pulled together voices from the various areas that make
up English Studies. In addition to brief introductions to the four sections of
the collection, the introduction identifies the predominate types of disciplinary critique as preservationist—those that hearken back to “the way it used to
be” or transformative ones which emphasize growth, change, and opportunity
for dialogue. The editors identify the chapters in the collection as examples
of transformative responses to discipline inquiry and assert that one of the
common themes of transformative responses is the future rather than the past.
Transformative responses also focus on opportunity and collaboration while
preservationist responses tend to focus on crisis and difference. Perhaps one
of the most important components of a transformative response, and a focus
of many of the pieces in this collection, is the emphasis on dialogue between
and within the areas that make up English Studies and the acknowledgment
of our differences but a focus on our similarities.
The introduction provides a framework for reading the diverse voices
of the collection, and the individual chapters focus on specific instances of
change, reform, negotiation, dialogue, collaboration, and common goals.
This collection provides a hopeful outlook for English Studies, and its chapters illustrate ways to emphasize the dialogue needed for transformation.
The collection is divided into 4 sections, with 3 chapters per section. Part I
of the collection includes chapters that discuss negotiation and collaboration. In the first chapter of this part, Chris W. Gallagher, Peter M. Gray, and
Shari J. Stenberg, graduates of SUNY-Albany’s “fusion-based” PhD program
(the program at the center of North’s Refiguring the PhD in English Studies),
discuss their experiences attempting to negotiate and navigate change at
their new institutions once they received their PhDs. Given their experiences, they conclude that those wanting to refigure the discipline should
take advantage of changes already happening, make “productive use of
con/fusing moments”, and realize the importance of “relational work” to
institutional and disciplinary change (40-41). The second chapter uses the
metaphor of sociolinguistics as a way to think about the future of English
Studies as Susan Burt asserts that “our disciplines, like our languages and
our selves, are transformed through use, contact, and interaction” (51). The
last chapter in this section of the text chronicles Caren J. Town, a faculty
member in a department of Literature and Philosophy, and her efforts to
collaborate with her colleagues in Education and Writing and Linguistics
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to educate future language arts teachers. She compares this collaborative
experience to “climbing switchbacks up a mountain” where you keep climbing knowing that you are making some progress even if you don’t see the
end of the climb in sight (53).
The three chapters in part II of the collection, labeled Disciplinary
Enactment, discuss how performances are usually based on the value
they hold within our departments even if these enactments may not be
in the best interests of our discipline, our students, and our programs.
David Downing uses two historical case studies to illustrate how we have
been “disciplined” to separate reading and writing in our curriculum and
our scholarship. However, any transformation in English Studies must
begin with integrating “writing and reading activities,” valuing all of the
scholarly practices conducted within English departments, and negotiating evaluation and labor practices. With the proliferation of independent
writing programs, a chapter that adamantly argues against separating
Writing Studies from English Studies seems rare, yet William Banks asserts
that dividing large departments into smaller organizational units doesn’t
always speak to disciplinary concerns as much as it does to relations
between people within departments. Citing two examples, he illustrates
the kinds of transformative and productive work that might happen in
an English Studies department that spends time developing relationships and communication focused on “identification” and “articulation”
(112). This section concludes with Matthew Abraham’s chapter which
questions the use of theory—“as a reflection on practice”—in identifying
administrative work as intellectual work and argues instead that the use
of theory should disrupt and challenge the dominant culture. All three
chapters make strong arguments for the discipline’s focus on relationships
and the disproportionate values institutions place on different types of
work within departments.
The third part of the collection focuses on curricula models that might
serve to bring together the diverse work of English studies. Marcia A.
McDonald’s chapter argues for an integrated English Studies curriculum
based on dialogue between “the aesthetic and critical, the rhetorical and
cultural” and the “education for democracy,” which emphasizes diversity,
pragmatism, and civic engagement. Lynée Lewis Gaillet’s chapter provides
an eighteenth-century historical precedent for “bridging the gap” between
Composition and Literature and argues that historical models that integrated
the work of civic humanism, reception and production of belles lettres, and
writing serve as examples of what may be possible if we focus on similarities
shared by those who make up English Studies. In the last chapter in this
section, Matthew T. Pifer responds to the many crisis narratives regarding
employment opportunities and the education of future PhDs in English by
articulating a “theory of the generalist” based on aligning graduate student
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preparation with their ultimate professional identity and practice in a wide
variety of institutions.
The final part of the collection includes English Studies proposals that focus
on writing, literacy, and technology. In Michael Pennell’s chapter, he explores
what it might mean for English Studies if we engage corruption or “the ceasing
to be” and the “non-places—spaces of movement and exchange and excess”
to argue taking advantage of opportunities for change and transformation. In
“English Teachers We Have Known,” Christopher Schroeder combines brief
personal narratives with an alternative discussion to the “cries of literacy crisis” while focusing on a literacy model that may help English teachers remain
relevant. Knievel argues in the concluding chapter of the collection for the
central role technology can play in continuing to transform English studies. In
perhaps one of the boldest chapters (the other by Banks) in the collection, he
concludes that the discipline of English studies is dependent on a productive,
active “inseparable relationship between technology and the humanities” in
the twenty-first century.
A forward by Gary A. Olson and an afterward by Douglas Hesse affirm
the importance of this collection to the future of English Studies, endorse
dialogues related to the evolving nature of English Studies, and support the
common thread throughout the collection that focuses on an appreciation
of the similarities as well as the differences between the areas of study
that make up English Studies. I was impressed with the excellent job the
editors did in contextualizing this work, building on North’s work while at
the same time encouraging possibilities for discussion and opportunity for
dialogue. Most importantly, the chapters worked extremely well together
in articulating the possibilities for transforming English Studies. The term
“English Studies” still presents problems in that it means different things to
different people, but this collection presents an operationalized definition.
Thus, the collection also helps codify English Studies while also presenting ways for it to continually evolve. Together, the pieces in the collection
paint a picture of English Studies as we approach the second decade of
the 21st century. This collection argues for English Studies, and the impression that more and more independent rhetoric and writing programs
and departments will form in the future seems less likely. The collection
overwhelmingly asserts that specialists in the areas of study that make up
English Studies should collaborate, listen, and negotiate with each other.
Tending to relationships rather than going to our separate corners seems
the more hopeful and productive path to a more relevant, legitimate English
Studies and reading this collection is a place to begin this important work.
Greenville, North Carolina
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Between Speaking and Silence: A Study of Quiet Students, by Mary M. Reda. Albany: SUNY Press, 2009. 218 pp.
Reviewed by Lisa Mastrangelo, The College of St. Elizabeth
Between Speaking and Silence: a Study of Quiet Students, by Mary M. Reda,
offers advice to instructors about the quiet student in the classroom. Reda
offers definitions of such students, and explores the reasons why students
are quiet and the ways that instructors might work with these silences.
For any teacher who has stood in front of a classroom, asked a question,
and waited through the silence for an answer, or pondered at the end of the
semester on how to give a participation grade to a student who never said
a word, Mary M. Reda’s From Speaking to Silence: A Study of Quiet Students
offers invaluable insights and hopeful advice. Reda explores the issue of quiet
students: defined here as those who do not actively participate in class discussions, those who seem uncomfortable or even defiant when called on, or those
who speak as little as possible. Her book, largely based on research that she
gathered from her students, includes substantial reflections from them on their
own experiences as quiet or not-so-quiet students in a variety of classroom
situations. Reda also explores the derivations of silence in particular classroom
situations, using both her and her student’s experiences.
Who is the quiet student? Reda explores this notion through several
vehicles, including studies of gender, class, and response. According to
current studies, girls and women are typically quieter in the classroom.
However, Reda troubles those studies by pointing to the fact that they assume from the outset that “not being able to speak leads to not knowing,”
a concept that she challenges (40). While gender can be one factor, Reda
also explores the idea that class may play a part in quietness. Studies have
shown that students from working-class backgrounds, who largely attend
public universities, may view themselves as having little to say and may
consider themselves outside of the intellectual life and conversation of the
university. They may expect to come to class and listen, respectfully, to the
authority in the room, but they typically do not view themselves as active
participants in the classroom process. They may also be used to classroom
situations where the large number of students in the room may discourage
discussion. Despite the fact that instructors may indeed value student response in some university classrooms (particularly in composition), students
who have constructed themselves as outsiders to the institution or as one of
a large, anonymous group may have difficulty participating in conversations
that they do not feel qualified or welcome to enter.
The quiet student can be particularly vexing for compositionists, who
often rely on classroom participation as a key part of their pedagogy. Reda
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is quick to point out that one of the major difficulties with quiet students
is that they violate a major rule for “good” composition teaching—that
the students lead the discussion and that the teacher says as little as possible and attempts not to silence students by her actions. We fear that the
silent student represents an older, archetypal model of the great teacher,
filling a silent and complacent student with expert knowledge. We are also
gratified to see students working in groups, discussing their work with one
another, and providing critical feedback in classroom discussions. Because
of our training, however, students who do not participate in discussions
(large or small group) lead us to feel that our methods are not working.
We worry that the quiet student is one who does not understand. Aside
from troubling the instructor, however, designing a classroom based on
student participation and dialogic investigation, so deeply embedded in
our lore through key practitioners such as Dewey, Freire and Shor, does
not accommodate (and may even alienate) students who are quiet in
productive ways.
Reda makes an essential point about all quiet students when she
notes that instructors must learn that students who are not talking are
not necessarily failing to understand, not doing anything constructive,
or, at the worst, being intentionally belligerent. Rather, silence is, for
many students, often a productive mode of learning. Students who listen
more often than they speak felt that they were paying more attention and
making more critical observations than those who were talking. As Reda
notes, “Silence, then, can be a process of active engagement with the
ideas of others” (159). Quiet students may indeed be having an internal
conversation with themselves that the instructor cannot access. Elizabeth
Samet notes that the seasoned instructor is one who looks “to distinguish
the I’m-thinking silence from the I-have-no-idea-what-she’s-talking-about
variety” (59). Reda advocates that we should find ways to respect, rather
than disturb, the “I’m-thinking” silences. Calling on quiet students, for
example, may cause them extreme discomfort. Conversely, ignoring them
can leave them feeling unnoticed and does not promote the development
of teacher-student relationships.
Reda notes that instructors must also be aware of the reasons for student
silence that our assignments may unwittingly create in the writing classroom.
In particular, she points to the obvious but overlooked fact that student texts
tend to make up the key readings for the classroom. Our attempts at having
students get to know one another and creating comfortable spaces for them
can also make students feel especially vulnerable. Under such circumstances,
they may become less likely to want to speak, especially before they have
had a chance to establish trusting relationships with other students in the
room, or learn which students they want to avoid. They may create works
that are below their potential because they are working so hard to impress
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their peers, or they may even fail to turn work in if they feel threatened. As
Reda astutely observes, not providing writing for class discussion can function as another form of quietness.
Reda offers a number of reasons quiet students behave as they do: students may be quiet because they are learning the culture of college and that
particular classroom. They may have previously been silenced in class by a
teacher or a peer. Students who had this experience reported being more
likely to remain quiet in what they considered to be other high-risk situations.
Students may also have encountered “discussion-based” classrooms where
the dialogue consisted of the instructor asking questions and the students
providing the “correct” answers. Students learn early on that the dialogue is
really more of a question-and-answer situation. Finally, students may simply
be reluctant to share their views and ideas with peers and an instructor with
whom they are not familiar and have not yet established any level of trust.
Overall, students offered Reda a variety of reasons for silence, and ultimately
did not offer consistent, patterned reasons for their quietness.
Given the diversity of responses she encountered, Reda advocates gaining a greater understanding of our individual students and why they might
or might not be speaking. In part, she stresses the need for student-teacher
conferences, starting early in the semester. While many of us use these as
a way to help students with their writing in a more direct way, the student
conference can also draw the quiet student out. It can cause the student
discomfort, certainly (many students don’t know what to expect from such
conferences before they come), but it can also help ascertain reasons why
a student is speaking or remaining quiet in the classroom. It can tease out
the difference between a quietly reflective student and one who does not
understand. It can also help to develop trust between the student and instructor, potentially creating a situation where the student may feel more
comfortable to speak out in the larger classroom.
As well, Reda advocates using silences in the classroom. She cites several
instances that her students had recalled when they had been asked simply
to sit quietly and think about the material that they had learned. In a more
meditative setting, quiet spaces were used for reflection, for internalization
of concepts learned, and for furthering later discussions. Particularly for
students who were not typically active classroom participants, this seemed
to be a valuable tool in their learning. Reda also notes that we must more
carefully define what we mean by participation when we make that a required part of the course and grade on it.
While Reda’s exploration of the reasons for students’ quietness offers
insights, I did find myself wishing for more solid advice for classroom instructors. Because of the variety of reasons that students offered for their
quietness, it is difficult to draw any single lesson from Reda’s findings that
could be unilaterally incorporated in the classroom. I wondered what some
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of her other suggestions might actually look like in concrete form. I found
myself wishing, for example, for a sample of a revised participation policy
that took student quietness into account, or somehow graded student participation in ways other than ones that were speech-based.
Ultimately, Reda’s book offers important alternative ways of thinking
about the use of dialogue and discussion in our classrooms and of the role
of quietness and quiet students. While she does not (and cannot) solve all of
the challenges of having quiet students in the classroom, she throws down
the gauntlet to instructors to analyze their own discourse, and to re-think
and re-vision their classroom in more inclusive, more productive ways.
Morristown, New Jersey
Work Cited
Samet, Elizabeth. Soldier’s Heart: Reading Literature Through Peace and War at
West Point. New York: Picador, 2007.

The Two Virtuals: New Media and Composition, by
Alexander Reid. West Lafayette: Parlor Press, 2007. 210 pp.
Rev. by Cheri Lemieux Spiegel, Northern Virginia Community College
As the fall semester comes to a close, I’m struck by unique challenges and
victories afforded me as a result of technology. This semester, more than those
prior it, I have puzzled at how to best serve my students, who have largely
developed their communication skills in a discourse community heavily influenced by text messages, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, and Facebook. On the one
hand, I fight my gut impulse to “fix” the students’ tendencies to compose in
“text speak” and cringe at the usage of “u” to symbolize “you.” At the same
time, I find myself fascinated with the potential opportunities new technologies such as podcasting, digital imaging software, and blogs might bring to
my classroom. I wonder at how to make the technology work for me and my
students rather than against us. I am curious whether new composing tools
and delivery methods, such as Twitter and YouTube, will allow students to
convey or construct meaning in as rich or perhaps richer means than what
has been possible to me through the traditional print-based essay.
These concerns are not new to me nor our discipline. With each new
development in technology, those in Rhetoric and Composition are tasked
with adapting to strengthen pedagogy and better use the resources newly
available. In The Two Virtuals, Alexander Reid responds to this perennial
need to adapt to the ever growing expanse of technology with an approach
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to composition that is based on an understanding of materiality, not based
upon a specific technology form. Reid’s chief accomplishment, for a writing
instructor such as myself, is his ability to redefine the purpose and potential of technology based upon its history and the nature of its interaction
with humanity. Reid’s provides a greatly needed foundation through which
one may understand technology and the complex and reciprocal nature of
humanity’s interaction with the technologies in their lives.
To begin the construction of this foundation, Reid begins with the definitions of the title concept: the two virtuals. The first portion of the piece
focuses on the first virtual—the “virtual-technological.” This virtual is a term
most readers will find “quite familiar,” since it refers to the form of “virtual
reality produced by modern computing—the broad range of technologies
from cell phones to mainframes” (3). Reid’s discussion of the virtual-technological starts with a thorough treatment of its history, which begins with
the emergence of symbolic behavior and concludes with the development
of more contemporary media applications.
Chapters 2 and 3 describe the recursive nature through which writing
and cognition have developed over centuries of time. As writing technology
evolves, cognitive processes mirror this development. In a similar manner,
cognition evolves as advances in technology enter into a culture. For example, Reid explores how the development of written texts allowed for the
study of language in a way never possible prior to these texts. Philosophic
concepts, for one, were only made possible through the arrival of the written word. As advancements in writing technology continued they created a
more concrete means to express cognitive processes and thus led to further
advancements in technology.
However, Reid maintains that our understanding of our own consciousness, as expressed through these technologies (the typewriter or camera,
for example), is always fragmented—merely a “partial apprehension of the
material world”—because the technology is unable to capture the continuous
materiality of existence or cognition (55). This “partial apprehension of the
material world” is the source of great anxiety, because, similar to Lacan’s
mirror stage, we must continuously reconcile the necessarily fractured product of our media with the illusion of “wholeness” (54). Reid then shows,
in chapters 4 and 5, how this anxiety is only accentuated with the rise of
cybernetic theory and the arrival of modern computing and new media.
Having developed the reader’s understanding of the virtual-technological
and the anxiety developed through its fragmented recording of materiality,
Reid devotes the later portion of the text (chapters 6 through 9) to the second,
more complex virtual. Reid refers to this virtual as the “virtual-actual.” This
virtual is seated within philosophical roots, rather than technological ones.
It is “a theory of materiality and thought, a theory of composition (of the
way in which thoughts compose as media and media composes as thought)”
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(3). Through his treatment of this second virtual, Reid provides readers with
the tools to approach their usage of the “virtual-technological” in ways that
will better account for the fragmented apprehension of the material world.
In chapter 6, Reid begins to discuss space as continuous and mutational
rather than discrete and fixed. This discussion describes how the virtualactual can shape our understanding of the role technology, particularly new
media, plays in our development of ideas and compositions. Rather than
envisioning technology as a means to translate our cognition into a new
form, Reid’s treatment encourages the reader to understand the interface
between human and machine in a new way. In this new way, we see technology as a continued space through which information can be accessed and
manipulated, rather than a place to transmit and store information.
Using this idea of the interface between human and machine, Reid
develops in chapter 7 a theory of composition that he refers to as rip/mix/
burn. As the name would suggest, this theory is composed of three stages:
ripping, mixing, and burning. Ripping refers to gathering information from
sources. These sources might be one’s own memories, things one is actively
experiencing or items learned through the media already created by others.
Mixing then refers to the stage wherein the items that were previously ripped
are examined for their potential for further usage in new ways. Burning, like
the burning of a CD or DVD, is the stage wherein the product is translated
and prepared for communication. While these three terms have been used
to describe composition in the realm of the virtual-technological for some
time, Reid sees them as having great potential when applied to the continuous and mutational reality of the virtual actual.
In the two final chapters of his book, Reid brings his discussion out of
the theoretical realm and begins to suggest its application to the concerns
of the university campus. Chapter 9 expands the scope of Reid’s discussion
beyond the writing classroom to the university at large. While this discussion
is interesting, it is in his eighth chapter that Reid suggests the means though
which the rip/mix/burn strategies might be applied to the writing classroom.
He provides examples of how this process is currently at work in classrooms
and its potential if used effectively. The true strength of his practical application, as I alluded earlier, is in the fact that his plan is not technology
specific. Rather than suggesting an approach to integrating PowerPoint or
some specific technology into the curriculum, Reid provides a theoretical
approach that will shape our understanding of technology and thus its role
in our classroom. I found these suggestions for practice particularly useful
in the context of my concerns regarding classroom related technologies.
The Two Virtuals is thought provoking and earns its place among foundational Rhetoric and Composition texts through its ability to reconcile
the contemporary challenges of our classrooms with the complex nature of
materiality. I recommend this source to teachers of rhetoric and composition
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who find themselves puzzled at how to best approach evolving technologies
deeply rooted in our classrooms, and, like me, are looking for a tool to help
them make sense of it all.
Annandale, Virginia

Composing Feminisms: How Feminists Have Shaped
Composition Theories and Practices, by Kay Siebler.
Cresskill: Hampton Press, 2009. 244 pp.
Reviewed by Cara Minardi, Georgia State University
The term “feminist pedagogy” is difficult to define clearly, and I had
almost given up on claiming the term because I found it impossible to synthesize a workable definition from our scholarship. The term is used in many
ways, and the goals of feminist scholars vary greatly; I feared my definition
would oversimplify the complexities and richness of feminist pedagogy or
the scholarship of it. What’s more, I had come to the point where I could no
longer distinguish feminist pedagogy from those considered good teaching
practices in the field of Rhetoric and Composition. Luckily, I found and read
Composing Feminisms: How Feminists Have Shaped Composition Theories and
Practices by Kay Siebler, who accomplished what I was trying to do; she
distinguishes feminist pedagogy from liberatory and critical pedagogies, as
well as what is commonly accepted as good teaching practices. This important book establishes, in a broad sense, the variety of definitions of feminist
pedagogy from the 1970s to 1990s. Because it traces practices of feminist
pedagogies, this work should be part of every feminist teacher’s library.
This book clarifies not only good practices of feminist approaches in
the classroom, but in reviewing feminist pedagogical scholarship over
thirty years, Siebler also demonstrates how feminist pedagogy is central to
our field—a new contribution. Siebler argues, “feminism is not a ‘special’
category in composition, but [is] infused in mainstream composition theory
and practice, although not recognized as such” (4). Siebler hopes to rectify
the erasure in order to give credit to feminist scholars who have changed
composition theory and praxis. In addition, because the text traces the history
of feminist pedagogy, it provides important background in order for feminist
compositionists to contribute scholarship that moves in new directions.
The book is broken into six chapters. The first two chapters, “Trying to
Figure it Out: When Rapunzel Escapes the Tower and Runs Amuck” and “A
Historical Representation of Feminist Pedagogy: The Sixteen Themes Defining
Feminist Pedagogy,” are the stars of the book because they ground the themes
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of feminist pedagogy along with criticisms of it. Chapter 1 focuses on thirty
years of scholarship about feminist pedagogy in Women’s and English Studies.
Siebler teases out similarities and differences between feminist, liberatory,
and critical pedagogies, demonstrating how they influenced one another.
In addition to liberatory and critical pedagogies, Siebler also discusses the
influence of poststructural theory as it connects knowledge to power and
helps scholars decenter power and hierarchies. Lastly, Siebler credits 1970s
feminisms for contributing to feminist pedagogy with consciousness-raising
groups that valued making connections between the personal and the political. Her review of the scholarship allows Siebler to move away from what she
calls a “feminine” pedagogy based on an “ethic of care” that developed from
landmark texts such as Carol Gilligan’s A Different Voice: Psychological Theory
and Women’s Development and Belenky et al.’s Women’s Ways of Knowing:
The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind. While the “ethic of care” approach
moved feminist teachers and theorists in important directions, the move
was, however strategic, an essentialist one. Siebler’s feminist pedagogy, by
contrast, avoids essentialism and is a pedagogy that demands engagement
and critique by the students and teachers who practice it.
Definition of any kind in feminist studies is problematic because definition often narrows a concept too much and risks excluding a group of people
from the conversation. Siebler states that her goal is not to create a definition of what is or is not feminist pedagogy to be used as a measurement by
which to test teachers’ pedagogies; instead, she wants to demonstrate the
complexities of feminist pedagogy and to document its history and relationship to other pedagogies. In pursuit of this goal, Siebler develops sixteen
“themes” of feminist pedagogy in chapter 2. Identifying themes rather than
solidified practices allows Siebler to frame rather than constrain feminist
pedagogy to one rigid definition. In so doing, the rhetorical move functions
to enable a broader recognition of diversity within the feminist community. The sixteen themes fall under three categories. The first category is
“Themes of Teacher Critical reflection,” and includes confronting sex biases;
embracing conflict instead of working to avoid it; being overt with one’s
political location and checking teacher authority; restructuring power so
it is empowering not oppressive; teaching with the whole self; integrating
theory and practice; and critically reflecting on teaching through a teaching
journal or other consistent method of engagement with classroom dynamics.
The second category, “Goals for the Classroom and Classroom Strategies,”
includes creating connections between learning and knowing and connections between the classroom and outside issues; working towards student
critical consciousness; considering dynamics and issues of race, class, gender,
sexual orientation, among others; and engaging students in active learning.
The third category, “Student Concerns and Classroom Strategies,” includes
considering each student’s concerns and individual needs; giving students
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choices in the curriculum and the work they do; bringing joy and fun into
the classroom; being aware of voices and silences; and recognizing that each
classroom community and each student is unique. Once she identifies the
themes, Siebler provides a handy, chronological chart identifying Women’s
Studies and Composition theorists who contributed to the particular theme.
None of the information in this chapter is surprising; however, Siebler develops themes from a compilation of scholarship and answers why many of
these practices, in conjunction with one another, are feminist rather than
critical, liberatory, or just plain good teaching.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 contain Siebler’s ethnographies of Lynn Worsham,
Harriet Malinowitz, and Jacqueline Jones Royster, respectively. Siebler considers the scholarship and service of these women as well as their teaching
and leadership practices in order to illustrate the range of feminist pedagogy.
According to Siebler, Worsham centers on her public self-critique and connecting theory to material reality, both of which are important characteristics
of feminist pedagogy. She also discusses Worsham’s position as JAC editor
where Worsham focuses on difference and collaborates with graduate students and new scholars. Because she did not want to influence the results
of her ethnography, she did not tell Worsham about the sixteen themes, a
mistake for which Siebler takes responsibility. However, the mistake becomes
a point of strength because it allows Siebler to model an example of how to
embrace conflict for a positive outcome. More importantly, it forced Siebler
to articulate the usefulness of her sixteen themes and explain their elasticity.
Like Worsham, Harriet Malinowitz connects with students, brings passion
into the classroom, and shares her life with students. Because Malinowitz
teaches Women’s and Cultural Studies, she is someone who resists disciplinary boundaries, another hallmark of feminist teaching practice. Jackie
Jones Royster is the subject of chapter 5. Royster is the only administrator
in the book, included because of the opportunities administration offers for
resisting boundaries and mentoring others. Royster’s feminist approach to
administration includes rejecting an objective stance, creating connections,
applying feminist ethics, being defiant, critically self-reflecting, embracing
conflict, sharing power, and transgressing boundaries.
In the conclusion, “There Are No Conclusions, Only New Beginnings,”
Siebler reinforces that “feminist pedagogy needs a historical definition to
save it from the misrepresentation it now suffers: a weak-minded form of
critical pedagogy where the feminine, nurturing mother situates herself in
the touchy-feely classwomb where students feel validated and empowered”
(206). Her recognition is the point of Siebler’s book; however, my one disappointment is that while she asks how feminist pedagogy has been subsumed
by other pedagogies, she provides no answers.
Siebler’s Composing Feminisms: How Feminists Have Shaped Composition Theories and Practices not only defines feminist pedagogy in a useful
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way, but enacts it. It is a good example of how feminist scholars can avoid
oversimplifying feminist work. The inclusion of her honest and self-reflective
teaching and research journals is one method of critically engaging with her
classroom and her research as well as with her audience. Siebler includes
feminist theory and feminist pedagogical theory to frame and contextualize her own thinking, even in her own journals, thereby modeling how
theory and practice can and should be integrated for a successful project.
In the ethnography section, Siebler recognizes that each of the scholars she
shadows is unique and she considers the concerns and needs of each. She
asks them to respond to her chapters on them and her inclusivity breaks
the binary of researcher/researched and allows readers a clearer, more
coherently situated sense of the research. As such, Siebler asks readers to
make their own evaluation. Siebler’s Composing Feminisms reminds us that
feminist pedagogy, alongside feminism, is always in the process of becoming, of changing, and adapting to the needs of a given situation. Composing
Feminisms: How Feminists Have Shaped Composition Theories and Practices
by Kay Siebler is filled with important information for teachers and offers a
fine model of feminist scholarship.
Atlanta, Georgia
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